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KHNL-TV/KHBC-TV/KOGG-TV/KHNL-DTV 

HONOLULU, HAWAI’I 

A DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS PROVIDING THE MOST SIGNIFICANT 

TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES 

JANUARY 1 – MARCH 31, 2007 

 

PROGRAM   DAY    TIME  

 

Local News    

KHNL News 8 Early Today Monday – Friday  5:00 a.m. 

KHNL News 8 Sunrise Monday – Friday  5:30 a.m. 

KHNL News 8 Today Monday – Friday  6 a.m. 

KHNL News 8 @ 5  Sunday – Friday  5 p.m. 

KHNL News 8 @ 6  Monday – Saturday  6 p.m. 

KHNL News 8 @ 10  Monday – Sunday  10 p.m.(Rpt. at 1 a.m.)  

 

Local news shows reporting community events and covering community issues.  All 

shows are locally produced mixing news, weather, and sports issue-responsive segments. 

 

 

Meet the Press  Sunday   7 – 8 a.m. 

 

Roundtable of government officials and top journalists discussing the leading political 

issues of the day. 

 

 

Today Show   Sunday   6 – 7 a.m. 

    Monday – Friday  7 – 10 a.m. 

    Saturday   5 – 7 a.m. 

 

Daily informational news you can use show. 

 

 

NBC Nightly News  Monday – Sunday  5:30 – 6 p.m. 

 

National Nightly News Show providing a round-up of the day’s major news events, as 

well as in-depth reports on issues of public concern. 

 

 

Dateline NBC   Friday    7 - 8/8 – 9 p.m.   

    Sunday   6 – 7 p.m. 

     

 

Network program featuring investigative reporting on controversial issues facing the 

public.  The program consists of multiple segments usually 8 – 12 minutes in duration. 
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NBC All Night (Dateline)  Sunday  2:30 – 3:30 a.m. 

 

Repeat feature of network program “Dateline”. 

 

 

NBC All Night (Meet the Press) Sunday  3:30 – 4:30 a.m. 

 

Repeat feature of network program “Meet the Press”. 

 

 

Think about it…   Mondays, 6:30pm 

Tuesdays, 6:00am and 5:30pm 

Wednesdays, 7:00am and 6:30pm 

Thursdays, 6:00am and 5:30pm 

Fridays, 7:00am 

 

Weekly editorial segments (2 new segments produced each week) with station General 

Manager, John Fink.  Spots are approximately 60-90 seconds in length. 

 

 

Public Service Announcements Various days and times 

 

Announcements that air throughout the broadcast day regarding issues of public concern. 
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CRIME/PUBLIC SAFETY, Protection and prevention from, 

including positive public safety issues. 

 

Local News (Morning) 
 
JAN 8 
DRIVERS SHOULD ALSO EXPECT LANE CLOSURES ON NIMITZ HIGHWAY TODAY 
THROUGH FRIDAY FOR UNDERGROUND UTILITY WORK. ACTUAL RESURFACING OF THE 
NIMITZ AND ALA MOANA AREA WILL START IN MAY AND WILL INVOLVE MULTIPLE LANE 
CLOSURES.  THE PROJECT IS EXPECTED TO BE FINISHED IN JANUARY OF NEXT YEAR. 
 
JAN 10 
ON MAUI. LAHAINA BYPASS IS HOSTING A TRANSPORTATION DESIGN WORKSHOP FOR 
A THIRD DAY. THE GROUP IS TRYING TO FIND WAYS TO IMPROVE ROADWAYS IN WEST 
MAUI. THE WORKSHOP BEGINS AT 10 A.M. AT THE MALU--ULU--OLELE CULTURAL 
CENTER IN LAHAINA. 
      
JAN 11 
THE KALOKO DAM REPORT IS NOW PROMPTING STATE LAWMAKERS TO TAKE A 
CLOSER LOOK AT SAFETY MEASURES ACROSS THE ISLANDS.  
LAWMAKERS WANT MORE MONEY AND BETTER TRAINING FOR DAM SAFETY 
INSPECTORS.  THEY ALSO WANT OUTREACH AND EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR 
COMMUNITIES THREATENED BY FLOODING.  LAWMAKERS ARE LOOKING AT CHANGING 
CLASSIFICATIONS FOR DAM HAZARDS. AS FOR ANY CIVIL PENALTIES, SOME 
LAWMAKERS SAID THEY'LL LET THE COURTS DECIDE WHETHER THE STATE HAS ANY 
LIABILITY IN THE KALOKO DAM FAILURE. 
THE REPORT SAYS THE STATE DID NOT INSPECT KALOKO DAM AS REQUIRED BY LAW. 
DAM OWNER JAMES PFLUEGER IS ALSO CITED IN THE REPORT FOR FILLING IN THE 
DAM'S SPILLWAY, AND KAUA'I COUNTY IS CITED FOR FAILING TO STOP WORK ON THE 
DAM.  
 
FEB 15 
A NUMBER OF PEDESTRIAN SAFETY BILLS ARE BEFORE STATE LAWMAKERS. ONE 
MEASURE WOULD ESTABLISH A PILOT CROSSWALK SAFETY PROGRAM IN HONOLULU.  
A SECOND, WOULD STRENGTHEN THE LAW THAT GIVES PEDESTRIANS THE RIGHT OF 
WAY IN CROSSWALKS. ANOTHER BILL SETS ASIDE MONEY TO DETERMINE WHICH 
INTERSECTIONS DO NOT PROVIDE ENOUGH TIME FOR ELDERLY PEDESTRIANS TO 
CROSS AT A SIGNAL. 
 
 
 
 

5:00pm News 

 

JAN 2 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

St DOT Roadwork--A year-long resurfacing project will take place on Nimitz Hwy and Ala Moana Blvd (v);  most of the 
work will be done during night hours;  DOT's Brenon Morioka*. 

 
JAN 3 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Prada Warehouse Burglary--HPD is now looking for 3 suspects in the million dollar heist (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  
sketches are shown of two suspects;  HPD's Kim Capllonch*. 

HPD is looking for 2 suspects in the armed robbery of the McCully Radio Shack on Dec 19th (fv). 
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JAN 5 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

St DPS officials are seeking funding for prison inmate support programs to keep prisoners from being transferred to the 
mainland (v);  St DPS Dir Iwalani White*;  Gov Lingle announced last year that she does not want to build another prison 
on Oahu. 

 

JAN 7 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Traffic--St DOT Roadwork: The Ala Moana Blvd and Nimitz Hwy resurfacing project will begin tonight (lv). 

 

JAN 8 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Weather--Heavy rains pelted parts of Oahu last night (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  flooding in Windward Oahu is 
examined;  HFD responded to clear debris from a bridge;  Kamehameha Hwy is now open after being closed last night;  
area resident Marianne Vaughn* discusses frequent flooding at her home. 

Disaster Preparedness--Members of the Legislature are holding hearings re disaster preparedness (lv-Pai in the 
newsroom);  the HECO power outage that followed the Big Island earthquake is recalled;  St DOT Dir Barry Fukunaga* 
discusses the cost of keeping HNL Airport operational during a power outage;  the St DOD would use a proposed fund to 
purchase needed preparations,  

 

JAN 9 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Fatal Kaloko Dam Collapse on Kauai--A report by an independent investigator assigns partial blame to several parties (lv-
Uyeno in the newsroom);  the report says landowner Jimmy Pflueger, Kauai County and the State could have done more 
to prevent the tragedy;  victims' atty Tom Grande* says "We think that it can provide a good means to have govt and 
private parties take sufficient safeguards and protections";  investigator Robert Godbey is named. 

St DOT Roadwork--The Ala Moana Blvd repaving program will begin tonight after being delayed by rain (v);  Mazda 
dealership mgr Ron Wright* says "I think business will go on as usual";  bike store employee Carl Brooks*;  most work will 
be completed at night;  a new concrete mix will be used for the project. 

 

JAN 10 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

City, State and fed traffic safety experts met today to design a HI-wide plan to reduce HI's high number of fatal traffic axs  

 

JAN 12 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Some City bus stops on Oahu are being taken out of service (v);  rider Ardyce Grant* says "It is going to be an adjustment 
on a lot of people's parts." 

 

JAN 14 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Joint BWS Water Main and City DES Sewer Project on Kapiolani Blvd--The project will start up again this week after a two 
month break for the holidays (v)/  St DOT Roadwork--The left two westbound lanes on the H-1 Freeway will also be 
closed tonight for zipper lane maintenance (v). 

St DOT Roadwork on the Lahaina Bypass is still being planned (v) a community workshop on Maui is focused on the 
issues surrounding the bypass, including pedestrian needs and mass transit;  St DOT's Brennon Morioka*. 

Disaster Preparedness--Today's Pacific Telecommunications Council Summit brought together leaders from around the 
Pacific to talk about communications strategies during emergencies and strategies to strengthen world-wide 
communication networks (v). 

 

JAN 15 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

An elderly woman was killed in a fatal pedestrian ax in Kalihi (lv-Hillyer in Kalihi);  it is the 4th such ax in 2007;  area 
residents say the intersection is dangerous and want the timing on the nearby traffic light changed;  witness Anthony Vea* 
describes the ax. 

Copper Thefts--HomeWorld near HPD HQ was victimized by copper thieves (v). 

 

JAN 16 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

St DOT Roadwork--Repairs to the H-1 Fwy Zipper Lane created severe traffic congestion yesterday (lv-Simms in the 
newsroom);  driver Eddie Vegas*;  DOT's Scott Ishikawa* discusses the decision to work on a holiday and apologized for 
the inconvenience;  driver Joey Mali*. 
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Pedestrian safety on Oahu is examined in light of a spate of recent fatal pedestrian axs (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  3 
unnamed pedestrians*;  crosswalk light timing is discussed/  Gov Lingle* unveiled a pedestrian fatality exhibit at the 
StateCapitol today and will lobby the Legislature to mandate tougher penalties (v). 

 

JAN 17 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

An HPD police officer has fired shots at a car theft suspect who allegedly attempted to ram him;  the suspect was not hit 
but has been apprehended, MORE AT 6PM. 

 

JAN 19 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

3 sheep were killed in the latest of a series of serial animal cruelty slayings on Kauai (lv-Kim in the newsroom);  photos 
are shown courtesy the Kauai Humane Society-KHS;  rancher Daryl Kaneshiro*, KHS' Becky Rhoades*. 

 

JAN 23 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

HPD seeks a driver who fled the scene of an H-1 Fwy 2-car ax (lv-Sugimoto in the newsroom);  traffic congestion was 
severe;  witness Pam Lucas* describes the ax;  witnesses say the vehicle that caused the crash did not stop. 

100 automated external defibrillators-AEDs are now on hand for use at all St DOT airports (v);  heart attack survivor's wife 
Carol Keale* says the device saved her husband's life. 

JAN 26 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Maui crews continue to battle a brush fire at Polipoli Forest Reserve (v);  the blaze is 60% contained;  Kaokea resident 
Mary Gilchrist*;  Maui County worker Gary Ambrose* discusses the difficult terrain in the area of the fire. 

HPD raided an Alewa home in search of a fugitive (v);  several stolen items were found;  a 17-year-old boy was arrested;  
the fugitive was arrested later in Palolo. 

US Atty Ed Kubo* says Big Island resident Richard Velasco used a medical marijuana permit to conceal a drug operation 
(lv-Pai in the newsroom);  he was given a caregiver certificate despite many previous convictions;  the Legislature's St 
Rep Waters* says "I'd be happy to help the US Atty clean up the loophole." 

Officials say there is no ammunition aboard a Chinese cargo ship currently docked at Kalaeloa for repairs (lv-Uyeno in the 
newsroom);  the USCG's Vincent Atkins* discusses safety and environmental concerns;  the owner of the vessel has set 
up a claims process for businesses affected by the situation. 
 
JAN 29 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Weather--High winds wreaked havoc on Oahu today (lv-Uyeno in Kalihi);  HECO crews responded to power outages and 
fallen utility poles;  most Windward Oahu power has been restored;  Lopey's Welding's Brian Lopez* describes a wall 
collapse;  debris littered Oahu streets. 

California's Jason Neu* appeared in court today in an electronic enticement case (lv-Sugimoto in the newsroom);   
Michigan Atty Gen's Office's Rusty Hills(p*) discusses an undercover operation that allegedly revealed Neu's plan to fly a 
14-year-old boy to HI for sex;  Neu stayed at the YMCA and was arrested at HNL Airport for being an internet sexual 
predator.   

 

JAN 30 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Weather--Big waves arrived on the North Shore overnight (lv-Florino in the newsroom);  Ocean Safety warned 450 to stay 
out of the water;  OS' Bodo Van Der Leeden*;  beachgoer Alex Sauniere* discusses rough conditions. 

Weather--Severe weather caused several HECO power outages (v);  the Le Jardin Academy, a private school in Kailua, 
was affected;  warehouse super Warren Marchan*;  worker Audwin Romualdo* says "This is the worst one I've ever 
seen";  power has been restored to most areas. 

Jason Neu, Internet Sexual Predator Case--Investigators say Neu misrepresented himself in online conversations with a 
supposed teenage boy (lv-Sugimoto);  Neu was actually chatting with an undercover officer in Michigan;  he was staying 
at the YMCA on Atkinson Drive;  YMCA's Maile Kanemaru* says the organization is cooperating with the investigation;  
Neu is expected to fight extradition to Michigan. 

HPD arrested Scott Tenney in connection with a string of car break-ins and burglaries on the North Shore (p). 

A large section of the Big Island is expected to break off into the sea soon (v);  Natl Parks Service-NPS Chief Ranger 
Talmadge Magno* discusses a lava bench that is poised to fall,  

 

JAN 31 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Weather--High winds occurred again today (lv-Uyeno at HNL);  Island Air says the winds are causing turbulence for 
aircraft;  HECO is repairing utility lines in several areas;  Kaneohe resident Richard Pohle* says his roof is missing 25 
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square feet of shingles, even though he nailed them down yesterday;  Kaneohe resident Robert Gould has a weather 
system at his house and has recorded 50mph winds. 

Weather--Le Jardin Academy, a private school in Kailua, is still without power and was closed again today (v);  HECO is 
working to restore electricity there. 

A bomb scare occurred in Waikiki at 8:30am this morning after a smoking canister washed ashore in front of the Elk's 
Club (lv-Sugimoto in the newsroom);  HPD evacuated the area;  evacuee Teru Yasuda* says the object didn't look too 
dangerous to him;  the US Army removed the device and said it was a USMC location marker. 

Talk Story--Thieves stole $50K worth of metal hip and knee-replacement joints from an SUV in a Downtown parking lot 
(v);  the vehicle and equipment belonged to surgery supply distributor Rusty Ho*. 

 

FEB 1 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

HPD's enhanced 911 call ctr now features technology that locates cellular phone callers using GPS technology (lv-
Sugimoto in the newsroom);  T-Mobile and Mobi PCS offer the service;  City's Gordon Bruce* says up until now "We had 
no way of knowing where you are";  Verizon Wireless, Cingular, Nextel and Sprint will soon be on line. 

 

FEB 2 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

HECO says another energy crunch may yet result in rolling blackouts in the future (lv-Uyeno at Ward Ave);  yesterday, 
private generator AES HI experienced problems, sea grass blown by the windy weather clogged the Kahe Point power 
plant's intake valves and 3 generators were out of service for maintenance;  HECO's Peter Rosegg* says the public will 
be warned if blackouts are to be implemented;  energy demand has risen sharply in recent years;  a new power plant at 
Campbell Industrial Park will be on line in 2009. 

HI's Crystal Meth Drug Epidemic--HPD raided a Hauula home today and arrested several named people (v);  drugs were 
seized. 

 

FEB 4 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

A power outage in Leeward Oahu caused many to make alternate plans to watch the NFL Super Bowl today (lv-Florino at 
HECO Headquarters), HECO had assigned extra crews to stand by in case of any power emergencies today due to the 
fact that most island residents would be watching the Super Bowl;  a car crash near Honokai Hale broke a utility pole and 
caused a power outage for close to 700 people;  Honokai Hale resident Mar Apuya*, resident Masa* said he was hoping 
the power would be back up before the big game;  resident Janet* is disappointed about possibly missing the game;  
resident Gregory Gomes* said his neighbor just went to Home Depot to buy a generator;  resident Kekai Gabriel*;  
resident Marti Lynn Boduan*.  [Florino]/  HECO officials say that the blue rock surface of Farrington Hwy at the site of the 
crash made it difficult to dig the hole for the new pole, and that damaged conductors at the top of the old pole needed 
replacing, which slowed the process as well. 

Weather--Windward residents spent the weekend hauling downed trees and branches from last week's severe winds to 
Menehune Magic, the green waste disposal center on Kapaa Quarry Road in Kailua (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom), resident 
David Seghorn* says his banana trees in Waiole Valley got knocked down;  Menehune Magic recycles all the green waste 
into compost. 

Weather--The public beach at Bellows Recreation Area remains closed due to wind damage (v), beachgoer Tony 
Morales*/  Waimanalo Beach Park is re-opened to campers. 

 

FEB 5 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

HECO says the power situation on Oahu will improve once it builds a power plant at Campbell Industrial Park in 2009 (fv). 

The recent sea grass clogging problem at HECO's Kahe Power Plant is examined (lv-Florino in the newsroom);  the plant 
was built in the 1960s, but has never been clogged by sea grass before;  the unusually strong Kona windy weather 
required the filters to be cleaned every 20 minutes, filling 6 dumpsters;  HECO's Peter Rosegg* says "We hope it won't 
happen again";  HECO has contacted the Univ of HI for ideas. 

The US Marshal Service has released its 2007 Most Wanted List of fugitives for the District of HI today (p);  photos of 8 
named fugitives are posted. 

 

FEB 6 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Disaster Preparedness--Mayor Hannemann* announced today that he wants to create a new City Dept of Emergency 
Management, which would replace Oahu Civil Defense-OCD (v). 

Fatal traffic axs hit a 16-year high last year (lv-Kim in the newsroom);  Harriet Seabury* lost her husband to a fatal ax in 
2003, and now volunteers for MADD;  she advises viewers to avoid drunk driving-DUI.   
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FEB 8 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Copper Thefts--2 unnamed suspects were arrested today for last weekend's copper theft on the H-2 Fwy near Ka Uka 
Blvd (lv-Sugimoto on the H-2 Fwy);  HPD's Debora Tandal* says copper wire was found at their house during the arrest. 

 

FEB 9 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Copper Thefts--The St DOT has no immediate plans to repair street lights damaged by copper thefts (fv);  suspects Daniel 
Seyler and Robert Bryan were arrested yesterday;  DOT's Scott Ishikawa*. 

Pedestrians in Crosswalks Law--HPD police officers began a campaign today to educate drivers and pedestrians about 
pedestrian safety (v);  HPD's Jerry Wojcik* says "We're just trying to get drivers to slow down";  AARP's Barbara Kim 
Stanton* gives tips for crossing the street. 

Pedestrians in Crosswalks Law: The goal of the campaign is to educate pedestrians and drivers (lv-Kim in the newsroom). 

 

FEB 11 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

A fatal pedestrian ax on the Big Island killed 2-year-old Abigail Architolo (ns) near Puna (map), she died at the Hilo 
Medical Ctr after an ax in a local subdivision where the driver fled the scene. 

Makapuu Beach on East Oahu was re-opened by Ocean Safety today after multiple shark sightings this weekend (v);  
there was an apparent drowning on the same beach;  the man's body was found floating off shore unharmed by sharks;  
HPD is investigating. 

City DES-Dept of Environmental Service crews are warning that nearly 1K gallons of raw sewage escaped into Kewalo 
Basin this morning (v);  diver Sam Bouram*;  warning signs are posted and surfers and swimmers are being asked to 
avoid the area. 

 

FEB 12 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Copper Thefts--Waianae resident manager Steve Perry* says copper wire and pipes were stolen from one of the homes 
he manages (v);  he says "It's ridiculous, nothing is safe";  replacing the stolen copper will cost about $20K. 
 
Copper Thefts--R&R Solar in Kalihi was burglarized of copper wire (v);  R&R's Rolf Christ* says "I know this is not the 
safest part of town";  the thieves cut into live electrical wiring. 

 

FEB 13 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

City's Kalanianaole Hwy Sewage Project near Niu Valley--The City will begin phase 2 of the project that will see the sewer 
pipe being installed underground (lv-Florino in the newsroom);  crews will work around the clock for 3 days;  there will be 
no lane closures for this phase;  area resident Sue Horsfall*;  resident Astrid Jackson* says "We're really glad to see that 
the work is happening." 

The St DOH says a sewage spill at Kalihi Stream has affected waters at Keehi Lagoon (v). 

The FAA has released more stringent safety guidelines for HI helicopter tourism companies (lv-Dashefsky in Chopper 8);  
the move comes after recent recalled fatal helicopter crashes on Kauai;  the NTSB has made recommended changes to 
increase passenger and pilot safety;  the recent crashes were determined to have resulted from pilot error, SEE NEXT. 

Helicopter tourism companies respond to new FAA regulations (lv-Kim in the newsroom);  Makani Kai's Richard 
Schuman* discusses the importance of maintenance;  passenger Lesa Cyr* says "That makes me feel a lot better";  Blue 
Hawn, Sunshine Helicopters and HI Helicopters are also members the Tour Operators Program of Safety. 

 

FEB 14 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Bronwyn Kugle, St DOE Teacher’s Cocaine and Ecstasy Drug Arrest--Kugle, a teacher at the St DOE's Kaelepulu Elem 
School, was arrested today after allegedly attempting to receive a package full of drugs (lv-Sugimoto in the newsroom);  
the box was mailed from California by Jesse Badillo;  US Atty Ed Kubo*;  Kugle has also allegedly admitted to crystal 
meth drug use;  the DOE says all 4 recent DOE teacher drug arrests are isolated incidents and it continues to oppose 
drug testing of its employees, which is being considered at the Legislature. 

HPD's pedestrian safey campaign continues (lv-Dashefsky and Uyeno on North King Street);  police officers gave 
Valentine's Day cards and candy to pedestrians who used the crosswalk correctly;  HPD's Paul Putzulu*;  pedestrian 
Tekla Weiterman* says "It's a really great Valentine's Day surprise... To reward us for doing the right thing is really nice." 

HI is the deadliest state in the US for senior citizen pedestrian axs (lv-Dashefsky on North King Street);  the AARP is 
asking the Legislature to retime many streetlight signals to give elderly pedestrians more time to crosswalk the street;  in 
March, it will give away reflective wristbands;  AARP's Bruce Bottorff*;  on average, 32 people are killed and 600 injured in 
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HI every year in pedestrian axs;  proposed bills are mentioned. 

 

FEB 16 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

HPD seeks a suspect in the armed robbery of the Mililani Towne Ctr Subway restaurant (map). 

A City refuse worker turned in a WWII mortar at the Manoa HFD station, creating a bomb scare (v);  area businesses 
were evacuated and nearby roads were closed;  HPD's Gerrit Kurihara*;  the US Army was called in and the mortar was 
destroyed. 

 

FEB 22 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Copper Thefts--Workers at Aiea Recycling and Island Recycling were arrested for accepting stolen copper in an 
undercover sting operation (lv-Sugimoto in the newsroom);  HPD's Kurt Kendro* says "Our message is:  Don't buy stolen 
copper";  Okuda Metal met all requirements of the scrap metal law. 

Aloha Stadium neighbors have filed complaints over excessive noise from drift racing events (v);  Save Oahu Tracks' 
Evelyn Souza*;  there are currently no plans to discontinue racing at the stadium. 

 

FEB 23 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

A computer was stolen from HECO HQ due to a security breach (v);  suspect Stephen Adams is pictured;  HECO's Janet 
Crawford says "There was no customer info on the computer." 

Kaimuki resident Fumiko Nakasone carries a red flag for safety when crossing the street as a pedestrian (v);  husband 
Warren Nakasone*;  HECO is equipping over 500 vehicles with pedestrian safety decals;  HECO's Sharon Higa*. 

 

FEB 26 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Gillian Badua, Fatal Mililani 1-Car Speeding Ax--Driver Justin Amorin has a history of speeding (sv)/  2 other victims of the 
ax were students at the St DOE's Mililani HS, which is offering grief counseling to students (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  
counselor Denise Yamamoto* discusses a moment of silence observed by students;  a makeshift memorial is now at the 
site of the ax. 

 

FEB 27 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Civilians helped apprehend and detain a suspect in the robbery of the Bank of HI-BOH Kapahulu branch (lv-Sugimoto in 
the newsroom);  Good Samaritan Joe Shimkonis*;  suspect Ethan Morgan was arrested. 

Disaster Preparedness--Armed forces medics participated in a disaster response drill today (lv-Kim in the newsroom);  
USMC's Randy Nickel*, US Navy's Leanna Padilla*. 
 

MAR 1 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Downtown Hon residents are outraged over prostitution in the area (v);  St Rep Rhodes*;  prostitute Ivory* says "We 
shouldn't be in anybody's neighborhood";  Downtown Neighborhood Board's Delores Mollring*;  Ivory is looking for a way 
off of the streets;  the group Sisters Offering Support once assisted prostitutes but no longer exists.   

 

MAR 2 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature:  Lawmakers are considering a bill to provide more funding to improve pedestrian safety (lv-Uyeno in Kalihi);  
St Sen Baker*;  the bill will provide each county with funding to improve safety/  St DOE Nuuanu Elem students 
participated in Box Car City USA, which encourages pedestrian safety (v), teacher Linda Kato*. 

 

MAR 5 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Copper Theft Sting Arrests--Aiea Recycling's Kyong Hee Chon pleaded not guilty to charges in the case today (v). 

Illegal garbage dumping along the H-3 Fwy is examined (v);  unnamed man* discusses his frustration with the situation;  
St DOT's Scott Ishikawa*.   

 

MAR 6 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature--Legislators are considering measures to improve pedestrian safety on Oahu (lv-Pai at the Capitol);  several 
proposals considered today are discussed;  St Rep Caldwell* discusses a pedestrians in crosswalks law/  Anchor Lum 
offers pedestrian safety tips (fv). 
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Pedestrian Safety--HPD issued citations to violators of the pedestrians in crosswalks law today (lv-Sugimoto in the 
newsroom);  114 citations and over 150 warnings were issued;  pedestrian Doris Weinzheimer* was not happy to be cited;  
HPD's Jim Cavanaugh*;  fines are noted. 

 

MAR 7 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 
Today was the 4th day of the current phase of the HPD police officers' pedestrian safety enforcement campaign (lv-
Sugimoto in the newsroom);  HPD is issuing citations to both pedestrians and drivers;  pre-school teacher Lisa Yamura*;  
wanted fugitive Paul Amaral was arrested after being cited for jaywalking;  HPD has issued 200 citations and 180 
warnings so far. 
 

MAR 8 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Pedestrian Safety--HPD is sponsoring a series of public service announcements advocating pedestrian safety (lv-
Sugimoto in the newsroom);  an elderly man in Aiea was critically injured in a pedestrian ax last night;  63-year-old 
Charles Lee is named;  he was not in a crosswalk;  witness Ernest Hanaumi*;  speed and DUI were not factors. 

 

MAR 12 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Fatal Heli USA Tour Helicopter Crash at Princeville Airport on Kauai--The safety of helicopter tours in HI is examined (lv-
Kim at HNL Airport);  the number of fatal crashes has fallen since 1995, due to new FAA rules;  Tour Operators Program 
of Safety's Robert Butler(p*);  17 people have been killed in crashes since 2002. 

Copper Thefts--A hiker called HPD after seeing 3 named suspects attempting to steal copper along the Pali Hwy (fv). 

 

MAR 13 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 
Fatal Inter-Island Tour Helicopter Crash in Haena, Kauai--Kauai's North Shore community is calling for changes in 
helicopter tour safety regulations (lv-Kim in the newsroom);  NTSB investigators investigated the wreckage today;  Haena 
resident Richard Gill* complains about the noise helicopters make;  Haena resident Louise Sausen* says "We just have 
too much helicopters... I would just rather not hear them or see them";  all 3 survivors remain in serious condition, 2 at 
QMC and 1 at Wilcox Hospital. 

Fatal Kaloko Dam Collapse on Kauai--Tomw is the one-year anniversary of the collapse (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  
State officials say HI dams are safe and will be regularly inspected;  they have all been inspected twice since the collapse;  
St DLNR Director Peter Young*, St Adjutant General Robert Lee*;  Gov Lingle's administration will spend $30M to inspect 
and maintain dams on all HI islands. 

A Security Armored Car vehicle carrying bank deposit bags from 18 St DOE schools was broken into today (lv-Sugimoto 
in the newsroom);  the DOE says the driver was taking a break at the Haleiwa McDonald's restaurant at the time;  $25K in 
cash and personal checks were stolen;  the stolen checks present an identity theft risk to many parents;  parent Kaleo 
Cambra*. 

 

MAR 14 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Fatal Kaloko Dam Collapse on Kauai--Nuuanu residents feel safe, despite living near a high-hazard reservoir (lv-Uyeno in 
Nuuanu);  Nuuanu resident Jimmy Miyasato* says he hasn't worried about dam safety during the 65 years he's lived near 
the Nuuanu Reservoir-NR;  unnamed man*;  the BWS keeps the water level low at NR;  NR is almost 100 years old and 
has never failed. 

HPD is investigating a possible child abuse case in Kalihi after a woman brought her 3-year-old daughter yp the Kapiolani 
Medical Ctr yesterday and was unable to explain where the bruises, burns and bite marks came from (lv-Sugimoto in the 
newsroom);  neighbor Sulia Liua*;  a possible suspect has been identified. 

 

MAR 16 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Anna Budinger, St DOE’s Kaimuki HS Custodian's Crystal Meth Drug Arrest--Anna Budinger* has confessed to dealing 
drugs (lv-Sugimoto in the newsroom);  drug deals took place at her home and at the school;  she could face enhanced 
charges for dealing drugs at the school. 

Taily Corpuz, Fatal Suspected Copper Theft Near HNL Airport--Much of the copper found at the Nimitz Hwy homeless 
camp is likely the copper stolen from lights along H-1 Fwy (lv-Florino in the newsroom);  St DOT's Glenn Hamamura*;  
DOT's Scott Ishikawa* says "This isn't over by a long shot";  yesterday's arrest of 3 suspects is noted. 

 

MAR 18 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

TALK STORY/  Pedestrian Safety--Pedestrian ax victim Tom Cullen* discusses what happened to him when he was hit 
along Kuahelani Ave in Mililani (lv-Florino at North King Street);  Cullen discusses his injuries and says that the driver 
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wasn't punished, and, as a result, he believes the Legislature needs to pass stricter penalties;  some of the bills at the 
Legislature that are being considered by lawmakers are discussed;  10 pedestrians have died so far this year in axs.  

Big Island Earthquake--FEMA released a report on how well-prepared the state was for the disaster (v);  a 1999 
earthquake retrofit makes the Blaisdell Ctr capable of continuing to host major events and can also serve as an 
emergency shelter;  the earthquake caused HECO power outages, but Hon Harbor continued to operate thanks to 
emergency generators paid for by Matson, Young Brothers and the state;  the system cost over $1Mto install, but it 
would've cost more to recover lost goods without the generators;  State Civil Defense-SCD's Ed Texeira*.   

 
MAR 19 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

TALK STORY--A wheelchair ramp at the Kahala Nui-KN retirement home is a cause for concern due to the lack of a 
crosswalk (v);  area resident Lance Tom* believe it encourages people in wheelchairs and pedestrians to jaywalk;  KN 
Marketing Dir Terry Peacock*. 

 

MAR 20 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature/ Copper Thefts--A St House bill aims to curb the sale of stolen copper (lv-Kim in Kalihi);  the bill would require 
identification verification and a photo to be taken of the seller;  Schnitzer Steel's Jim Banigan*, HPD's Kurt Kendro*. 

 

MAR 21 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Former Fidelity Escrow Services owner Stephen Marn has become the 1st person to be charged under a new State law 
prohibiting businesess from improperly disposing of their customers' personal information (fv);  he has admitted to 
throwing 39 boxes of his former customers' financial information into a Niu Valley recycling bin, which created an identity 
theft scare;  the boxes had sensitive information about 1K people. 

 

MAR 22 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature--A St House cmte deferred a bill to make animal cruelty a Class C felony (v). 
 

MAR 23 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

US Atty Ed Kubo* announced the launch of a new initiative to crack down on child pornographers and internet sexual 
predators (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  Project Safe Childhood aims to protect children from electronic enticement;  Kubo 
also announced child pornography charges against 10 men. 

 

MAR 25 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Keith Kuraoka, Fatal Shooting of Jason Sylva in Waianae--Kuraoka remains jailed today awaiting murder charges 
following the suspected home invasion robbery and subsequent shooting in Waianae (v);  neighbor Momi Peters* believes 
it was a botched robbery and may've been linked to an illegal cockfighting operation being run by Kuraoka. 

 

MAR 26 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Kiele V, Fatal Hyatt Regency Maui Tour Boat Accident--The USCG's investigation into the incident is reviewed (lv-Florino 
in the newsroom);  victim Hal Pulfer is identified;  the vessel has not been located and may have sunk;  the USCG's John 
Titchen* discusses maritime risks;  a Hyatt Regency Maui statement is posted. 

 

MAR 29 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

HI's Crystal Meth Drug Epidemic--HPD arrested 11 people on Akepo Lane in Kalihi as part of "Operation Crushed Ice" (lv-
Sugimoto in the newsroom);  HPD's Kurt Kendro* discusses a high volume of drug trafficking in the Kalihi neighborhood, 
which is near a St DOE school. 

US Army's WWII Weapons Dumping--The NOAA says military ordnance in waters off of Leeward Oahu poses no threat to 
public safety or marine life (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  NOAA's Michael Overfield(p*);  the ordnance may still be 
explosive. 

Disaster Preparedness--HPD police officers unveiled their new command center at HPD HQ today (v). 

 

MAR 30 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Darnell Griffin, 1999 Cold Case Murder of Evelyn Luka--HPD has arrested Griffin based on a newly-discovered DNA 
match (lv-Sugimoto in the newsroom);  his DNA profile was in a natl database due to a 1980 murder conviction;  Griffin's 
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neighbor David Katina* says "I'm shocked... He's a good guy";  this is HPD's 1st cold case arrest based on DNA. 

HPD arrested 2 men after a crystal meth drug raid at 6:30am at an apartment at the Haleiwa Senior Citizen Housing 
Center (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  HPD's David Passmore*, Haleiwa resident David Andrade*. 

 
 

 

6:00pm News 

 

JAN 5 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The St DPS is asking for more money from the State to operate job training and parenting classes for transferred prison 
inmates (v);  DPS Dir Iwalani White*;  Gov Lingle's announcement that she does not want to build another prison in HI is 
recalled;  the DPS is currently consolidating all of its mainland prisoners in Arizona. 

Big Island Earthquake--Damage to the Big Island's waterways is examined (v);  Cloverleaf Dairy Farms Pres Ed Botello*;  
the Kohala Ditch has completely dried up;  State Civil Defense-SCD's Ed Texeira* says there is no water flowing into the 
northern part of the ditch;  the Legislature's St Rep Lee, St Rep M Oshiro, St Rep Tsuji and St Rep Takamine will take an 
aerial tour of the damage;  Texeira says Big Island farms will be at significant risk of irrigation systems are not fixed by the 
time the rainy season arrives.  [Ako]/  The US DOA estimates repairs will cost $12B. 

 

JAN 8 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Disaster Preparedness--Some members of the Legislature say HI is not prepared for an emergency (lv-Pai in the 
newsroom);  the Big Island earthquake and subsequent HECO power outage are recalled;  St DOT Dir Fukunaga*, St Rep 
Herkes*, HI Ctrs for Independent Living's Patricia Lockwood*.   

JAN 13 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

A small tsunami hit HI after being generated by a large earthquake in the Kuril Islands (lv-Florino at Sand Island);  
beachgoers Charles Dement* and David Kalama*, Pacific Tsunami Warning Ctr-PTWC's Stuart Weinstein*;  State Civil 
Defense-SCD and Oahu Civil Defense-OCD are mentioned. 

2M gallons of treated sewage was accidentally spilled at Puhi Bay on the Big Island due to a faulty pump (map). 

120 box jellyfish were found in Waikiki today, but only 2 stings were reported at Kuhio Beach and zero elsewhere (v). 

HPD will set up DUI checkpoints through the Martin Luther King Day weekend (lv-Traffic). 

 

JAN 15 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

4 fatal pedestrian axs have already occurred this year (map)/  The most recent one occurred on North King Street in Kalihi 
at noon today (lv-Hillyer on North King Street);  the victim was in a crosswalk;  witness Anthony Vea*;  the car had a green 
light;  Vea says the victim may not have had enough time to cross the road;  neighbor Edith Doctolero* agrees.  

New parking lots at Makapuu Point have not ended car break-ins in the area (lv-Simms in the newsroom);  hikers Segal 
Boaz*, Faith Davis, and Christy Hagen* give tips to avoid break-ins;  visitor Francisco Castillo*.   

Copper Thefts--A copper theft occurred at the HomeWorld store on Beretania Street, across the street from the HPD HQ 
(sv). 

 

JAN 16 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

TRAFFIC (lv)/ St DOT Roadwork--Massive traffic delays were caused last night due to Zipper Lane maintenance (lv-
Simms in Chopper 8, oops video problems);  5 unnamed drivers* did not see any maintenance work being done;  DOT's 
Scott Ishikawa*.   

A fatal pedestrian ax occurred yesterday on North King Street in Kalihi (lv-Uyeno on North King Street);  the intersection's 
traffic lights do not give pedestrians enough time to cross;  unnamed man*;  the AARP says several Oahu crosswalks do 
not give elderly pedestrians enough time to cross the road;  2 unnamed women*.   

State officials unveiled a pedestrian fatality exhibit at the State Capitol today (v);  Gov Lingle* will lobby the Legislature to 
mandate tougher penalties for drivers who violate traffic safety laws. 

Legislature/ Copper Thefts--New proposed bills would make copper theft a felony and increase the penalties for domestic 
violence (#s). 

 

JAN 18 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 
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A Hazmat scare occurred at the juvenile detention facility on Alder Street (v);  10 inmates and 9 staff members were taken 
to the hospital. 

HPD is looking for the auto theft suspect that allegedly tried to run offer an HPD police officer yesterday (v);  the officer 
fired 1 shot at the suspect, but he was not hit and escaped. 

 

JAN 19 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The Kauai Humane Society-KHS is investigating an animal cruelty case involving the brutal slaying of 3 sheep on Kauai 
(lv-Kim in the newsroom);  there have been several recent animal slayings on Kauai;  the sheep were owned by rancher 
Daryl Kaneshiro*, who says the sheep were tortured before they were killed;  KHS' Becky Rhoades*;  the slaying of Island 
Air pet pig Porky is recalled.   

 

JAN 20 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Copper thefts are discussed (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  C&M Recycling customer Lou Slovak*;  the Mon copper theft at 
HomeWorld is recalled. 

 

JAN 24 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

HI's Crystal Meth Drug Eidemic--4 people have been arrested in Kahului in the largest drug bust in Maui history (lv-
Makaula in the newsroom);  the suspects are named as Ohia Aniban, Patrick Aniban, Wallace Koga and Matthew 
Otterson;  Ohia is a teacher at Christ the King School-CKS;  police seized cocaine, crystal meth and marijuana drugs and 
$114K in cash and 4 cars;  CKS principal Bernadette San Nicolas. 
JAN 26 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

A forest fire has burned near Polipoli Forest Reserve on Maui for 3 days (lv-Kim in the newsroom);  it is currently 60% 
contained;  it has burned 500 acres so far;  Kaokea resident Mary Gilchrist* can see the brush fire from her backyard;  
Maui County employee Gary Ambrose*;  officials say the fire probably won't be contained until next week;  no homes are 
currently threatened;  the Haleakala Visitors Ctr re-opened today.   

Copper Thefts--CC Engineering & Construction is attempting to renovate the Ewa Sugar Mill, but is facing severe 
problems caused by vandals (v);  it did not budget any money for security;  project superintendent Jeffery Durham*;  all 
copper on the site has been stolen;  the buildings have been repainted 3 times, but each time they have been vandalized 
with graffiti tagging within 24 hours;  some nearby utility poles have been completely stripped of power lines;  hiring 
security is standard practice for most construction companies, but Durham says "When we did the project, we did not 
anticipate needing 24-hour security";  the project was originally scheduled to take 6 months, but it began a year ago and is 
not near completion;  CCEC's John Chung* says "We can put a security guard on the job, but I don't know now effective 
that would be."  

The St Atty Gen's office says Richard Velasco used a loophole in HI's medical marijuana law to sell marijuana drugs (lv-
Pai in the newsroom);  he obtained a marijuana caregivers license in 2004 despite his prior felony drug conviction;  US 
Atty Ed Kubo*;  Velasco was indicted last month for cultivating marijuana plants;  the Legislature's St Rep Waters* is 
willing to work with Kubo to close the loophole. 

 

JAN 27 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

A successful missile test was conducted on Kauai (v-courtesy DOD);  the Pacific Missile Range Facility-PMRF is not 
mentioned. 

 

JAN 29 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Weather--High winds reached 70mph today (lv-Uyeno at HNL);  pilots are not reporting any problems;  winds blew down 
roofs and utility poles;  they also blew down a wall at Lopey's Welding-LW in Kaneohe;  LW's Brian Lopez*;  Kaneohe 
resident Tricia Holi* says HFD helped duct tape her roof tiles on to her roof;  a HECO utility pole fell on an unnamed 
woman's* house;  5K HECO customers are still without power.   

 

JAN 30 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Weather--High winds caused HECO power outages in parts of Oahu again today (v);  Wayne's Lumber warehouse 
supervisor Warren Marchan* and unnamed man* both say this is the worst wind they've ever seen;  power was out at 
Wilson Tunnel and at the Le Jardin Academy, a private school in Kailua;  Marchand describes the wind blowing his 
warehouse's roof away.  

Weather--Many Waianae homeless families were driven off the beach last night due to the high winds and big waves that 
hit the Leeward Coast (v);  homeless person Isaac Mahelona*. 
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JAN 31 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Weather--High winds slammed Oahu again today (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  Island Air says the winds are causing 
turbulence for their interisland aircraft;  Kaneohe resident Richard Pohle* says he nailed down the shingles of his roof, but 
they still blew away;  neighbor Robert Gould* has weather monitoring equipment and says he's detected winds of 50mph;  
Kaneohe resident Harry Kihara* describes the wind tearing down his garage;  several HECO utility poles were blown over;  
Pohle says "This is a mild hurricane as far as I'm concerned";  HECO is still restoring power to 4K customers.   

 

FEB 1 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

BREAKING NEWS--HECO may conduct rolling blackouts at 6:30pm in Windward Oahu, North Central Oahu, and East 
Oahu, not including Castle Medical Ctr and Wahiawa General Hospital (map), SEE NEXT. 

HECO Power Problems: The Kahe Power Plant is producing less power than usual (lv-Chopper 8);  HECO also has 3 
generators down for scheduled maintenance;  HECO's Peter Rosegg* gives energy-savings tips. 

City Dept of Environmental Services is repairing a sewer main rupture on Farrington Hwy caused by a sinkhole the size of 
a car (sv);  warning signs are posted;  there are not yet any signs of ocean contamination. 

The new E911 system is featured (v);  police radio dispatcher Sharon Yamamoto*;  City Dept of Information Technology's 
Gordon Bruce* says "Up until this point in time, unless we could talk to you and unless you knew where you were and 
could explain it to us clearly, we had no way of knowing where you are."  [Sugimoto]/  T-Mobile is the 2nd wireless 
company on Oahu to provide E911 service;  Mobi PCS was the 1st;  Verizon, Cingular, Nextel and Sprint are all expected 
to make the service available for their phones by the end of March. 

 

FEB 2 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

HECO says it will be short on energy again tonight (lv-Uyeno at HECO HQ, oops, audio problems);  HECO's Peter 
Rosegg*;  private power provider AES produced less power than usual last night, and sea weed blown by the windy 
weather clogged intake valves at the Kahe Power Plant;  Mililani resident Martha Thurman*;  Rosegg says HECO is 
installing remote generators in remote areas;  HECO would like to build a new power plant at Cambpell Industrial Park by 
2009.   

The US Army Corps of Engineers-ACE has placed 3 HI levees on a list of US dams that it deems to be in unacceptable 
condition (v);  reactions of nearby residents are examined;  Moanalua Valley residents Jeanette Chun* and unnamed*;  
Chun says "We've lived here about 40 years and have never been aware of any kind of levee problems";  ACE's Joseph 
Bonfiglio* says the levees still work as designed;  Moanalua Valley resident Larry Tsuruda* isn't worried.   

HFD investigated a possible Hazmat odor at the Hokua highrise condominium (v);  it may have been a low amount of 
sewer gas. 
 

FEB 6 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Disaster Preparedness--Mayor Hannemann* announced today that he wants to create a City Dept of Emergency 
Management, which would replace Oahu Civil Defense-OCD (v). 

 

FEB 7 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

James Rodenhurst and Herbert Naone, Hon Liquor Cmsn and Aloha Stadium Authority Officials, Arrested in Extortion 
Case--Rodenhurst changed his plea to guilty today (v);  he apologized to his parents and his family;  he also resigned his 
position on the Hon Liquor Cmsn;  defense atty Myles Breiner*;  a Hon Advertiser photo of Naone is shown.   

Copper Thefts--Thomas Simer was arrested today for allegedly attempting to steal a utility light post on the H-1 Fwy in 
Pearl City (v). 

 
FEB 10 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Makapuu Beach was closed today after a tiger shark was seen today and last night (lv-Florino in the newsroom);  
beachgoers David Porath* and Shelly Porath*;  the shark was eating a possible suicide victim;  Sandy Beach visitor 
Nainoa Glover*, 2 unnamed children*.   

 

FEB 12 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Copper Thefts--A copper theft occurred at a vacant house in Waianae (lv-Florino in the newsroom);  house owner Steve 
Perry*. 

Copper Thefts--Thieves took 500 feet of copper wire from R&R Services in Kalihi (v);  a nearby business was subjected to 
a multi-day theft;  R&R owner Rolf Christ*;  thieves broke into the warehouse and stole a camera, but missed 3 tons of 
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copper tubing that was stored inside. 

 

FEB 13 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The NTSB is calling for stricter regulations for helicopter tourism companies in HI, including changes to flight training and 
maintenance policies and additional safety requirements (lv-Dashefsky in Chopper 8, oops, audio problems);  a Sept 2004 
helicopter crash and Sept 2005 helicopter crash, both on Kauai, are both blamed on the pilots' decision to fly into bad 
weather, according to a recent FAA investigation. 

Helicopter tourism company Makani Kai-MK is featured (lv-Kim at HNL);  visitors Lesa Cyr* and Tony Cappellano*;  MK 
has had no tour-related accidents in its 20 years of operation;  owner Richard Schuman* says "You need to be able to 
operate your company as if you were going to put your own family on board";  MK is a member of the Tour Operators 
Program of Safety, a natl helicopter safety organization;  pilot Eiki Miyasato*.   

The Tour Operators Program of Safety-TOPS is featured (lv-Dashefsky in Chopper 8);  Exec Dir Robert Butler(p*);  TOPS 
members have an average of 90% fewer accidents than other aviation and helicopter tourism companies. 

80% of fatal boating accidents occur on boats with operators who have not received any form of boating education (v);  
the USCG Auxiliary has passed a resolution urging the Legislature to make boating education classes mandatory in HI. 

City's Kalanianaole Hwy Sewage Project near Niu Valley--The 2nd phase of the project will begin soon (lv-Florino in the 
newsroom);  an unnamed resident* says "That pipe needs to go";  City's Craig Nishimura* says the above-ground pipe 
has been there since Feb 2005;  crews will work non-stop until the project is completed;  resident Sue Horsfall* says the 
noise isn't too bad so far.   
 
FEB 14 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Bronwyn Kugle, St DOE Teacher’s Cocaine and Ecstasy Drug Arrest--Kugle, a teacher at the St DOE's Kaelepulu Elem 
School, was arrested today for allegedly attempting to receive a package full of cocaine and ecstasy drugs (v);  authorities 
allegedly found a loaded, unregistered revolver in her home during the arrest;  US Atty Ed Kubo* says Kugle has admitted 
to heavy use of cocaine and also being a "problem user" of crystal meth;  DOE's Greg Knudsen*;  Kugle allegedly 
received 2 prior packages from Jesse Badillo, a former Wahiawa resident currently living in California;  the DOE says is 
still does not support random drug tests of its employees, which is being considered by the Legislature.   

Bronwyn Kugle, St DOE Teacher’s Cocaine and Ecstasy Drug Arrest--Reactions to Kugle's arrest are surveyed (v);  
parent Yvette Williams* says Kugle is "a great lady". 

HPD is looking for an identity theft suspect after a resident received an American Express credit card that he did not apply 
for (p);  the card contained a photo of the suspect;  HPD has discovered that other credit cards have been issued in the 
resident's name without his knowledge. 

 

FEB 15 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Haleiwa residents Emily Chun* and Dan Gora* fear that their neighborhood may be vulnerable to erosion-related flooding 
(v);  environmental scientist Pamela Mills Packo* says "It could very seriously be like Katrina." 

 

FEB 17 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Fatal Head-On Ax on Kapaa Quarry Road in Kailua--Survivors may have admitted that they and the 2 victims were 
speeding for fun when Thu's ax occurred (lv-Hillyer at Kamehameha Schools-KSBE);  the group allegedly sped over a hill 
and became airborne, and decided to go back and do it again;  during the 2nd jump, the driver lost control and landed on 
the wrong side of the road, in the path of an oncoming vehicle;  Kapaa Quarry Road driver Art Castaldi* says "It's a 
teenage thrill, I'm sure, and this road is used for a lot of stuff, and I don't think it's patrolled very often, and I think people 
get away with a lot of stuff on this road.  It lends itself to that." 

A fatal motorcycle ax occurred on HI Belt Road on the Big Island (map);  the victim was medevaced to QMC, where he 
later died;  he was not wearing a helmet. 

 

FEB 19 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Weather--More about today's high winds that whipped through Oahu (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom, oops, audio problems);  
a portion of University Avenue was closed due to a swaying utility pole;  HPD's Gerrit Kurihara*;  the pole was stabilized 
by City crews;  HECO's Peter Rosegg*.   

 

FEB 22 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

An elderly resident was the victim of a pedestrian ax on the corner of Beretania Street and Piikoi Street at 9:45am this 
morning (lv-Kim in the newsroom);  the victim is in critical condition at QMC;  she was in a crosswalk;  the unnamed 
driver* only speaks Korean;  Waikiki resident Ben Hablutzel* says "I walk 6 miles per day, and I've seen too many times 
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when people just don't stop as they're supposed to";  the driver claims she didn't see the pedestrian;  HPD's Daniel 
Kaholokula*;  low bushes near the intersection may make it hard to see short pedestrians;  speeding and alcohol-DUI are 
not suspected to be factors.  

Copper Thefts--HPD made arrests at Aiea Recycling today after workers there attempted to buy a spool of HECO copper 
wire from undercover agents (v);  recycler Gina Gaheton*;  HPD's Kurt Kendro* says "We told them it was stolen from 
HECO, and they purchased the item anyway";  Island Recycling also attempted to buy the copper, and a worker was 
arrested there as well.   

The Aloha Stadium Authority heard complaints from area residents who oppose drift racing events at the stadium's 
parking lot because it's too noisy (lv-Dashefsky at Kewalo Basin);  unnamed race organizer* observes that the residents 
don't complain about rock concerts or sports games at the stadium. 

 

FEB 24 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

A fatal 1-car speeding ax occurred in Mililani last night, killing 17-year-old Gillian Badua (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  
witnesses Ryan Hawkins* and Brian Akiona*;  neighbors used garden hoses to help put out the fire in the car;  the victim 
was at Wal-Mart shortly before the ax;  Badua's mother is deployed to the War on Terror in Afghanistan.  [Hillyer]/ SEE 
NEXT. 

Gillian Badua, Fatal Mililani 1-Car Speeding Ax: Area residents say speeding is a problem in the area (sv);  witnesses say 
the car was speeding far in excess of the 25mph speed limit;  the car left a 75-yard skid mark;  witness Craig Denson*. 

Victim Lois Reed died at Queen's Medical Ctr-QMC yesterday from injuries sustained in Thursday's fatal pedestrian ax on 
the corner of Beretania Street and Piikoi Street near Safeway (fv). 

 

FEB 27 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

St DOT Roadwork--Maui and Kauai also have traffic congestion problems (lv-Dashefsky on Nimitz Hwy);  2 hwys on 
Kauai may soon be widened;  Kapaa resident Gary Dias* says "You have to stay in traffic, and all sorts of things go 
through your mind.  You want to kill something";  Kauai Councilmember Rapozo would like to turn some cane haul roads 
into commuter roads. 

Carl Johansen, Fatal Hit-And-Run Pedestrian Ax Victim on Farrington Hwy in Waianae--Johansen was only steps away 
from his Makaha Surfside Apartment residence when he was hit (lv-Dashefsky on Nimitz Hwy);   HPD's Kim Buffet*;  area 
residents say they have asked for a traffic light to be placed at the intersection;  this is the 2nd time Johanson has been 
the victim of a pedestrian ax on Farrington Hwy. 

Copper Thefts--2 proposed bills at the Legislature would require fingerprinting recyclers who sell scrap copper (fv);  they 
would also make a separate offense for theft of copper;  HECO's Jim Beavers* supports the bill;  Okuda Metals' Robert 
Okuda* says the current laws would be good enough if HPD police officers enforced them. 

 

MAR 1 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Kukui Street prostitute Ivory* says she knows prostitution is bad for Downtown Hon businesses and says she doesn't want 
to be a prostitute, but she says she doesn't have a choice (v);  she says "If they want us off the streets, then they need to 
help us out, because society, in a nut shell, helped us in here";  the group called Sisters Offering Support used to help 
prostitutes, but it no longer exists. 

 

MAR 2 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Legislature--A proposed bill would provide $3M to improve pedestrian safety (lv-Uyeno in Kalihi);  elderly pedestrian Lillian 
Foster*, St Sen Baker*;  each county would receive $200K to make local improvements, and $1M would be used to 
change traffic light timing to give elderly pedestrians enough time to cross the road.   

HPD police officers are beginning the next phase of its pedestrian safety campaign on Sunday, when it will begin issuing 
warnings and citations (v). 

 

MAR 3 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

HPD police officers will begin the next phase of their pedestrian safety campaign tomw (v);  pedestrian Albert Kinin*. 

 

MAR 6 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Legislature--Several proposed pedestrian safety bills are examined (lv-Lum and Pai on the corner of Beretania Street and 
Punchbowl Street);  one bill calls for a study to determine whether City traffic lights give elderly pedestrians enough time 
to cross the street;  St Rep Caldwell*;  another bill would remind drivers that they must yield to pedestrians waiting at a 
crosswalk.   
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The St DOT pedestrian safety tips are posted (lv-Lum at the corner of Beretania Street and Punchbowl Street). 

HPD police officers today issued citations to jaywalking pedestrians and to drivers who failed to yield to pedestrians in 
crosswalks (lv-Lum on the corner of Beretania Street and Punchbowl Street);  jaywalker Dorris Weinzheimer* is seen 
screaming at HPD's Jim Cavanaugh* as he writes her a citation;  HPD issued 114 citations and 153 warnings on Sunday 
and Monday;  pedestrian Evelyn Bautista*.   

 

MAR 7 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

A white powder was seen floating in the Ala Wai Canal today (v);  USCG and HFD crews investigated and determined the 
unidentified substance was not hazardous or oil-based. 

 

MAR 8 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Pedestrian Safety--HPD police officers are creating a series of PSAs addressing pedestrian safety (v);  a pedestrian ax 
occurred at 7pm last night in Aiea;  a statement from the driver is posted;  the victim parked his car across the street from 
his house, and was crossing to get to the house when he was hit;  witness Ernest Hanaumi*;  the victim is in critical 
condition. 
 

MAR 9 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 
The St DCCA's Office of Consumer Protection has opened an investigation after 39 boxes containing personal financial 
information about hundreds of residents that were dumped in a recycling bin in East Oahu (lv-Pai in the newsroom);  
Pacific Business News-PBN editor Jim Kelly* found and collected the boxes before a thief could find them;  resident 
Stephen Marn has reported that he held on to the documents 6 years after his unnamed real estate company closed, and 
believed that was long enough to satisfy legal requirements;  he therefore hired a handyman to pick up the boxes and 
take them to the dump;  he allegedly claimed he did not know about the new State identity theft law.   

 

MAR 12 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Fatal Inter-Island Tour Helicopter Crash in Haena, Kauai--The history of helicopter crashes is examined (lv-Kim in the 
newsroom);  an average of only 1 in 800K helicopter flights in HI ends in a fatal crash;  Tour Operators Program of 
Safety's Robert Butler(p*);  the FAA implemented new regulations for helicopter tours in HI in 1994;  there were twice as 
many fatal helicopter crashes from 2002-2007 as there were in 1995-2001;  Butler predicts that the FAA will hold 
meetings to create new air tour safety standards.   

Pedestrian Safety--Students at the St DOE's Puuhale Elem School held a demonstration along Nimitz Hwy urging adults 
to drive safely (v);  principal Calvin Nomiyama*, student Therese Freeman*. 

HPD is looking for missing person Stacey Vida (p);  her friends saw her get into a dark-colored truck with an unknown 
man last week and she has not been seen since. 

 

MAR 13 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Fatal Inter-Island Tour Helicopter Crash in Haena, Kauai--Kauai's North Shore community is calling for new helicopter tour 
safety regulations (lv-Kim in the newsroom);  witness Richard Gill* and Haena resident Louise Sausen* both say too many 
helicopter flightsoccur near their homes;  Sausen says "It's like I live in the Vietnam War as a home";  Gill wants a 
regulation that would prevent helicopters from flying over residences.  
 
Fatal Kaloko Dam Collapse on Kauai--Tomw is the one-year anniversary of the collapse (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  
State officials have inspected all HI dams twice since the collapse;  St Adjutant General Robert Lee*;  St DLNR's Peter 
Young* says 200 dam owners have attended inspection and emergency prepardness training;  the DLNR has asked for 
$20M for dam inspection and maintanence and for 2 more full time inspectors;  the DLNR is working with the Pacific 
Disaster Center to build a dam break model;  Gov Lingle's administration plans to spend $30M on dam maintenance and 
inspection.   

A Security Armored Car Service van was broken into today (v);  parent Kaleo Cambra*;  $25K in cash and personal 
checks were stolen, presenting an identity theft risk to parents at 18 St DOE schools;  the DOE says the driver was taking 
a break at the Haleiwa McDonald's restaurant at the time;  grandparent Beatrice Furukawa*.   

HPD is looking for the suspect in a February 11th motorcycle hit-and-run ax that occurred on Makakilo Drive (fv);  the 
victim is still recovering. 

MAR 14 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

HFD and the USCG are cleaning up an oil spill in the Ala Wai Canal (lv-Kim on the Ala Wai);  the substance has not been 
identified and could have been dumped or entered the canal through the City sewer system;  HFD's Robert  Butchart*;  
the spill has not entered the ocean and does not threaten the water supply. 
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MAR 15 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Taily Corpuz, Fatal Suspected Copper Theft Near HNL Airport--HPD found a large amount of copper wire insulation under 
the Nimitz Hwy Viaduct today while investigating Corpuz's death (lv-Hillyer next to Nimitz Hwy);  Steffani Ross, Benjamin 
DeMello and Ernesto Lamarca were arrested at the site;  Ross allegedly admitted to being with Corpuz when he died;  
HPD's Moana Heu* says stolen mopeds, bicycles, keys and electrical tools were also found;  all 3 suspects were allegedly 
caught in the act of stripping copper wiring and were arrested on drug charges. 

 

MAR 16 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Anna Budinger, St DOE’s Kaimuki High School Custodian's Crystal Meth Drug Arrest--Budinger* was interviewed by 
KHNL today as she was being arrested on drug charges at her home in Kapahulu (v);  principal Penelope Tom*;  
Budinger is accused of multiple crystal meth drug sales to undercover HPD officers, some of which occurred on campus;  
she may have also sold drugs to students, but she says she never sold drugs at the school;  she confesses on camera to 
selling drugs off campus;  anonymous neighbors have suspected drug activity at Budinger's house for some time;  
Budinger later admits to selling drugs "during my lunch break", which occurred on campus.   

Sharks were seen feeding on a humpback whale carcass near Hilo Harbor on the Big Island today (sv);  it is not a public 
hazard at this time. 

 
MAR 17 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Copper Thefts--Copper wiring from 30 light poles was stolen on the H-1 Fwy (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  HPD is asking 
the Legislature for a 5-year prison sentence for copper theft;  HPD's Kurt Kendro*. 

 

MAR 19 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 
 
Sera Okutani, 3-Year Old Child, Dies After Left Unattended in a Car in Makiki--The Hon Medical Examiner says Okutani 
died due to extreme heat and has classified the death as an accident (lv-Florino in Kalihi);  the Legislature is considering a 
bill that will punish parents who leave their children in unattended cars;  Florino sits in a car with the air conditioner turned 
off to see what happens;  the thermometer he brought with him reads 80 degrees when he enters the car, 100 degrees 
after 5 minutes and 106 after 10 minutes;  pediatrician Nadine Salle* says a temperature of 104 degrees or higher can 
cause a children to enter a coma and have convulsions;  the Child Advocacy Group says 29 children died in the US last 
year due to being left unattended in vehicles;  HPD will not charge Okutani's father because they do not suspect any 
criminal intent.   

Legislature--Legislators are considering 2 proposed pedestrian safety bills (lv-Kim on Ala Moana Blvd);  the 1st would 
require drivers to stop for pedestrians in a crosswalk and bans pedestrians from crossing in front of cars without leaving 
enough room for them to stop;  the 2nd bill would appropriate funding to study intersection signal timing for elderly 
pedestrians;  both bills passed the St Senate Transportation Cmte today;  the AARP supports the 2nd bill;  accident victim 
Junior Buenconsejo*.   

 

MAR 20 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Legislature/ Copper Thefts--A proposed bill would make it more difficult for thieves to sell copper to scrap dealers (lv-Kim 
outside of CM Recycling in Kalihi);  Schnitzer Steel's Jim Banigan*;  the bill would require dealers to photograph the 
copper, and also to verify the identification of their customer;  HPD's Kurt Kendro*.   

 

MAR 21 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

City's Discharge of Sewage into the Ala Wai Canal--The discharge occurred approximately 1 year ago (lv-Uyeno at Magic 
Island);  the emergency sewage bypass line installation project is updated;  City's Craig Nishimura*;  the new pipes are 
expected to last until after 2100.   
 

MAR 23 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

St Atty General Mark Bennett* and US Atty Ed Kubo* announced the launch of Project Safe Childhood to crack down on 
child pornographers and internest sexual predatros (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  10 men were indicted on such charges;  
electronic enticement is discussed;  City Pros Carlisle is seen.   

Sunshine Helicopters-SH on Maui is 1 of 9 US companies to take part in an FAA safety study (v);  SH's Ross Scott*;  the 
study will study aviation risk and seek ways to prevent air tour helicopter crashes;  pilot Ken Kloppel says "We're going to 
help set the standards that are going to improve safety throughout the industry";  helicopter safety features are discussed. 

MAR 24 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Keith Kuraoka, Fatal Shooting of Jason Sylva in Waianae--Sylva was killed during an apparent armed robbery at 6:30am 
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this morning that could be a case of a cockfighting incident gone wrong (v);  witness Momi Peters*;  Sylva was 
pronounced dead at the Waianae Coast Comprehensive Health Center;  Sylva's 2 accomplices are still at large;  HPD's 
Bill Kato* says HPD is seeking a warrant to search the house;  Kato says "We don't know what the inside of the house 
looks like.  We don’t know if there's weapons in the home or what";  Peters says Kuraoka's house was previously robbed 
"not too long ago";  Kuraoka was arrested on charges of 2nd degree murder;  Sylva has not been identified.   

An explosion last night at the Mililani Town Center was caused by a home-made bomb consisting of a water bottle, tin foil 
and household cleaner (lv-Hillyer at the newsroom);  nobody was injured, but 2 cars were damaged;  Radio Shack 
signage is seen;  HPD's Rick Weitzel*;  a previous similar bombing at a Univ of HI dormitory is recalled. 

City's Discharge of Sewage into the Ala Wai Canal--Today is the 1st anniversary of the discharge (lv-Florino on Ala 
Moana Blvd);  reactions of area residents are examined;  Waikiki Yacht Club canoe paddler Lorna Laaloa* says "We lost 
quite a few paddlers" due to the discharge;  surfer Akila Takabayashi* says he still avoids the contaminated area because 
the water still looks "a little different", and also smells differently.   

 

MAR 26 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Kiele V, Fatal Hyatt Regency Maui Tour Boat Accident--The outrigger catamaran boat's safety techniques are featured (lv-
Lum and Uyeno in Waikiki);  a daily log of safety checks is kept;  operating manager David Flood*;  the mast is inspected 
once per week;  it is taken down for repair immediately if any cracks are discovered;  unnamed Waikiki beachgoer*. 

 

MAR 29 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

HI’s Crystal Meth Drug Epidemic--HPD arrested 11 suspected drug dealers on Akepo Lane in Kalihi today as part of 
"Operation Crushed Ice" (v);  St HCDCH's Mayor Wright Housing resident Fetu Kolio* says drug deals occurred outside 
his home "nightly, or daily, very obvious, and it seems like they have no care";  HPD's Kurt Kendro*;  HPD allegedly 
bought $16K worth of crystal meth from the dealers during the 4-month undercover investigation;  the drug deals allegedly 
took place within 1K feet of the St DOE's Princess Kaiulani Elem School.   

Funding for the US Fish and Wildlife Service's brown tree snake program will end in May, prompting fears of a "Snakes on 
a Plane" critter incident (v);  spokesperson Christy Martin*;  a "snake invasion" could cost HI $450M per year. 

US Army's WWII Weapons Dumping--NOAA surveys off of the Waianae Coast that were conducted last June did not find 
anything harmful (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  survey chief Michael Overfield(p*) says "This observation suggests that 
little contamination of the Ordnance Reef area is derived from discarded military munitions";  US Army's JC King(p*);  no 
clean-up is planned for the munitions. 

 

MAR 30 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

2 men were arrested at 6:30am this morning during a crystal meth drug raid at the Haleiwa Senior Citizen Housing Center 
(lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  witness David Andrade*;  the raid occurred after several neighbors complained of drug deals 
in the apartment;  HPD's David Passmore* says an undercover agent was involved;  Andrade says of his neighbor "A lot 
of people knew what he was doing";  drugs were allegedly found at the scene;  resident manager Richard Husted* says "If 
it hadn't been so early in the morning, I would've probably went out and celebrated."   

Darnell Griffin, 1999 Cold Case Murder of Evelyn Luka--Griffin has been arrested after his DNA was matched with DNA 
found at the crime scene (v);  neighbor David Katina*;  Luka was last seen leaving the Venus nightclub with an 
unidentified man;  HPD's Frank Fujii*;  Griffin's DNA profile was placed into a natl database due to his 1980 conviction on 
separate murder charges;  Katina says "I'm shocked";  there are 4.2M DNA samples in the natl database;  this is HPD's 
first cold case arrest based on DNA evidence;  HPD's Wayne Kimoto*;  Griffin was sentenced to life in prison for the 1980 
murder, but was released on parole in 1996.   

 

 

10:00pm News 

 

JAN 1 NEWS 8 AT 10 

WEATHER--Big wave warnings continue this week for the North Shore (lv-Drewes in the newsroom), Oahu Civil Defense-
OCD's John Cummings(p*) says that the biggest hazard is for people who still try and swim or go surfing during the high 
surf warnings. 

 

JAN 3 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Weather--The entire state is under a wind advisory (fv), the strong winds in early December are recalled. 
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JAN 8 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Weather--Heavy rains across Oahu resulted in flooding in Windward Oahu last night (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  Hauula 
was hit especially hard;  resident Steven Wieland*;  flood victim Christine Hederer*;  St DOT road crews are working late 
in an effort to clear the streams that are backing up and causing flooding; area residents say there needs to be more 
regular stream maintenance.  

 
JAN 9 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Fatal Kaloko Dam Collapse on Kauai  +  NEW REPORT: The independent investigator has released his report (lv-Uyeno 
in the newsroom);  James Pflueger's atty Bill McCorriston* says "We don't agree with everything in the report, but it’s a 
good start";  a quote from the report is posted stating that though it seems likely the dam failed in part due to the lack of a 
spillway, that is not certain at this time;  victims' atty Tom Grande* says that this report will not bring back the lives and 
property lost, but hopefully will help prevent future tragedy/  The full report is posted on the KHNL website.   

 
JAN 12 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Tsunami Scare--A magnitude 8.2 earthquake struck in an area near the Kuril Islands and triggered a tsunami watch for HI 
(lv-Shima in the weather ctr);  the tsunami watch has since been cancelled. 

Tsunami Watch--The Pacific Tsunami Warning Ctr-PTWC's Stuart Weinstein(l*) describes what brought about the 
cancellation of the tsunami watch (lv-Hillyer at PTWC).  SEE #12 

The tsunami watch is cancelled, but PTWC will continue to monitor ocean conditions (lv-Hillyer at the PTWC);  a recap of 
the earthquake that triggered the tsunami watch is given 

JAN 15 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

St DOT Roadwork--The work project, which shut down two of the westbound lanes of the H-1 Freeway near Waipahu in 
order to replace the Zipper Lane barriers today, caused traffic to back up tonight despite the light Martin Luther King Day 
holiday travel (lv-Drewes on Nimitz Hwy), Oahu driver Lauren Gongob*;  some are comparing tonight's wait to the US 
Army truck's H-1 Fwy overpass ax in Aiea this past fall; unnamed passenger*;  driver Cynthia McCartan*;  unnamed 
driver*.   

 

JAN 16 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Waialae-Kahala Carjacking and Kidnapping Case--2 men were allegedly kidnapped at gunpoint on Alakoa Street near 
Kahala Mall just before 4:30pm by 2 suspects (map), one of the victims was later dropped near the mall;  HPD believes 
that the incident may have originated from a drug dispute based partially on the victim's refusal to cooperate in the case;  
the missing car is a silver Lexus LS 400 with the license plate GXJ901. 

 

JAN 17 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 
 
HPD police officer fires gun at auto theft suspect  +  NEW REPORT: The suspect abandoned the car on Waiahole 
Homestead Road and then fled on foot (lv-Drewes in the newsroom);  HPD's Robert Cravalho*;  stolen car owner David 
Underwood*;  the suspect is about 5'9" and in his thirties.   
 

The St DLNR will be closing the Diamond Head State Monument and hiking trail on Jan 17th, 19th, 22cd, and 24th at 1pm 
for assessment and maintenance. 

 

JAN 18 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

3 sheep at Omao Farms on Kauai were brutally beaten and killed in January (lv-Makaula in the studio); farm owner Daryl 
Kaneshiro(p*) describes the animal cruelty case;  Omao Farms and the Kauai Humane Society-KHS are offering a $5K 
reward for information leading to an arrest or conviction in the case;  the KHS can be reached by phone at 632-0610. 

 

JAN 19 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Waialae-Kahala Carjacking and Kidnapping Case  +  NEW REPORT: HPD entered an apartment in Waipahu and 
arrested one of the suspects (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  witness Davin Sabugo*;  a second suspect, Christopher 
Gallarde, was found in Pearl City allegedly stripping a stolen car;  HPD's Frank Fujii* says the suspect barricaded himself 
in the house before police officers were able to talk him down;  both suspects are also suspected of other crimes, and had 
considered both to be armed and dangerous.   
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JAN 23 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 
 
A regional summit to discuss random student drug testing will be held in Hon in March (fv);  attendees will learn about 
existing drug-testing programs, research, technology, and legal issues related to them;  1K schools across the US have 
implemented such programs;  no mention of St DOE or HI private schools is made. 

 

JAN 26 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

A 7-year-old girl was attacked by a dog tonight while at the Hawn Humane Society (v);  she was injured on the forehead;  
the child and her mom volunteer at the Humane Society and the attack occurred while they were visiting the dog;  witness 
Jennifer Lau*;  the dog will be re-evaluated. 

 

JAN 29 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Weather--High winds reached 70mph today across Oahu, and were especially severe on the Windward side (lv-Drewes in 
Kalihi);  gusts blew down roofs and utility poles;  unnamed Windward resident*;  Brian Lopez* describes damage to his 
property in Kaneohe;  unnamed resident*;  approximately 400 HECO customers in Kaneohe are without power tonight but 
crews are working to restore power.  

A spokesman for Oahu Civil Defense-OCD says that a warning siren was triggered and went off for about 20 minutes in 
Kaneohe by accident today;  officials say that the siren is likely owned by MCBH. 

Big Island police are investigating a stabbing classified as an attempted murder that occurred yesterday morning at the 
Honokohau small boat harbor near Kona (map);  the 47-year-old victim was treated at Kona Community Hospital and 
cited an argument as the cause, the suspect is still at large. 

Big Island police officer John Weber has been recognized at the White House for his superior work in illegal drug 
enforcement (p). 

 

JAN 30 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

US Army's HI Stryker Brigade--The US Army continues to push for a Stryker Brigade in HI, and tonight held a meeting in 
Nuuanu to collect public opinion (lv-Drewes in the newsroom), Army Environmental Command's Bob DiMichele* says the 
purpose of this style of public meetings is to collect public opinion to include in the environmental impact statements-EIS 
written on the potential impact of a Stryker Brigade;  concerned citizen Jim Haley*;  concerned resident Kyle Kajihiro* says 
"this is not a forum, this is not a dialogue".  [Drewes]/  There will be additional public meetings the next three nights in 
Haleiwa, then on the Big Island;  the supplemental EIS is expected to be completed in the fall of 2007. 

 

JAN 31 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Weather--High winds have been damaging property and forcing pilots to re-route their landings on Oahu this week (lv-
Drewes in the newsroom);  Kaneohe resident Laura Miller* says that "the wind has been crazy, I haven't slept in 3 nights";  
damage in Enchanted Lake is especially bad, resident Mele Ameperosa* says his roof blew off;  resident Brian Kamaka*.  
[Drewes]/  HFD reports an increase in the number of calls about roofs blown off houses. 

Weather--Le Jardin Academy, a private school in Kailua, will open tomorrow, as a spokesperson says that HECO has 
fixed the power outage that has forced it to shut down. 

Weather--The St DOE's Waiahole Elem School will be closed due to facility damage from high winds;  the school is 
expected to re-open on Friday/  3 charter schools are expected to re-open tomorrow, including Ke Kula O Samuel M 
Kamakau on Oahu, and West HI Explorations Academy as well as Kanu O Ka Aina on the Big Island. 

Weather--Damage to a boat on Windward Oahu and an anthurium farm on the Big Island is seen (p). 

The brush fire near Waikaloa on the Big Island continues to burn, but all roads are open now (map). 

 

FEB 1 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

BREAKING NEWS--HECO was not forced to conduct rolling blackouts tonight following a power loss at the Kahe Power 
Plant earlier today (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  the blackouts would have affected more than 50K people if they had 
occurred;  HECO's Peter Rosegg* explains the generation shortfall;  the owner of Fatboy's Pizzaria closed early in 
preparation for possible outages;  contractor Tim Reid* says the crew remodeling the Kailua Jamba Juice were able to 
stay on schedule since the power stayed on.  There are no emergency conservation measures tonight and HECO does 
not anticipate any problems tomorrow. 

The US Army Corps of Engineers-USACE has named 3 streams in HI as risk for breaking their levees (v); the USACE's 
Joel Hendricks(p*) explains the reasons for the safety concerns;  tighter monitoring of levees has been in effect 
nationwide since Hurricane Katrina. 

There is a hefty reward of $7.5K now being offered for any info leading to the arrest and conviction of those responsible 
for the animal cruelty case involving 3 sheep on a farm on Kauai earlier this year (v). 
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FEB 4 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

HPD police officers are looking to fill a serious shortage of 911 dispatchers (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom); HPD's Luke 
Correa* says HPD is about 33 people short, and encourages citizens to apply;  applicants must be able to make sound 
decisions under pressure, dispatcher Sharon Yamamoto*;  an exam is coming up in June. 

 

FEB 5 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

The former Tower Records location in the Kapiolani area has become a magnet for trash and vandalism according to 
neighbors (v);  neighbor Paul Asuncion* says that graffiti, human waste, and restaurant trash is piling up at the site.  [Kim]/  
Walgreen's Drugstore is scheduled to take over the location 

 

FEB 9 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

HPD arrived at Makapuu Beach tonight after receiving a 911 call and found sharks feeding on what appeared to be a 
body (lv-Kim in the newsroom);  body parts were recovered;  HPD believes that the incident was not accidental, HPD's 
Phil Camero*;  the 911 call reported that someone planned to jump from the Makapuu Lighthouse;  Makapuu Beach is 
closed due to the sharks in the area. 
 

FEB 12 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Abigail Arquitola, 2-Year-Old Girl, Killed in Hit-and-Run Pedestrian Ax on the Big Island-- Big Island Police have recovered 
a truck they think might be the one that hit Abigail in the Orchid Land Subdivision on Saturday night (map). 

 

FEB 14 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

City's Kalanianaole Hwy Sewage Project near Niu Valley--Crews wrapped up work on the new sewer line earlier than 
expected (fv);  the pipe still needs to be tested. 

 

FEB 17 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

West-bound lanes of the H-1 Fwy in the Kapolei area are closed after a fatal 1-car hit-and-run ax and HPD car chase (sv);  
the ax occurred at 7:30pm near the Campbell Industrial Park exit;  HPD believes alcohol-DUI is a factor, SEE NEXT. 

Fatal Hit-And-Run Car Ax In Kapolei: The driver and 1 passenger attempted to flee the scene on foot, leaving the 2nd 
passenger in overturned vehicle to die (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  the suspected driver was apprehended and may have 
failed a field sobriety test. 

Fatal Head-On Ax on Kapaa Quarry Road in Kailua  +  NEW REPORT--Reaction to Thu's ax is examined (v);  some say 
the road is unsafe, while some say unsafe driving is to blame;  Kapaa Quarry Road driver Art Castaldi* says "I see a lot of 
activity on this road that shouldn't be going on.  There's a lot of speeding, a lot of people passing people";  the surviving 
Kamehameha Schools-KSBE graduates have allegedly admitted the group was speeding for fun;  Castaldi says "It's a 
teenage thrill, I'm sure, and this road is used for a lot of stuff, and I don’t' think it's patrolled very often, and I think people 
get away with a lot of stuff on this road.  It lends itself to that."   

 

FEB 19 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Counterfeit currency is circulating through HI businesses (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  the scam artists are taking real 
money and altering it to higher denominations, as a result, the bills are passing the marker test;  federal authorities are 
advising business owners to purchase an ultra-violet light that can detect altered currency;  Stadium Mall Book Rack book 
store owner Harry Harrison* received 2 counterfeit bills in 2 weeks;  2 other Stadium Mall businesses were also hit;  
Mark's Drive-Inn's Mark Wong;  the Subway restaurant was also hit.  [Hillyer]/  HPD arrested 4 teens this weekend for 
making counterfeit bills on their computers. 

 

FEB 20 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

BWS crews continue to make repairs to a broken water main along Ala Moana Blvd near Ward Warehouse (lv-Traffic 
Cam);  2 lanes are closed and are affecting traffic. 

A 7-year-old boy is hospitalized at HI Medical Ctr West after a cocker spaniel puppy dog bit his face at the Royal Kunia 
Park (v);  the owner of the 3-year-old dog dug a hole in his backyard and escaped;  witness Terry White*. 

 

FEB 26 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 
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A male pedestrian is dead following a fatal hit-and-run pedestrian ax along Farrington Hwy near the Makaha Surfside 
Apartments (sv);  witnesses say the man had just gotten off the bus and was not in a marked crosswalk;  lane closures 
are noted;  HPD's Lorenzo Ridela* says they are seeking a blue Honda involved in the ax. 

 

FEB 27 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

St DOT Roadwork--Maui and Kauai traffic congestion problems  +  NEW REPORT--The neighbor islands are also 
suffering from congestion on the roadways (v);  the St DOT's $316M Kauai  road improvement project includes plans to 
widen Kaumualii Hwy and Kuhio Hwy and adding more lanes along the Wailua Bridge;  the decade-long project is set to 
begin this summer;  Kapaa resident Gary Dias* says traffic has been a problem for 10 years and his world around it;  
unnamed resident*;  Kauai Councilmember Mel Rapozo* also wants to stagger work schedules.  [Ako]/  Transportation for 
this report was provided by NCL America;  KHNL's Talk Story special tomw at Cycle City re transportation is promoted. 

 

FEB 28 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Kukui Street residents in Downtown Hon took to the streets today to protest crime and prostitution in their neighborhood 
(lv-Drewes in the newsroom);  a bill at the Legislature is moving forward re stricter penalties for prostitution convictions;  
Kukui Plaza resident Loraine Kunita*;  Kukui Plaza mgr Alden Kamaunu* says a simple walk to Longs or Safeway can be 
dangerous.   

HPD seeks info from the public about a woman whose body was found near Kahana Bay, who is now a confirmed murder 
victim (map). 

 

MAR 3 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

HPD police officers were out in force today enforcing pedestrian safety laws (lv-Florino in the newsroom);  9 people have 
died in fatal axs so far this year;  HPD continued to issue warnings, but beginning this weekend, flagrant violators are 
being given citations;  Stanley Weishaar*;  HPD's Jerry Wojcik*.   

 
MAR 5 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

HECO says a computer glitch caused a power outage in parts of Kalihi, Kapalama and Likelike Hwy area at around 
6:25pm (v);  about 5K customers were affected, including the KHNL News 8 station. 

 

MAR 6 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Ted Jandura, Ilikai Hotel Domestic Murder Case--HI State Coalition Against Domestic Violence-HSCADV hosts silent 
march  +  NEW REPORT--The HSCADV hosted a silent march in Downtown Hon in memory of victim Ingeborg Jandura 
(lv-Florino in the newsroom);  the HSCADV reminds people that there are organizations like theirs that can help with 
escaping violent relationships;  domestic violence educator Esther McDaniel*. 

 
MAR 9 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 
Lisa Luhrsen and Ben Ayson, St DOE Mililani MS Teachers, Arrested on Marijuana Drug Charges--Luhrsen remains free 
following a no contest plea (fv);  Ayson's trial begins in April. 

The St DCCA is investigating the dumping of financial documents in a recycling bin (lv-Pai in the newsroom);  Pacific 
Business News-PBN's Jim Kelly* found the documents, which belong to a defunct escrow company;  the threat of identity 
theft is discussed;  company owner Steven Marn is named and says he disposed of the documents properly. 

The US Army is warning Leeward Oahu beachgoers about small, flammable cylinders washing ashore on the Waianae 
Coast . 

MAR 12 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Several homemade bombs forced the evacuation a portion of the Univ of HI's Johnson Hall student housing dormitory (v);  
some of the devices were found behind the bldg;  a dorm staffer was slightly injured after touching one of the devices. 
 

MAR 13 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Kaloko Dam Collapse on Kauai--One-year anniversary  +  NEW REPORT--Tomw marks the one-year anniversary of the 
collapse (lv-Florino in the newsroom);  officials met today to discuss what the state has done to prevent something like 
this from happening again;  crews have inspected all 136 regulated dams and reservoirs in the state twice;  repairs are 
also ongoing;  the St DLNR's dam safety program has improved and are requesting more funding;  St DLNR Dir Peter 
Young* says there is no imminent danger based on their findings;  St Adjutant Gen Robert Lee*. 
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MAR 14 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Pedestrian Safety--Some pedestrians feel unsafe walking across crosswalks near the Pearlridge Ctr (lv-Kim in the 
newsroom);  the Legislature is considering more bills to improve pedestrian safety, including lit crosswalks;  HPD police 
officers' enforcement campaign is noted;  Aiea residents Kamaile* and Cameron Heide* say a crosswalk along Kaonohi 
Street is on an incline and pedestrians feel it's difficult for a driver to stop. 

Hokulea and Maisu's Voyage to Micronesia and Japan--Crews reached Satawal tonight (fv);  they are expected to leave in 
a couple of days for Yap and Palau where they will change crews;  Hokulea watch capt Billy Richards(p*). 

Tourism--The HI Tourism Authority-HTA has published a style and resource guide, which lists commonly uses words and 
phrases and popular cultural practices of HI (v). 

 

MAR 16 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Taily Corpuz, Fatal Suspected Copper Theft Near HNL Airport  +  NEW REPORT: St DOT officials are able to identify the 
insulation from copper wire stolen from a number of areas on Oahu (lv-Hillyer on Nimitz Hwy);  St DOT's Glenn 
Hamamura*;  HPD's Kurt Kendro* says yesterday's arrests were for drug possession;  the US Navy has also reported a 
significant loss of copper wiring.   

 

MAR 19 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Legislature--Lawmakers consider 2 pedestrian safety bills  +  NEW REPORT--Both bills passed with minor changes 
through a St Senate Cmte this afternoon (v);  the 1st would require drivers to stop for pedestrians in a crosswalk and bans 
pedestrians from crossing in front of cars without leaving enough room for them to stop;  the 2nd bill would appropriate 
funding to study intersection signal timing for elderly pedestrians;  ax victim Junior Buenconsejo*;  AARP's Barbara Kim 
Stanton*.  [Kim]/  Fines are noted. 

 

MAR 20 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Legislature/ Copper Thefts--Bill proposes to make it difficult for thieves to sell copper to scrap dealers: Schnitzer Steel  

MAR 23 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Copper Thefts--Kainoa Hammond* was looking forward to being in his new home and then found a woman stealing 
copper pipe she had cut from the house's plumbing (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  theft victim Steve Perry* talks about the 
house being stripped of its plumbing 3 weeks ago;  the Hammond family is left with no running water until the plumbing 
can be fixed again. 

Project Safe Childhood's crackdown on child pornography and internet sexual predators  +  NEW REPORT: Project Safe 
Childhood will educate teens and their parents on the dangers of online predators (lv-Makaula in the newsroom);  officials 
will focus on investigating and prosecuting online sexual predators, US Atty Ed Kubo*. 

 

MAR 24 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Mililani Town Center Home-Made Bomb:  Radio Shack  +  NEW REPORT:   Witness Randy Varner* (v);  an HFD Hazmat 
team cleaned up the remains of the bomb.  YouTube.com has videos explaining how to make bombs (v)  +  LOCAL 
ANGLE:  Some of the videos have been posted from HI. 

 

MAR 29 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Brown Tree Snake  +  NEW REPORT--The reptile critter runs rampant on Guam and without the funding for the US Fish 
and Wildlife Service, inspectors on Guam who inspect cargo enroute to HI will be out of a job and HI may be in danger (lv-
Hillyer in the newsroom);  alien pest monitor Christy Martin* says the program is supported by the US DOD as a 
Congressional add-on, but US Congress has ruled no add-ons this year;  US Abercrombie says he will work to re-program 
money;  US Sen Inouye is seen.   
 

MAR 30 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Operation Crushed Ice, HPD Undercover Crystal Meth Drug Arrests in Kalihi--Akepo Lane residents voice relief after the 
arrests (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  resident Rosario Edquid*, Sweet Leilani Florist's Frances Ochoa*;  HPD's Kurt 
Kendro* says they will keep the area drug free. 
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PROGRAM:   THINK ABOUT IT 

 

DATE/TIME AIRED:  Mondays, 6:30pm 

Tuesdays, 6:00am and 5:30pm 

Wednesdays, 7:00am and 6:30pm 

Thursdays, 6:00am and 5:30pm 

Fridays, 7:00am 

(See scripts for exact dates.) 

 

DURATION:   60 – 90 seconds 

 

SUMMARY/SCRIPT: 

 

Traditional Excuse          January 3, 2007 
A few brushfires, a few minor injuries, a few less emergencies than in year’s past- hey, it 

wasn’t that bad this year on new year’s eve with fireworks and such. And if we keep rolling 

the dice, it will probably take a massive structural fire or a couple of deaths or lost limbs 

before someone finally says enough with this nonsense. 

 

Some people truly do a good job of keeping things safe with their December 31
st
 

pyrotechnical cravings, while many hide behind the thin veil of tradition and culture to go 

wild, with aerials and homemade fireworks concoctions. OK, if we really need to continue 

this foul-smelling, hard-to-breathe, potentially deadly tradition, let’s relegate the shows to 

supervised safe havens- cement parking lots away from buildings, wide open parks with 

room to breathe.  

 

If you really must partake for reasons beyond vicarious thrills, let’s get it out of the garages 

and streets and into a controlled area… before the inevitable tragedy occurs, and the party-

popping poopers and naysayers get real vociferous. Is the legislature listening? Think about 

it… 

 

Foot/Traffic        February 21 2007 (Editorial # 2)  
 

 Too many accidents involving too many pedestrians and innocent bystanders have us all 

wondering what’s going on. Harried people not paying attention on the road or in the road? 

Improbable coincidence and just bad timing causing a rash of incidents in a short period of 

time? 

 

How about this- we’re all too busy, too intense, too oblivious. We’re all over-programmed, 

comfortably numb, or simply just well-conditioned to rush around everywhere- to school, to 

work, to soccer practice, to the store, to the bus stop. When you fly through intersections 

haphazardly, do you really save time? When you weave in and out coming down the Pali 

Highway or on H-2, do you really save minutes? No, more like seconds, and at what possible 

price? When you nonchalantly step off the curb without paying attention, even if you have 

the right of way, who loses?  
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If you wear dark clothes and don’t bother to get to a proper crossing intersection, you 

may save time today, but you might just lose your life tomorrow. You may see the cars 

coming, but do they see you? Not a good game of chicken, is it? So slow down folks; 

leave home earlier, drive with focus, walk with your eyes open in all directions, plan for 

traffic every day and expect stressful moments on the roads to help you to get there 

safely; stop forcing the action. It’s not a sport. After all, if you don’t gain control over 

your life, who will? Think about it… 

 

March 28     TAI # 2      Blue Eyes Are Watching 

 

The Honolulu Police Department has requested funds to pay for a new unit to help police 

the police. After a number of internal drug and gambling cases, HPD is looking to 

establish a unit modeled in part after a similar group that now exists in Los Angeles. This 

new Quality Assurance Detail would fall in as part of the already existing Internal Affairs 

Division.  

 

A question that has popped up is why the need for more people if HPD Internal Affairs 

already has people who’s job it is to keep an eye on procedures, policies, paperwork, and 

towing the line. Well, one has to assume that the police chief and his managers know 

what needs the department has, and that’s why they are in charge. And if this unit 

provides more feedback, more guidance, and can help make sure that no one steps over 

the line, then these preventive efforts will certainly be more cost effective than dealing 

with criminal charges, morale issues, and public skepticism when people who are 

expected to be good go bad. 

 

Officers of the law need to be accountable, that’s an obvious one. If a special unit helps 

to make sure that they are constantly accountable and responsible for their own actions 

before something slips, this unit will certainly be worth the extra costs. Think about it… 

 

 

PROGRAM:    TODAY 

 

DATE AIRED:  Various (See scripts for exact dates.) 

 

TIME/DURATION:  120 Minutes 

 

SUMMARY/SCRIPT: 
 
THURSDAY JANUARY 4 

7:00am segments: 
Tom Costello reports on a new warning from the consumer product safety commission, 
which will require manufacturers to add a warning label to all generators sold in the 
United States which that would state that using a generator inside will kill you in minutes. 

 
MONDAY FEBRUARY 12 
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7:30 segment  
TODAY kicks off a three day series called: "Scam Alert: Identity Theft" with 
correspondent Kevin Tibbles.  TODAY teamed up with a security company called Trace 
Security (located in Baton Rouge, LA) to test common ID theft scams -- in a controlled 
experiment, with the help of friends and family of employees as the test subjects.  Day 
one takes a closer look at "Cyber-spying". 
 
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 13 

7:30am segments: 
Day 2 of "Scam Alert: Identity Theft" with correspondent Kevin Tibbles -- On Tuesday, 
"Phishing" scams.  
 
WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 14 

7:30am segments: 
Day 3 of "Scam Alert: Identity Theft" with correspondent Kevin Tibbles -- "Vishing" 

scams.   
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ECONOMY, Success in the community, business/economic how to’s. 

 
Local News (Morning) 
 
JAN 1 
WITH THE NEW YEAR, COMES HIGHER GAS PRICES. 
IT'S ALL DUE TO A "TAX EXEMPTION" THAT EXPIRED, LAST NIGHT. 
AN EXEMPTION ON THE GENERAL EXCISE TAX, ON ALL ETHANOL-BASED FUELS, WENT 
INTO EFFECT LAST APRIL. NOW THAT THE EXEMPTION HAS EXPIRED, WE WILL 
EXPERIENCE AN "11-CENT PER GALLON" INCREASE. 
HAWAII CONTINUES TO HAVE THE HIGHEST GAS PRICES, IN THE NATION. 
BUT, APPARENTLY, NOT THE WORLD. 
GOVERNOR LINDA LINGLE PROPOSED "TWO BILLS", LAST YEAR, THAT WOULD HAVE 
EXTENDED THE EXEMPTION THREE MORE YEARS. 
BUT THOSE BILLS, DIED IN SESSION. 
LAWMAKERS EXPECT TO REVIEW THE EXEMPTION, ONCE AGAIN, LATER THIS MONTH. 
 
JAN 4 
LAST YEAR, OAHU RESIDENTS EXPERIENCED AN INCREASE IN "HOME PRICES." AS YOU 
WOULD IMAGINE, ISLAND REALTORS FELT THE AFTERSHOCK, WITH A "DROP" IN HOME 
SALES. THE "HONOLULU BOARD OF REALTORS" SAYS, PRICES ROSE "7 PERCENT" FOR 
SINGLE-FAMILY HOMES. CONDOMINIUM PRICES, ROSE ANOTHER 15 PERCENT. THIS, 
ULTIMATELY LED, TO A  17-PERCENT DROP IN THE NUMBER OF HOMES SOLD, OVER 
THE PAST YEAR. 
 
JAN 9 
THE LEGAL BATTLE BETWEEN TWO HAWAII BASED AIRLINES CONTINUES. ALOHA 
AIRLINES HAS FILED ANOTHER LAWSUIT IN FEDERAL COURT AGAINST "GO" AIRLINES. 
ALOHA FILED SUIT IN STATE COURT LAST FALL, ACCUSING GO'S PARENT COMPANY,  
MESA AIRLINES, OF USING CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION TO "COMPETE UNETHICALLY 
IN THE HAWAII MARKET." ALOHA SAYS THIS LATEST LAWSUIT IS PART OF ITS 
CONTINUED EFFORTS AGAINST GO AND MESA, TO STOP IILLEGAL AND IMPROPER 
CONDUCT. 
 
JAN 10 
WITH THE SUPERBOWL AND TAX RETURNS JUST AROUND THE CORNER,  IT'S THE TIME 
OF YEAR WHEN MANY PEOPLE START THINKING ABOUT SPENDING A FEW DOLLARS ON 
A NEW T-V. BUT THERE ARE SOME THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW BEFORE UPGRADING 
TO A HIGH DEFINITION SET. KHNL NEWS-8'S DARREN PAI EXPLAINS. 
PLASMA SCREENS - L-C-D - WITH SO MANY CHOICES - WHEN IT COMES TO HIGH 
DEFINITION T-V SOMETIMES YOU JUST NEED TO SIT DOWN AND TAKE A LOOK. 
"the pictures are clearer on tv, that's about all I really know."  
FIRST OFF - HIGH DEFINITION T-V'S  AREN'T JUST THIN FLAT PANEL SETS WITH 
WIDESCREENS.  
"hd is probably the best picture quality you can get almost lifelike on your tv set."  
EXPECT TO PAY HUNDREDS - EVEN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS - ALTHOUGH PRICES 
MAY SOON BE COMING DOWN.  
"Prices have been dropping, expect another price drop in another couple months. Just the market 
getting more competitive as more people make them."  
JUST BECAUSE YOU HAVE A HIGH DEFINITION T-V DOESN'T MEAN YOU CAN PLUG IT IN 
AND EXPECT EVERYTHING TO LOOK BETTER. 
"you expect from high definition the screen to clearer, the colors to be brighter. So if you were to 
plug it in I don't think I would be happy if it was the same."  
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HIGH DEFINITION SETS REQUIRE HIGH DEFINITION CABLE OR SATELLITE SIGNALS TO 
LOOK THEIR BEST. YOU MAY NOT SEE ANY IMPROVEMENT IF YOU PLUG A NORMAL 
SIGNAL IN TO A HIGH DEFINITION T-V. 
"for the most part something like this you're going to want to upgrade your service with your cable 
provider or satellite provider."  
"it's very pricey, very pricey. But I guess they say you get what you pay for."  
darren pai khnl news 8. 
 
JAN 11 
GAS PRICES JUMPED ABOUT 11 CENTS A GALLON SINCE THE START OF THE NEW 
YEAR. THAT'S WHEN THE STATE LIFTED AN EXEMPTION ON THE GENERAL EXCISE TAX.    
GOVERNOR LINGLE WANTS THE LEGISLATURE TO REINSTATE THE EXEMPTION. BUT 
SOME LAWMAKERS SAY THEY WANT TO MAKE SURE OIL COMPANIES HAVEN'T SIMPLY 
RAISED THEIR PRICES - ADDING TO THEIR PROFITS.  
THE EXEMPTION WAS DESIGNED TO ENCOURAGE DEALERS TO SELL ETHANOL 
BLENDED GASOLINE. LAWMAKERS SAY DEALERS WERE SUPPOSED TO USE THOSE 
TAX DOLLARS TO PAY FOR THE EQUIPMENT NEEDED TO SELL ETHANOL. EVEN WITH 
THE EXEMPTION IN PLACE, IN THE PAST NINE MONTHS, HAWAII HAS HAD THE HIGHEST 
GAS PRICES IN THE COUNTRY. 
 
JAN 12 
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS STEPPING IN TO HELP HUNDREDS OF DEL MONTE 
WORKERS LEFT JOBLESS. THIS PAST NOVEMBER, DEL MONTE ANNOUNCED THAT IT 
WAS SHUTTING DOWN ITS HAWAII OPERATIONS IMMEDIATELY. THE PRODUCE 
COMPANY'S ORIGINAL PLAN WAS TO CLOSE IN 2008. MORE THAN FIVE HUNDRED 
WORKERS LOST THEIR JOBS. TWO SPECIAL FEDERAL PROGRAMS WILL GIVE THOSE 
WORKERS NEW JOB TRAINING AND COUNSELING, ALONG WITH INCOME SUPPORT TO 
FIND NEW EMPLOYMENT.  
 
JAN 12 
NEARLY 200-THOUSAND GOVERNMENT DOLLARS IS GOING TO THE BIG ISLAND TO FIX 
A MUCH NEEDED WATER SYSTEM.   
THE KOHALA DITCH WAS DAMAGED DURING LAST OCTOBER'S EARTHQUAKE.  IT WAS 
USED TO CARRY UP TO 15 MILLION GALLONS OF WATER A DAY. RANCHERS, FARMERS, 
AND NURSERIES HAVE BEEN RELYING ON IT FOR YEARS. SENATORS DANIEL INOUYE 
AND DANIEL AKAKA SAY WATER WILL BE PUMPED FROM TWO EXISITING WELLS INTO 
THE KOHALA DITCH WHILE THE MAIN PORTION OF THE IRRIGATION SYSTEM IS 
REPAIRED. 
 
JAN 18 
HAWAII TAXPAYERS, COULD "EACH" BE RECEIVING A "100 DOLLAR REFUND", IF 
GOVERNOR LINDA LINGLE, GETS HER WAY. THE GOVERNOR'S PLAN  CALLS FOR THE 
REFUND  "FOR FAMILIES WITH A HOUSEHOLD INCOME OF UP-TO  100-THOUSAND 
DOLLARS." HOUSEHOLDS MAKING "MORE THAN" A HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS 
WOULD RECEIVE 25 DOLLAR REFUNDS. 
SOME DEMOCRATIC LAWMAKERS SAY, THAT'S TOO MUCH. 
"the governor, we know this, in her budget she has cut the electricity budget for the department of 
education by half. And our concern is how are we gong to pay for electricity for our children." "that 
is the most direct and immediate way that people in government can help families that are 
struggling to meet their daily living expenses." <1:40> 
HAWAI'S CONSTITUTION REQUIRES THE TAX REFUNDS, BECAUSE THE STATE HAS RUN 
A SURPLUS OF "MORE THAN FIVE PERCENT," DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS. 
 
JAN 18 
LAID-OFF DEL MONTE WORKERS WILL SOON RECEIVE SOME HELP FROM THE FEDERAL 
GOVERNMENT.   
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A 500 THOUSAND DOLLAR NATIONAL EMERGENCY GRANT WILL ASSIST WITH TRAINING, 
JOB PLACEMENT AND CAREER COUNSELING. 180 WORKERS WERE LAID-OFF FROM 
THE DEL MONTE PROCESSING PLANT, FOLLOWING ITS ABRUPT CLOSURE IN 
NOVEMBER LAST YEAR. THAT'S WHEN DEL MONTE ANNOUNCED THAT IT WOULD STOP 
ITS PINEAPPLE FARMING OPERATIONS. THE ANNOUNCEMENT COMES ONE WEEK 
AFTER SENATORS AKAKA AND INOUYE ANNOUNCED THAT LAID-OFF DEL MONTE 
WORKERS QUALIFIED FOR FEDERAL ASSISTANCE. 
 
JAN 22 
EARLIER THIS MONTH, HAWAII DRIVERS SAW AN  "11 CENT HIKE" IN GAS PRICES, 
WHILE MOST OF THE COUNTRY ENJOYED A "PRICE BREAK."  
ACROSS THE COUNTRY, GAS PRICES HAVE DROPPED NEARLY 14 CENTS A GALLON, 
OVER THE PAST TWO WEEKS.   A GALLON OF REGULAR UNLEADED NOW COSTS ONLY 
TWO-18 A GALLON, AND IN MANY PLACES ITS LESS THAN 2 DOLLARS.   HERE IN HAWAII, 
ON AVERAGE, A GALLON OF REGULAR UNLEADED WILL COST YOU 2 DOLLARS AND 90 
CENTS. LAWMAKERS ARE CONSIDERING SUSPENDING THE STATE'S 11 CENT GENERAL 
EXCISE TAX, AGAIN, TO BRING PRICES BACK DOWN. 
 
FEB 1 
THOSE NEW "WINDOWS PROGRAMS" YOU INSTALLED INTO YOUR COMPUTER, "LAST 
YEAR," COULD HELP YOU AT TAX TIME, "THIS YEAR." HERE'S HOW -- IN THIS MORNING'S 
"CONSUMER WATCH." 
BEFORE YOU SEND IN YOUR 2006 TAX RETURN TAKE A LOOK AROUND YOUR HOUSE.  
IF YOU MADE IMPROVEMENTS TO YOUR HOME LAST YEAR TO SAVE ENERGY, YOU 
COULD BE ELIGIBLE FOR A TAX CREDIT.     
HOMEOWNERS WHO UPGRADED TO MORE ENERGY EFFICIENT WINDOWS, INSULATION 
OR APPLIANCES INCLUDING CERTAIN AIR CONDITIONERS, HOT WATER HEATERS OR 
FURNACES CAN CLAIM THE CREDIT IF THE MODEL THEY BOUGHT IS ON THE 
GOVERNMENT'S APPROVED LIST.     
THE I-R-S WILL GIVE YOU BACK TEN-PERCENT OF WHAT YOU SPENT ON ENERGY 
UPGRADES AS A CREDIT TOWARD YOUR TAX LIABILITY.     
AND LOOK IN THE DRIVEWAY, TOO. IF YOU BOUGHT A HYBRID VEHICLE OR ONE THAT 
RUNS ON ALTERNATIVE FUEL. 
YOU'RE ELIGIBLE FOR THE CREDIT AS WELL.    GO TO WWW-DOT-I-R-S-DOT-GOV FOR 
SPECIFICS.    VALENTINE'S DAY IS JUST TWO WEEKS AWAY.    
GOOD NEWS, LADIES.MEN ARE EXPECTED TO SPEND TWICE AS MUCH AS WOMEN THIS 
YEAR. A NEW SURVEY RELEASED BY THE NATIONAL RETAIL FEDERATION SHOWS 
GUYS WILL SPEND AN AVERAGE OF 156-DOLLARS AND WOMEN WILL SPEND ABOUT 85-
DOLLARS EACH.      
AT THE TOP OF MEN'S SHOPPING LISTS FLOWERS, FOLLOWED BY CARDS, CANDY AND 
JEWELRY.    ABOUT TWO-THIRDS OF AMERICANS PLAN TO CELEBRATE VALENTINE'S 
DAY IN SOME WAY.  IT'S ESTIMATED THEY'LL SPEND NEARLY 17-BILLIONS DOLLARS. 
 
FEB 1 
"INCOME TAX SEASON", HAS BEGUN  IN  EARNEST, WITH EMPLOYERS "DISTRIBUTING" 
W-2 FORMS. MANY PEOPLE DON'T KNOW IF BUT THERE'S FREE TAX HELP FOR THOSE 
WHO ARE LIVING ON  LOW-INCOME. HONOLULU ADVERTISER AKAMAI MONEY 
COLUMNIST GREG WILES EXPLAINS.  
Yesterday was the deadline for employers to get you your W-2 forms.  So what do you do now? If 
you are low- or moderate-income, you might look into several tax credits and services that are 
available. Low income folks need to be aware of the earned income tax credit, which is worth up 
to $4,536 this year for families. The National Women's Law Center also recommends families 
look into the Child and Dependent Care Tax Credit, which has a maximum value of $2,100. 
There's also the Child Tax Credit that's worth up to $1,000. If you have trouble filling out tax 
forms, there's free tax-software available at the IRS Web site if your adjusted gross income is 
$52,000 or less. If you are a low-income tax payer or senior citizen, there is also free tax 
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preparation help available from AARP and other organizations. You can find the nearest location 
by dialing the 211 help line. Greg Wiles, Advertiser on Air  
 
FEB 1 
DURING HER STATE OF THE STATE ADDRESS, GOVERNOR LINDA LINGLE ANNOUNCED 
HER NEW "INNOVATION INITIATIVE." THE PLAN CALLS FOR IMPROVING ISLAND 
STUDENTS' "SKILLS" IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HERE WITH MORE ON THIS 
AMBITIOUS ENTERPRISE, IS THE DIRECTOR OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF 
BUSINESS, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND TOURISM, "TED LIU." 
1.  FIRST AND FOREMOST, WHEN IT COMES TO SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, WHERE 
"DO" WE STAND AS A STATE?  
2.  AND WITH THAT, HOW IMPORTANT IS THE GOVERNOR'S INITIATIVE FOR 
POSITIONING HAWAII IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY?  
3.   WHAT ROLE CAN LOCAL BUSINESSES PLAY? 
(develop innovation and new ideas that will enable us to create more high-paying quality jobs that 
capitalize on people's skills and talents.) 
4.   WE SEE STUDENTS WITH iPODS, CELL PHONES, LAPTOPS?  SO, WHAT ABOUT 
THEM?  WHEN DOES THE INSTRUCTION BEGIN? 
(beginning in middle school and continuing through college) 
5.   THE "ROBOTICS" INDUSTRY HAS INCREDIBLE POTENTIAL. HOW DO LOCAL 
SCHOOLS RATE, WHEN IT COMES TO PREPARING STUDENTS?  
6.   NASA JUST DONATED ONE-MILLION DOLLARS TO HOLD A YEARLY ROBOTICS 
COMPETITION. TELL US ABOUT THAT. 
(a regional competition will be held in each of the next for four years, beginning in the Spring of 
2008.The Robotics Competition features teams from across the U.S., Asia, Canada and other 
parts of the world who use their imagination, creativity, ingenuity and STEM skills to build robots 
and solve an engineering challenge.)   
 
 
FEB 14 
TIME FOR MONEY TALKS. IF YOU'RE JUST STARTING TO FILE YOUR TAXES, YOU MIGHT 
BE IN FOR SOME GOOD NEWS. MONEY TALKS REPORTER, STACY JOHNSON, 
HIGHLIGHTS SOME NEW SAVINGS "THAT MAY BE IN-STORE FOR YOU." 
If you tend to get confused every tax season, here's something that might make you feel better.  
"I do this every day of my life and I've been doing it for 30 years, and there are still times when I 
have to look up the answer." 
Some years are worse than others, but every year brings changes and tax year 06 was no 
exception. For example, your 06 return will include an automatic refund of federal telephone 
excise tax. You can prove how much you deserve, or just take the 30 to 60 credit hassle-free.  
If you did something to save some energy last year, now's the time to save some tax dollars. For 
example, you get a credit for 30% of the cost of a solar water heating system up to 2 grand. And 
by the way, those credits are good for this year too.  
You may also have a credit coming if you bought a hybrid car last year: up to 4 thousand dollars. 
These savings aren't simple, however: there's a complex formula.  
But if you think Uncle Sam is all good will for tax year 06 items donated after August 18th of 06 
have to be in good condition to warrant a write-off. And donation rules are slated to get even 
tougher in 07.  
If you saved in your teenager's name last year so the earnings would be taxed at their lower 
bracket, you're toast. That used to be kosher for kids 14 or older but for 06, the age changed to 
18. A kibosh on the kiddie tax.  
And one more bit of good news: the tuition and sales tax deductions were slated to be dead for 
06 but thanks to last-minute congressional action, both are alive and well for 06 and 07.  
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5:00pm News 

 

JAN 2 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Mass Transit--The general excise tax hike is causing problems for some businesses re returning holiday shopping gifts 
bought under the old tax rate (lv-Florino in the newsroom);  Pearlridge Center is visited;  Razor Concepts' Reimar Muniz*, 
Hanai Bear's Matt Reynolds*. 
 
JAN 3 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Tourism--HTA officials want to create a $5M marketing fund to help the tourism industry advertise following natural 
disasters  

 

JAN 8 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The impact of the new minimum wage increase on HI's workforce is examined (v);  server Kevin Ballew* says "It will help 
when we get our checks";  tourist Victoria Ortiz Phillips*. 

Interisland Airfare War--Aloha Air is suing Go! Air over its use of confidential info (fv). 

 

JAN 10 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Real Estate Housing--Sales volume fell last year while prices rose, according to the Hon Board of Realtors (fv). 

 

JAN 18 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature--Gov Lingle* announce plans to give some HI taxpayers a $100 refund (lv-Pai at the St Capitol);  St Rep 
Caldwell*;  Lingle says "That is the most direct and immediate way that people in govt can help families who are struggling 
to meet their daily expenses";  Lingle also wants to adjust tax brackets for inflation and exempt some food items from the 
General Excise Tax-GET. 

 

JAN 21 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature--HI drivers experienced a spike this year in gasoline prices and the Legislature is looking at ways to bring 
prices back down (v). 

 

JAN 22 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature--Gov Lingle's 2007 State of the State Address: Gov Lingle delivered her State of the State address to 
lawmakers today (lv-Lum in the newsroom);  she wants to shift to a high-technology and innovation based state economy;  
she wants to establish a $100M innovation fund by investing with the St ERS-Employee Retirement System;  she also 
discussed affordable housing and health care and wants to provide tax relief. 

Legislature--Gov Lingle's 2007 State of the State Address: Hon Advertiser political analyst Jerry Burris(l*) says Gov Lingle 
brought plans for taxes and the state economy together in a cohesive package;  he says tax relief will be hard to sell to 
lawmakers. 

Gasoline Prices--HI prices remain the highest in the US as Hon businesses try to adjust their operations accordingly (lv-
Uyeno in Kalihi);  Watanabe Floral's Monty Pereira* discusses a tour bus converted into a delivery vehicle and is 
considering purchasing fuel efficient Scion vehicles;  Room Service in Paradise has not changed its meal delivery prices;  
Keith Gomes* says gasoline prices have resulted in high employee turnover;  Matson has lowered its fuel surcharge by 
1.25%.   

JAN 24 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Interisland Airfare War--Lihui Airport, Kona Airport, Kahalui Airport, and HNL have the cheapest airfare in the US (lv-Kim 
in the newsroom);  Island Air signage is seen;  air traveler Jennifer Green*;  Daniel Christensen*;  Zachary Green*.  [Kim] 

 

FEB 1 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The Palomino Restaurant at Harbor Court will close in 1 week after losing its lease (v);  chef Mavro will open a new 
restaurant in the space. 
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FEB 5 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Tourism--Numbers were down in Jan (lv-Uyeno on Magic Island);  the Royal Hawn Shopping Ctr is remodeling its stores 
as part of the Waikiki Beach Walk Project;  St Tourism Liason Marsha Weinert* blames a decline in the Japanese tourism 
market and warm winter weather on the US East Coast. 

Real Estate Housing--The market remained steady in Jan (fv). 
 

FEB 8 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Mayor Hannemann announced today that the City will sell its 12 affordable rental housing projects, beginning with the 
Kulana Nani Apartments in Kaneohe (v), Hannemann says prospective buyers would have to guarantee the units would 
remain affordable rentals;  he also wants to help low income renters by giving them a one-time $150 tax credit. 

2007 NFL Pro Bowl preparations are examined (lv-Dashefsky and Uyeno at Aloha Stadium);  the NFL planted trees at the 
St DOE's Jarrett Middle School today in an effort to make the game "carbon neutral";  it will also encourage tailgaters to 
recycle;  football fan Paul Kay*, HI NFLer Wayne Hunter*;  the NFL will also donate uneaten food to local homeless 
shelters;  a festival is currently being held at Kapiolani Park;  football fan Timothy Talaugon*;  it will continue tomw. 

 

FEB 12 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Northwest Air flight attendants picketed at HNL Airport (v);  pay and benefits are at issue. 
 

FEB 15 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Kauai County and Kauai residents are battling over property tax relief for residential property owners (v);  voters had 
approved a tax rollback to 1998 levels and capped property taxes as part of a Kauai County Charter Amendment;  
residents' atty Robert Thomas*;  the Kauai County Council sued;  unnamed judge*;  an unnamed woman* is heard;  an 
unnamed man* says "If this procedure is acceptable, then there is no limit to what kind of amendments could be advanced 
in the future."   

 

FEB 16 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

US Pres Bush's new budget proposal may cost HI hospitals $47M in Medicare payments (lv-Pai in the newsroom);  
Healthcare Assn of HI's Rich Meier* discusses the potential impact on Medicare patients;  the Queen's Medical Ctr-QMC 
could lose $13M. 

 

FEB 18 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 
 
A plan for a new biodiesel plant are in the works to supply renewable energy to Maui Electric Co-MECO's diesel 
generators by 2009 (v);  the plant will also create jobs;  unnamed MECO employee*. 

 

FEB 22 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Mayor Hannemann's 2007 State of the City Speech--Mayor Hannemann* seeks improvements to the City sewer system 
that will require an increase in sewer fees (v);  sewer fees were raised last year. 

 

FEB 23 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 
 

Hundreds of Pupukea residents on the North Shore oppose a proposed T-Mobile cellular phone tower in their 
neighborhood (lv-Ako in the newsroom);  the pole will be camouflaged as a tree;  area homeowner Eddie Black* says "It's 
going to devalue our property values";  T-Mobile says it must build a tower to be able to provide 911 service. 

 

MAR 2 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Tourism--A new Univ of HI study indicates that visitor industry growth will drop from recent levels (v);  Star Beach Boys' 
Roxanne Cobb Adams*. 

 

MAR 5 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Real Estate Housing--HI home sales and median prices dropped slightly from last year (fv). 

Hawn Air and Aloha Air are tops for on-time arrivals (fv). 
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MAR 7 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Business was good in Haleiwa this winter, despite the lack of big waves (v);  Wave Riding Vehicles manager LG Shaw* 
says visitors are often frustrated with heavy North Shore traffic;  surf shop owner Philippe Mettoug* says he does better 
business when waves are smaller, because that's when visitors rent surfboards.   

 

MAR 8 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Pacific Wings has beaten out Go! Air's parent company Mesa Air to take over a federally subsidized route in the 
Southwest (v);  PW Pres Greg Kahlstorf*. 

 

MAR 13 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

1-800-Got-Junk is adding another truck to its private bulky trash pick-up service that provides an alternative to the City's 
service (lv-Pai next to a dumpster);  company manager Sandi McDowell* is shocked that anybody illegally dumps trash 
when services like hers are so readily available;  the company charges $589 for a full truckload. 

 
MAR 19 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The Young Brothers-YB Kaholo barge is now at Aloha Tower and ready to begin interisland cargo shipping service (lv);  
YB Pres Glenn Hong(l*) discusses the roll-on, roll-off capabilities of the vessel;  Hong discusses the cost of shipping a car 
interisland. 

 

MAR 20 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The Bamboo Barn store on Ward Avenue is closing its doors after 34 years (v);  owner Bob Short* says "I still have some 
things I want to do in life";  unnamed man*;  a closeout sale is planned.   

 

MAR 26 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Real Estate Housing--The Friends of Makakilo-FOM oppose the Kahiwelo development project due to traffic congestion 
concerns (v);  FOM's Kioni Dudley says "We simply don't want 1 more car on Makakilo Drive." 

Hawn Air-HA is launching a new internet website that offers personalized service (v), HA CEO Mark Dunkerley*. 

 

MAR 27 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

A representative from the retail store Target will address residents about their concerns re a planned store at a Kapolei 
Neighborhood Board meeting (lv-Uyeno in Kapolei);  area residents Kristen Grigonis* and Joanne Rios* both favor a store 
in their area;  a Costco store is also planned for the area. 

 

MAR 28 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

A Target store official will speak at tonight's Kapolei Neighborhood Board meeting at Kapolei HS (fv);  Target is planning 
to build its first HI store next to the Hon Advertiser building in Kapolei. 

The City Council considered 10 proposals for City property tax relief (v);  it decided to move 2 of them to public hearings, 
while the other 8 were deferred;  Tax Foundation of HI's Lowell Kalapa*. 

The Small Business Administration-SBA is hosting loan blitzes this week (v);  new small business owner Bobbie 
Kauwenaole* started her business after receiving information about loans at a loan blitz last year;  SBA's Jane Sawyer*. 

 

 

6:00pm News 
 

JAN 3 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 
Tourism--HTA officials want to create a $5M marketing fund to help the tourism industry advertise following natural 
disasters  

Aloha Air is again the US airline with the most on-time arrivals (v);  this year, it also received the fewest complaints and 
misplaced the fewest bags. 

Real Estate Housing--Sales volume fell by 17% this year, but prices continued to increase (fv). 
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JAN 4 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Big Island Earthquake--The Small Business Administration-SBA is still accepting loan applications re the quake (fv). 

HNL Airport is planning to add restaurants inside its terminals (v);  Australian visitor Rowan Burkhatt* visited Starbucks 
immediately after deplaning;  St DOT's Scott Ishikawa*, visitor Glenn Priddam*;  Gordan Biersch and Wolfgang Puck 
restaurants plan to open there in the near future;  Dewar's signage is seen;  HMS is investing $8M in HNL improvements;  
the DOT closed 100 parking stalls today at the interisland terminal for resurfacing.   
 

JAN 5 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Big Island Earthquake--Damage to the Big Island's waterways is examined (v);  Cloverleaf Dairy Farms Pres Ed Botello*;  
the Kohala Ditch has completely dried up;  State Civil Defense-SCD's Ed Texeira* says there is no water flowing into the 
northern part of the ditch;  the Legislature's St Rep Lee, St Rep M Oshiro, St Rep Tsuji and St Rep Takamine will take an 
aerial tour of the damage;  Texeira says Big Island farms will be at significant risk of irrigation systems are not fixed by the 
time the rainy season arrives.  [Ako]/  The US DOA estimates repairs will cost $12B. 

St DLNR's Kuhio Beach Sand Replenishment Project in Waikiki--The project has been completed and the area is 
scheduled to open to the public tomw (lv-Kim in the newsroom);  the project has added 30-40 feet of beach in some 
areas;  beachgoers Ana Ward* and Dale Hrynuk*. 

 

JAN 6 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

West Oahu is featured (v);  unnamed resident*, resident manager Ed Lauer*;  Lokelani signage is seen;  Maili resident 
Kelly Rodriguez* says he was surprised to find he enjoyed living in West Oahu more than living in Hon;  real estate 
investor Greg Roberts* expects an area  housing boom in the next 10 years.  
 

JAN 8 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 
The City will provide $1M in grants to 19 non-profit organizations and $1M to improve parks in Waimanalo (fv);  Mayor 
Hannemann says this is compensation for living near the Waimanalo Gulch Landfill. 

The new minimum wage is examined (lv-Simms in the newsroom);  senior restaurant manager Erik Deryke*, waiter Kevin 
Ballew*, California tourist Victoria Ortiz Phillips*.   

 

JAN 10 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Real Estate Housing--Sales volume fell while prices rose last year, according to the Hon Board of Realtors (fv). 

Gasoline Prices--The Legislature's St Rep Morita* comments re the expiration of the ethanol tax exemption (v);  Tesoro 
signage is seen;  Gov Lingle is mentioned. 

 

JAN 12 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Gov Lingle* unveiled a plan today to encourage innovation in HI's state economy (lv-Pai in the newsroom);  the plan will 
spend $30M over the next 2 years to develop St DOE academies for science, technology, engineering and math, and to 
guarantee graduates of those academies scholarships at HI univs;  NASA has donated $1M for HI to host an intl robotics 
competition next year.   

 

JAN 18 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Del Monte to Shut Down HI Pineapple Production--A natl emergency grant will help workers with training and job 
placement (fv);  US Sen Akaka and US Sen Inouye are mentioned. 

Legislature--Tax relief and affordable housing proposals are previewed (lv-Pai at the St Capitol);  Kukui Gardens Tenants' 
Assn's Carol Anzai*;  St Rep Shimabukuro* has proposed giving affordable housing developers a 3-year exemption from 
permits and environmental laws;  Gov Lingle proposed returning $100 to most taxpayers;  St Rep Caldwell* says Gov 
Lingle's state budget proposal does not cover the State's expenses.   

The Corporation for Enterprise Development-CED has given HI's state economy an "A", up from a "C" last year (#s);  the 
grade was improved because CED now classifies HI as a "unique" economy. 

 

JAN 20 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Interisland Airfare War--Molokai residents say low interisland fare prices are raising their standard of living (v);  resident 
Julia Peters*;  resident Dennis Faria* says "The island of Molokai doesn't have shopping ctrs, if want stuff from Gaspro or 
Radioshack, we don't have it on Molokai";  Peters says she used to spend $400-500 per week for work-related interisland 
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travel;  Aloha Air and Go! Air signage is seen;  Pacific Wings mgr Gabriel Kimbrell*;  Island Air is mentioned;  Faria says 
"We're all going to be flying a lot more."   

 
JAN 22 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Legislature--Gov Lingle's 2007 State of the State Address: Gov Lingle* gave her State of the State Address to lawmakers 
today (v);  she wants HI's state economy to focus on high-technology;  she says the State must continue to fund 
technology programs at the Univ of HI, and she wants to create a $100M HI Innovation Fund;  she also wants to provide 
more affordable housing and to provide a $100 tax rebate to some HI taxpayers;  she wants to make health care more 
affordable by reducing taxes on care providers;  she plans to submit 219 proposals this legislative session and called on 
the Legislature to hold public hearings on all of them.   

Gasoline Prices--The effects of high gasoline prices on local businesses are examined (lv-Uyeno in Kalihi);  Room Service 
in Paradise and Watanabe Floral-WF both plan their routes more efficiently;  WF has also bought more fuel-efficient vans;  
WF's Monty Pereira*;  Matson has lowered its fuel surcharge by 1.25% due to declining fuel prices. 

 

JAN 24 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Interisland Airfare War--Hawn Air signage is seen (lv-Chopper 8)/ HI airports had the biggest airfare decreases in the US 
this year (lv-Kim in the newsroom);  traveler Zachary Green*;  Lihue, Kona, Kahului and HNL had the top 4 largest price 
decreases in the US;  travelers Jennifer Green* and Daniel Christensen* and unnamed wife*.  [Kim] 

 
JAN 26 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Tourism--Daily visitor spending is up 3% compared to the same time last year (fv). 

 

FEB 3 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The US SBA-Small Business Administration's assistance to entrepreneurs is examined (v);  entrepreneur Lubuw 
Falanruw* recalls trading fish in college when he couldn't afford other food;  the SBA and the Bank of HI have resources 
available to entrepreneurs who need funding or advice.   

 

FEB 5 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Tourism--Visitor numbers were down in Jan (lv-Uyeno at Magic Island);  unnamed Rolex manager*;  the Royal Hawn 
Shopping Ctr in Waikiki is currently undergoing renovation;  St Tourism Liaison Marsha Weinert* blames the decrease on 
a decline in the Japanese market, as well as warm winter weather on the US East Coast;  Starwood Hotels says 
occupancy is already set to decline in March, when it usually doesn't do so until April or May;  visitor Shawnnie Lewis* 
says HI is too expensive;  the 2007 NFL Pro Bowl is mentioned.   

 

FEB 6 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Tourism--The 2007 NFL Pro Bowl's impact on HI tourism and the state economy is examined (lv-Uyeno at Aloha Stadium-
AS);  AS spokesman Patrick Leonard*;  20K visitors are expected to visit HI just for the Pro Bowl;  HI Tourism Authority-
HTA's Rex Johnson*;  Leonard recommends fans use public transportation to get to AS.   

 

FEB 7 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Aloha Air had more on-time arrivals than any other US airline for the 2nd consecutive month (fv);  it also had the fewest 
complaints. 

 

FEB 8 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Mayor Hannemann announced today that the City will sell its 12 affordable rental housing projects, beginning with the 
Kulana Nani Apartments in Kaneohe (v), Hannemann says prospective buyers would have to guarantee the units would 
remain affordable rentals;  he also wants to help low income renters by giving them a one-time $150 tax credit. 

 
FEB 10 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Palomino's Restaurant at the Harbor Court building in downtown Hon closed today (fv). 

 

FEB 20 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Legislature--US Sen Akaka and St Sen Hooser today urged HI residents to file their tax returns and to take advantage of 
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the earned income tax credit (v);  Akaka plans to reintroduce the Tax Payer Abuse Preventative Act when he returns to 
Congress. 

 

FEB 21 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

TALK STORY--Windward Mall-WM is in the midst of a $23M renovation by its owner, Kamehameha Schools-KSBE, and 
is also adding new stores and restaurants (lv-Lum at WM);  IHOP restaurant customer Tiare Grundleger*;  Lids store 
signage is seen;  WM manager Jonathan Kim*;  the former JC Penney's site will become a Borders book store;  WM 
customer Kulani Lapan*;  a Farrell's restaurant recently reopened;  Sanrio signage is seen.   

 

FEB 22 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Mayor Hannemann's 2007 State of the City Speech--Mayor Hannemann* announced today during his speech that his 
2008 City Budget will contain a sewer fee increase (lv-Dashefsky in the newsroom);  the City will spend more on the 
sewer system in the next 3 years than it has in the previous 10. 

 

FEB 26 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The USPS Regulatory Cmsn recommended increasing the price of postage stamps to 41 cents today (lv-Dashefsky at the 
Ala Moana Ctr). 

 

FEB 28 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Masu's Massive Plate Lunch, a landmark restaurant in Liliha, is closing after Finance Factors bought its building (v);  
unnamed customer* says "I'm very disappointed.  I've been here since I was a little kid, and I was hoping that my son 
would be able enjoy the ono food over here, too." 

 

MAR 2 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Univ of HI economist Bill Boyd says State efforts to control marijuana drug distribution are failing, and says diverting 
money away from such programs could provide $33M in savings (fv);  data from the Drug Policy Forum of HI is posted. 

Tourism--The Univ of HI Economic Research Organization-UHERO expects slow visitor industry growth to cause a small 
slow-down in HI's state economy this year (v);  Star Beach Boys' Roxanne Cobb Adams*;  the UHERO says new Waikiki 
hotels could help the industry in a few years.   

 

MAR 5 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Real Estate Housing--Sales continue to slow down, but prices remain high (fv);  February is historically the slowest month 
of the year for home sales. 

Hawn Air had the highest amount of on-time arrivals last month, at 92% (fv);  Aloha had the 2nd-highest at 91.6%;  on-
time arrival percentages are also posted for Delta Air, Continental Air, United Air, US Air and Northwest Air. 
 

MAR 7 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Haleiwa surfing shops report steady business despite the low number of North Shore wave (v);  Wave Riding Vehicles 
manager LG Shaw* says "The huge surf doesn't actually create that much business for us." 

 

MAR 8 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

L&L Drive-Inn founder Eddie Flores* was named Salesperson of the Year today by the Sales and Marketing Executives 
Intl organization at the HHV (v);  Gov Lingle is seen. 
 

MAR 9 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Fewer "lemon" used cars were sold in 2006 compared to 2005 (#s);  Toyota and Honda received the lowest number of 
lemon-related complaints, while Ford, Daimler Chrysler and Mercedes Benz received a high number of complaints. 

 

MAR 13 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 
 

1-800-Got-Junk offers a private bulk item pick-up service as an alternative to the City's service (lv-Pai in Kalihi);  company 
manager Sandi McDowell*;  it opened on Oahu last year;  it plans to add another truck later this week because business 
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has been so good;  McDowell is shocked that anybody illegally dumps trash when services like hers are so readily 
available;  the company charges $589 for a full truckload;  McDowell welcomes any potential competitors.   

MAR 19 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Interisland Airfare War--District Court Judge David Ezra has refused to toss out Aloha Air's lawsuit against Mesa Air (fv). 

 

MAR 23 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The 2007 First Hawn Bank Intl Auto Show features many hybrid vehicles (v);  product specialist Maylee Ho* discusses the 
advantages of hybrid vehicles.  

 

MAR 24 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The 2007 Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard Job Fair is being held today (v);  recruiter Kaipo Crowell* says 4K new applicants 
usually apply for 100 available positions. 

 

MAR 26 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Real Estate Housing--The Friends of Makakilo-FOM are protesting the Kahiwelo development project because the City 
and the developer never consulted the community or the neighborhood board (v);  FOM's Kioni Dudley* says "We just 
simply don't want 1 more car on Makakilo Drive";  the project will have 425 homes and is expected to add 1K more cars 
per day to that road. 

 

MAR 27 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

A Target store representative will unveil its plans for HI tomw (lv-Uyeno in Kapolei);  its first HI store may be located 
across the street from the Kapolei Home Depot;  Kapolei resident Kirsten Grigonis* says Target is "one of my favorite 
stores back on the mainland";  Target customer Joanne Rios* says "I was never disappointed when I went into the store";  
local neighborhood board members have already met with the rep;  unnamed man*;  a Costco store is also currently 
planned just 0.25 miles away;  both stores plan to widen nearby roads;  the Target rep will speak tomw at a Kapolei 
Neighborhood Board Meeting at Kapolei High School;  Target may also be planning to build a store in Salt Lake;  North 
Shore resident Trisha Sellesin* says "That's a good idea but I would prefer to have it somewhere on the North Shore."  

Wal-Mart is planning to build a store in Kapolei (fv);  many residents are opposed to this, due to traffic concerns. 

 

MAR 28 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The City Council Budget Cmte considered 10 proposals to reduce City property taxes today (lv-Dashefsky at the Ala Wai 
Boat Harbor);  2 were passed to public hearings, while the other 8 were deferred;  Tax Foundation of HI's Lowell Kalapa* 
recommends cuts to Mayor Hannemann's proposed City budget. 

The H Hamada Store in Kakaako will close soon after operating for 50 years (v);  customer Esther Mitte*, owner Elroy 
Hamada* turns 60 in January, and says he would like to retire;  he has never taken a vacation.   

The Small Business Administration-SBA is hosting loan blitzes this week (v);  small business owner Bobbie Kauwenaole* 
opened her business after receiving a loan at a loan blitz last year;  SBA's Jane Sawyer*. 

MAR 31 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The Columbia Inn Family Restaurant-CIFR held an auction today after its sudden closure in Kaimuki on March 11th (v);  
unnamed auctioneer*, long-time customer John Nobriega*;  CIFR closed because it could not reach a lease deal with the 
landlord. 
 

 
 

10:00pm News 

 

JAN 2 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Honolulu Advertiser's Jim Dooley* examines a multimillion dollar settlement that the City paid re a whistle-blower lawsuit. 
Phillip English worked in the real property tax office when he claimed that other workers were moonlighting on City time 
for a private company;  info on how to file a whistle-blowing complaint is discussed. 
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JAN 3 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Gasoline Prices--The natl average has dropped a penny (v);  HI's gas price went up after the expiration of the ethanol tax 
exemption. 
 
JAN 9 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

The Hon Advertiser's The Money Trail--Pohulani, a St HPHA-HI Public Housing Authority affordable housing complex 
designated for low income seniors, has had a leaking roof since 2004, when the entire top floor of the building was 
vacated due to the problem (v);  the building is managed by the state;  a construction contract has been awarded at a cost 
of over $2M to remove and replace the entire roof, but the work won't be done until next year.   

 

JAN 16 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

On The Money Trail--The City's corpose removal contract is examined (v),  the cost of the program has tripled in the past 
several years;  American Professional Transport-APT has had the contract for years at a cost of over $40 per body 
delivered to the medical examiner's office for autopsies;  last year the contract went out for bid, and Star Protection 
Agency submitted the lowest bid at $135 per body and then promptly subcontracted back to APT, who Star now pays $85 
per body for the same job that APT used to do for $40; A named City employee and a named HPD investigator had no 
comment;  City Ethics Cmsn Executive Director  

 

JAN 18 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Japanese Billionaire Genshiro Kawamoto's Kahala Affordable Rental Housing Plan--Members of the Kahala 
Neighborhood Board-KNB are forming a coalition to decide on action against Kawamoto's plan for his real estate housing 
properties in their neighborhood (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  Kahala resident David Gray*;  the KNB's Richard Turbin* 
says "We feel that the way Mr Kawamoto has dumped rocks, taken down some of the walls, filled in pool, and created a 
dangerous situation";  KNB's Kelley Roberson*;  the neighbors say that they want Kawamoto to fix his properties up rather 
than devalue them with destruction, and maintain a basic aesthetic standard.  [Hillyer]/  Kawamoto's atty did not return 
phone calls for this piece. 

 

JAN 20 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Del Monte to Shut Down HI Pineapple Production--The federal govt has given a $569K grant to provide employment 
assistance to ex-workers (fv). 

 

JAN 23 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 
 

The Hon Advertiser's "On The Money Trail"--City and State workers, who are on leave with full pay and benefits while not 
having to work, are scrutinized (v), examples are cited of several who have been on fully paid leave for years;  the City 
and State did not respond to questions about how many public workers are on paid administrative leave.  [Dooley] 

JAN 30 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

THE HON ADVERTISER'S "ON THE MONEY TRAIL"--Reader Ambrose Fernandez Jr tipped Dooley to the existence of 
"Non-Appropriated Fund Instrumentalities", or NAFIs, which serve to allow money to be raised and spent outside the 
regular government budget processes (v);  the USMC's "Bayfest" event is given as an example of a NAFI funded project;  
the Hale Koa Hotel in Waikiki is a generator of NAFI money;  Fernandez tried for a US Navy NAFI contract to fix 
bathrooms at the Arizona Hall facility several years ago and later appealed for an investigation when the contract was 
awarded to a furniture company; the investigation is un-resolved.   

 

FEB 11 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

A report by the Aloha United Way-AUW shows that the cost of basic living expenses in HI, including real estate housing, 
food, and transportation, have increased 40% in the past several years, while wages have increased only 15% (v);  
AUW's Susan Doyle* says "People's wages simply can't keep up with the cost of living here";  the AUW report shows that 
only 2 of the 25 most common occupations here in HI pay minimally well enough to support a family of 4 when only 1 
parent works. 

 

FEB 13 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

HECO is seeking approval from the St PUC to charge a tariff to companies that generate their own power and use HECO 
for standby power (lv-Drewes in the newsroom);  Kahala Nui senior living facility just installed a new generator and 
residents oppose the proposal;  under the proposal, HECO says companies will be able to determine how much standby 
power they will need and thus have control over costs;  HECO's Peter Rosegg*;  Kahala Nui's David Langille*. 
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FEB 21 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Due to the high cost of childcare and preschool, many HI grandparents are taking care of their grandchildren (v);  
Moanalua Valley grandparents Pat* and Mike Ho* take care of their grandchild Malia during the day;  they are both retired;  
most of their retired friends do the same thing;  they feel like they can spend more time with Malia than they could with 
their own children when they were younger since they are both retired now;  Malia and her parents live in the same home 
as her grandparents.   

 

FEB 23 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

The HI Medical Ctr-HMC is laying off 150 workers, due to financial problems;  about 60 of those laid off are Teamster 
Union members, and the Union staged a protest on Liliha Street and filed a complaint with the St DLIR Labor Board. 

 

FEB 28 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Tourism--Windward Oahu residents in Lanikai, who are opposed to vacation rentals in their neighborhood, claim they are 
being harassed after receiving letters threatening legal action over the matter (v);  the Legislature is reviewing a measure 
that would crackdown on illegal rentals;  the issue will be discussed at tomw's Kailua Neighborhood Board mtg;  Kailua 
resident Stu Simmons*;  Kailua Neighborhood Board's Kalana Best*. 

 

MAR 1 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Tourism--Windward Oahu residents met at a Kailua Neighborhood Board meeting tonight to discuss illegal vacation 
rentals and bed and breakfast-B&B operations in the area (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  a bill at the Legislature would 
allow the state to make sure taxes are paid and the pertinent laws are enforced;  anonymous letters are circulating around 
Kailua to oust some board members;   rental owner Jim Warman*;  rental supporter Andie Larson*;  unnamed*;  board 
member Faith Evans*;  St Sen Hemmings*.  The board voted 16 to 1 in support of St House Bill 750. 

 
MAR 9 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

The HI Lemon Law helped HI car buyers recover over $1M last year (#s). 

 

MAR 9 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 
HI unemployment rate remains lowest in the US. 

MAR 14 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Tourism--The HI Tourism Authority-HTA has published a style and resource guide, which lists commonly uses words and 
phrases and popular cultural practices of HI (v). 

 

MAR 21 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

The popularity of the eBay internet website for selling and buying items is examined (lv-Drewes in the newsroom), Mililani 
eBay entrepreneurs Flip Kuchler* and Marilyn Inouye* are both sellers and buyers;  USPS Aaron Oya* discusses how the 
USPS is helping entrepreneurs;  they also offer classes on getting their business started;  the class is so popular that the 
Univ of HI-WCC will offer the class as a non-credit course in the summer;  Waianae eBay entrepreneur Rich Spencer* 
hasn't been successful selling his toy trains on the website.   

 

MAR 28 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Target's Kapolei Store Plans  +  NEW REPORT--Community members met with Target officials tonight at the Kapolei 
Neighborhood Board meeting (lv-Drewes in Kapolei);  the proposed site is near the Hon Advertiser's production plant;  the 
store could open as early as 2009;  the response was mostly positive, but some residents are concerned about traffic 
congestion and environmental impacts;  Waianae resident Polly Grace*;  Target's Brie Heath*. 
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PROGRAM:   THINK ABOUT IT 

 

DATE/TIME AIRED:  Mondays, 6:30pm 

Tuesdays, 6:00am and 5:30pm 

Wednesdays, 7:00am and 6:30pm 

Thursdays, 6:00am and 5:30pm 

Fridays, 7:00am 

(See scripts for exact dates.) 

 

DURATION:   60 – 90 seconds 

 

SUMMARY/SCRIPT: 

 

Job Search           January 8, 2007 (Editorial # 1) 
 

There is a bit of a dichotomy that exists in this state, and while I don’t know the deep details, 

it certainly would seem that something is amiss. We have the lowest unemployment rate 

around, employers are now offering bonuses, hiring customers on the spot, etc., and yet there 

are still people without jobs probably living on unemployment or some sort of state welfare.  

 

Does it behoove some of these people to look for work, or doe our system allow people to 

slip through the cracks, make passive efforts to find work, and continue to get paid not to 

work? Do some people think it is beneath them to seriously pursue some of the available 

lower paying jobs, based on their pay expectations or some kind of self-esteem issue?  

 

Unless there are medical reasons keeping people from working, shouldn’t just about every 

able-bodied and able-minded person be employed in Hawaii these days, since employers 

simply can’t find enough people to fill jobs? I know, it’s never that simple, but somewhere in 

this conundrum lies an answer to fill jobs and help those struggling. Think about it... 

 

College Sports Costs         January 10, 2007 (Editorial # 2)  
 

How much is a good college football coach worth at a Division I-A school these days? A 

million dollars, $ 2-million? How about $ 4-million?! When you look at what coaches are 

getting to move teams up or to keep them at the top, the sky’s the limit these days. The 

average Division I-A coaches’ salary is now up to $ 950,000 a year! I guess that means that 

the June Jones’ salary issue can finally be put to rest locally- he’s underpaid, folks, based on 

his winning percentage, the school’s national image, and the going rate! 

 

I mean if we, in Hawaii, truly want our team to play to win against the Alabamas and USCs 

of the college football world, then we need to be prepared to pay to have the best leader 

around to ensure that we are competitive and win some of those games. Ohio State spent $ 

102-million on athletics last year. That’s five times what UH spends. Florida spent $ 78-

million on its intercollegiate athletics programs last year, and UH plays them in football in 

Gainesville in 2008.  
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Local fans love to say: bring it on, let’s compete with these big dogs. OK, but let’s make sure 

everyone realizes that there is a price to pay, a BIG price- and that’s why every competitive 

school needs loyal boosters, willing sponsors, top-notch facilities, and filled stadiums. Or 

else, you can’t often compete. After all, this college sports stuff is really a big business, like 

it or not. Think about it…    
 
 

Rental Roulette         January 17, 2007 (Editorial # 2)  
 

What to do about property taxes on Oahu? Well, the first thing is to look at Neighbor Island 

models and models from other municipalities to see what works and what might not be 

working. What about people who use their second home as a vacation property for 

themselves, and thus really don’t tax our infrastructure except when they infrequently visit? 

What about retired folks on a fixed income?  

 

What about renters who rent because they can’t buy a home on Oahu, who will most 

assuredly have the increased property taxes pushed down on them by property owners? And 

what about those who will undoubtedly try to get around the inevitable changes? Will 

penalties be stiff enough for circumventors to think twice before they try to beat the new 

system? 

 

All of these are vital issues that must be answered before a final vote and verdict occur. In a 

place where occupancy is near 100 %, where housing is at a premium, and where land is 

relatively unavailable for most, the right people- the ones who need the fiscal safety net to 

survive- must be the first ones protected before changes take place on property taxes. Think 

about it… 
 

March 19       TAI# 1     Buy Hawaii First 

 

Years ago, KHNL ran a campaign encouraging local consumers to “buy Hawaii first”. 

The premise was simple- when you make your choices on goods and products and when 

value, quality, and price are equal, why not support your neighbor, your friend, your local 

business. 

 

That concept is still true today. No, this is not xenophobia, or fear of outsiders. It is 

simply an acknowledgement that when we buy from people or shops that grow or make 

their goods locally, we help our fellow residents and the local tax base.  

 

When we stay on a Neighbor Island at a kama’aina establishment or attend a local 

entertainment venue, the money that we spend stays right here in Hawaii. When we eat or 

shop at a local mom and pop establishment, it serves our state well. When we buy local 

produce or other food products, it benefits the local farm community. Again, it’s gotta be 

the right time, the right place, the right price, etc., and there are times where the fit just 

isn’t right for you. But the bottom line is that when the bottom line on a purchase makes 

sense to you- the buyer- then why not buy Hawaii first. Think about it…  
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PROGRAM:    TODAY 

 

DATE AIRED:  Various (See scripts for exact dates.) 

 

TIME/DURATION:  120 Minutes 

 

SUMMARY/SCRIPT: 

 
TUESDAY JANUARY 9 

7:30am segments: 
Sid Kirchheimer talks about his new book: "Scam-Proof Your Life: 377 Smart Ways to 
Protect You and Your Family from Rip-Offs, Bogus Deals, and Other Consumer 
Headaches".  

 

 

 

 

 

 

PROGRAM:    NBC NIGHTLY NEWS 

 

DATE AIRED:  Various (See scripts for exact dates.) 

 

TIME/DURATION:  30 Minutes 

 

SUMMARY/SCRIPT: 

 

Monday, January 15th -- Toyota Zen  
Ron Mott reports on the success of Toyota in beating out its competition. He 
explores on how its marriage of eastern culture and western sensibility may soon 
make the Japanese automaker the number one car company in the world. 
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EDUCATION, Successes in the classroom, educational awareness and expert advice. 

 

Local News (Morning) 
 
JAN 22 
THROUGH HANDS-ON ACTIVITIES AND EXPERIMENTS, CHILDREN ARE FINDING NEW 
WAYS TO GET EXCITED ABOUT SCIENCE. 
KHNL NEWS 8'S -- MARY SIMMS -- IS LIVE AT THE BISHOP MUSEUM'S SCIENCE 
ADVENTURE CENTER. GOOD MORNING, MARY. 
GOOD MORNING, I'M HERE WITH HIILANI SHIBATA , THE BISHOP MUSEUM'S EDUCATION 
MANAGER TO LEARN ABOUT THE SCIENCE ADVENTURE CENTER.  INFORMAL 
EDUCATION. WHAT IS MAGMA?  
1/ TELL ME ABOUT THE EXCITING NEW THINGS HAPPENING AT THE SCIENCE 
ADVENTURE CENTER. 
2/ WHAT'S YOUR FAVORITE EXHIBIT?   
3/ I'VE HEARD A LOT ABOUT THE WAVE TANK-CAN YOU TELL ME ABOUT THAT? 
4/ WHAT WOULD YOU SAY TO PEOPLE WHO HAVEN'T BEEN TO THE SCIENCE 
ADVENTURE CENTER? 
 
JAN 22 
IS THE EARTH IN THE CROSSHAIRS OF A DEVASTATING ASTEROID? A PANEL OF 
"ASTRONOMY EXPERTS" WILL DISCUSS THAT TOPIC, TONIGHT, AT A UNIVERSITY OF 
HAWAII LECTURE SERIES. TWO OF THOSE PANELISTS ARE HERE WITH US, THIS 
MORNING. NASA ASTRONAUT DR. ED LU, AND UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII ASTRONOMER, 
DR. ROBERT JE-DICKEE. 
1.  DR. JE-DICKEE, YOUR LECTURE TONIGHT IS CALLED, "ASTEROIDS: HOW 
DANGEROUS ARE THEY?" SO, ARE WE IN DANGER? 
2.  DR. LU, WHAT CAN WE SIMPLE "CARBON UNITS" DO TO DEFEND OURSELVES?    
TELL US ABOUT THE "GRAVITY TRACTOR?" 
3.  DR. LU, TELL US HOW YOU WENT FROM BEING A SOLAR PHYSICIST AT U-H, TO 
BECOMING AN ASTRONAUT. 
4.  WHAT WAS IT LIKE SPENDING SIX MONTHS ABOARD THE INTERNATIONAL SPACE 
STATION IN 2003? 
5.  DR. JEDICKE, TELL US ABOUT YOUR WORK DISCOVERING ASTEROIDS THAT MAY 
IMPACT THE EARTH. 
GENTLEMEN, THANK YOU FOR JOINING US, THIS MORNING. 
 
FEB 14 
U-H WEST OAHU WANTS TO MOVE OUT OF ITS PORTABLE CLASSROOMS IN PEARL CITY 
TO A NEW CAMPUS IN KAPOLEI. IT HOPES ONE OF THE CITY'S PLANNED RAIL STATIONS 
WILL BE PART OF THE PROJECT. 
"we believe there will be a lot of movement between, for example leeward community college, 
honolulu community college, uh west oahu if this line is developed."  
IT'S ALL PART OF A 20 MILE ROUTE APPROVED BY A JOINT MEETING OF THE CITY 
COUNCIL BUDGET AND TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEES. 
"we believe if rail goes in over the next 10 to 15 years it will enhance the development of not only 
uh west oahu property but the entire region."  
"while a rail system would fit in with uh west oahu's plans to build a new campus, students at uh 
manoa say they're afraid of being left out." 
THE PROPOSED ROUTE ENDS AT ALA MOANA CENTER AND DOES NOT CONNECT WITH 
THE MANOA CAMPUS. 
"well I think that it's important to service all the campus, but the emphasis should be on manoa. 
Because manoa has over 27 thousand commuters." 
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STUDENTS FROM U-H MANOA SAY IF THE CITY WANTS TO IMPROVE TRAFFIC - IT 
SHOULD INCLUDE THEIR SCHOOL. 
"you look at any city that has a mass transit system, it the students who are the ones using it. And 
not to include the students just wouldn't make any sense." 
 
MAR 29 
MATH POWER IS GIRL POWER. SACRED HEARTS ACADEMY IS HOSTING A MATH 
POWER WORKSHOP FOR GIRLS AND THEIR PARENTS THIS SATURDAY. HERE TO TELL 
US MORE, AND TO GIVE US A COOL DEMONSTRATION, ARE SACRED HEARTS ACADEMY 
MATH CHAIR, DEBORAH KULA, AND STUDENTS KAYLA KEOHO AND BRIANN SILVA. 
1.  DEBORAH, MOST PEOPLE DON'T REALIZE MATH CAN BE SO FUN! 
2.  WHAT ARE SOME IDEAS FOR PARENTS TO GET THEIR GIRLS INTERESTED IN MATH? 
3.  KAYLA AND BRIANN, WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT MATH? 
4.  YOU'RE GOING TO SHOW US HOW TO MEASURE SOMEONE'S HEIGHT WITH APPLES. 
     ***(DEMONSTRATION WITH GIRLS ON FLOOR WHILE DEBORAH COMMENTS)*** 
5.  DEBORAH, TELL US ABOUT THIS SATURDAY'S WORKSHOP. 
     <The goal is to encourage young girls to pursue their interests in math and science. Engaging 
girls at a young age is crucial to overcoming the stereotype that girls-don't-do-math. Gaining an 
early appreciation for the utility of math skills encourages girls to pursue studies and careers in 
math/science/computer fields.> 
6.  WHAT KIND OF ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED? 
     <Engaging in math / music connection games relating shapes and diagrams · Measuring their 
height in apples · Exploring the concept of money / shopping · Using shapes to build earthquake 
proof structures · Learning about probabilities and chance> 
THE MATH POWER WORKSHOP FOR GIRLS IS THIS SATURDAY AT SACRED HEARTS 
ACADEMY.THAT'S AT 3253 WAIALAE AVENUE. THE WORKSHOP IS FROM 8:30 TO 10 AM. 
YOU CAN FIND OUT MORE INFORMATION ON OUR WEBSITE, AT TODAY DOT KHNL DOT 
COM. 
 
 
 
 
 

5:00pm News 

 

JAN 7 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 
 

Ancient Native Hawn artifacts are on exhibit at the Bishop Museum (lv-Florino from newsroom), ancient feathered relics 
are seen;  museum visitor Liana Kekawa*, tour guide Hiilani Shibata*.   

 

JAN 11 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The Hokulea Polynesian voyaging canoe departed today on its trip to Micronesia and Japan (lv-Dashefsky in the 
newsroom);  it was originally scheduled to leave last week, but was delayed due to strong winds;  Keith Nealy Productions 
footage of the Alingano Maisu at Kawaihae Harbor on the Big Island is seen;  Polynesian Voyaging Society's Kaiulani 
Murphy*, St DOE Nanakuli HS student Waimea McKeague*. 
 

JAN 12 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Gov Lingle announced a $30M plan to promote science and technology (lv-Pai in the newsroom);  the St DOE's McKinley 
HS robotics team is discussed;  she wants to encourage students to study those fields;  most of her proposals will require 
approval by the Legislature;  the State will sponsor a robotics competition next year with funds from NASA. 

The HI Literacy-HL bookmobile van is broken down and HL needs a new vehicle (lv-Kim in the newsroom);  Nanakuli 
Boys and Girls Club member Mali Abordo* says "It's more learning for us if the bookmobile comes round";  Keaka 
Kaakau*, Josh Leonard* and Kaylah Kikila*. 

The St DOE is willing to consider a plan that would have cut services to special needs and autistic students (fv). 
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JAN 17 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

PRIDE OF HI--Hawn green sea turtles are being helped by Norwegian Cruise Lines-NCL (lv-Simms in the newsroom);  
the species' listing on the endangered species list is recalled;  NOAA sea turtle biologist George Balazs* says "The 
restoration of the green turtle in the Hawn Islands has been phenomenal";  45 green sea turtles raised at Sea Life Park 
were released into the ocean from NCL's Pride of HI cruise ship recently.   
 

JAN 19 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Representatives of all 10 Univ of HI campuses held UH Day today at the State Capitol (lv-Uyeno at UH-Manoa);  the UH-
Manoa Academy for Creative Media-ACM exhibit is featured;  ACM's Chris Lee*, student Henry Mochida*. 

JAN 24 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

KSBE awarded $4.8M in grants to native Hawn-focused charter schools, including Halau Ku Mana-HKM (lv-Uyeno in the 
newsroom);  HKM has been holding classes in the Paradise Park building, but they must leave there by Jun;  they will 
now be able to build a permanent campus near the HI Nature Ctr if they raise $200K in further funding;  Principal Keola 
Nakanishi*. 

JAN 26 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The St DOE's Kalama Intermediate School-KIS on Maui will use drug sniffing dogs on campus (lv-Kim in the newsroom);  
Principal John Costales Jr*, Interquest's Whitney White*;  3 other DOE schools plan to use such dogs. 
 
JAN 28 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The number of Humpback Whales in the Hawn Islands every winter season is increasing and sightings are up (v);  Oahu 
resident Francis Iizuka*. 

The USS Missouri was the focus of the 7th annual "Crew Days" event today at Pearl Harbor (v), it featured tours and talk 
story sessions. 

The City and County of Hon has partnered with the HI Open Source Education Foundation to provide free internet access, 
or a free WiFi hot spot, and a computer lab open to the public at the Ewa Beach Park (v);  the Boys and Girls Club helped 
build the computers that powers the lab, unnamed program leader*;  this project is just part of Mayor Hannemann's goal to 
provide free internet access island wide. 

Canoe Paddlers/ (lv-FHB Tower Cam)  ==  An exhibit on Princess Bishop opens Feb 3rd at the Bishop Museum 

 

FEB 4 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

NASA astronaut Dr Donald Thomas* spoke to children at the St DOE's Kawananakoa Middle School as part of the annual 
Ellison Onizuka Science Project in partnership with the Univ of HI-Hilo, NASA, and the St DOE (v);  ASB signage is seen. 

 

FEB 6 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

A new Bishop Museum-BM exhibit will feature Bernice Pauahi Bishop (v);  she was Kamehameha's last direct descendant 
and founded Kamehameha Schools-KSBE;  BM's Kealoha Kelekolio*. 

 

FEB 8 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The St DOE's Wilson Elem School held the 2007 Jump for Heart event today to benefit the American Heart Assn (v);  
student Michelle Pham*;  it has raised over $100K in the past 9 years;  teacher Shawn Coleman*, student Daniel Pham*.   

 

FEB 12 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The St DOE's Jefferson Elem School received $1200 in balls and hula hoops from a Hon Rotary club (v);  student Sarri 
Kojima*;  Sierra Ewaliko*. 

The St DOE's Ewa Elem School students honored Abraham Lincoln on his birthday today (v);  a penny lei tradition is 
recalled;  student Mark De Vera*;  Principal Stanley Tamashiro* discusses the annual tradition;  student Taja Pale says "I 
admire his perseverance." 

 

FEB 14 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Bronwyn Kugle, St DOE Teacher’s Cocaine and Ecstasy Drug Arrest--Kugle, a teacher at the St DOE's Kaelepulu Elem 
School, was arrested today after allegedly attempting to receive a package full of drugs (lv-Sugimoto in the newsroom);  
the box was mailed from California by Jesse Badillo;  US Atty Ed Kubo*;  Kugle has also allegedly admitted to crystal 
meth drug use;  the DOE says all 4 recent DOE teacher drug arrests are isolated incidents and it continues to oppose 
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drug testing of its employees, which is being considered at the Legislature. 

 

FEB 15 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Ex-HI sumotori Konishiki* and Musashimaru* visited the St DOE's Waianae HS today for a talk with students (lv-Uyeno in 
the newsroom);  they encouraged the students to pursue their dreams;  the HI Sumo Grand Tourney will be held in HI in 
June;  Musashimaru will sign autographs at the Shirokiya store at Ala Moana Ctr tomw. 

The Univ of HI College of Social Work has collected donations and purchased tarps and severe weather supplies for the 
homeless in Leeward Oahu (v);  homeless Maili resident Gina Calantoc*. 

 

FEB 18 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Hokulea and Maisu's Voyage to Micronesia and Japan--HI doctors with the Aloha Medical Mission are teaming up with the 
Hokulea crew in Micronesia (fv);  they will start a clinic there to help treat problems like diabetes, hypertension and other 
conditions associated with obesity. 
 

The Bishop Museum donated a selection of original historic photographs as silent auction items in a benefit dinner for the 
museum slated for March at Morton's Steak House (v);  the proceeds will go toward restoring the museum's picture 
gallery;  archives collection mgr DeSoto Brown*. 

 

FEB 20 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Weather--A special NOAA aircraft is studying Pacific storms while temporarily based at HNL Airport (v);  NOAA's Jack 
Parrish*. 

 

FEB 23 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Le Jardin Academy, a private school in Kailua, broke ground on an ambitious expansion project today (v);  Headmaster 
Adrian Allan*. 

 

FEB 27 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 
 

The Hon Theatre for Youth-HTY's stage production "The Stones" hopes to teach kids about the consequences of their 
actions (v);  actor Alvin Chan*;  the plot involves kids throwing rocks from a freeway overpass and killing a man;  Punahou 
School student Sarah Moore*, actor Reb Allen*, student Kiko Whitely*.  [Simms]/  The play opens to the public at Saint 
Andrew's Priory on March 2/  Aiea resident Mitchell Gowan* was the victim of a similar prank (v). 

 
MAR 1 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Parents at the St DOE's Noelani Elem School in Manoa are concerned over 6th graders being sent to Stevenson Middle 
School (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  the school's Community Council voted in favor of the measure;  parent Pam Funai* 
says "I'm willing to give it a chance";  parent Melanie Ching*;  Manoa Elem School voted for an extension on the current 
policy. 

 

MAR 7 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

NASA and the State are cooperating in research, education and workforce development as part of NASA's scheduled 
voyage to Mars (v);  NASA's Ames Research Ctr's Pete Worden*;  Gov Lingle is seen. 

Random Acts of Kindness--The HI State Public Library System is featured (v);  many people still use libraries, despite 
widespread access to the internet;   State Librarian Hillary Chang*;  many libraries have access to the internet. 

 

MAR 8 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The Univ of HI-HCC Construction Academy works in conjunction with the St DOE to train high school students in the 
construction industry (v);  Pearl City HS students Travis Uyeno* and James Pirtle*, instructor Chris Kuahine*.   

The St DOE's Kapolei Middle School hosted a Natl Geographic Channel TV show personality and animal expert Dr Mike 
Heithaus today (v); he displayed various exotic animals;  student Tiffany Van Pelt*. 

Hon architects are reviving walking tours to revitalize Hon's historic bldgs (v);  the C Brewer house on Fort Street Mall is 
discussed;  Dr Janine Clifford* discusses the bldg, which is now home to the Univ of Phoenix. 
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MAR 12 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

New computer software assists visually-impaired users in browsing the internet (v);  library customer Charlene Ota*;  the 
software is available at 6 public libraries on Oahu. 

 

MAR 13 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Students at the St DOE's Kaimuki High School have been waving anti-speeding signs near campus for 2 weeks (v);  Lt 
Gov Aiona* has participated. 

 

MAR 14 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The Univ of HI FCU donated 13 computers and a printer to the St DOE's Campbell High School today (v);  teacher 
Marites Barangan*. 

 

MAR 15 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The Univ of HI-West Oahu in Kapolei has reached a tentative development deal with the Texas firm Hunt Building (lv-
Sugimoto in the newsroom);  the company has agreed to purchase a parcel of land for $100M;  Chancellor Gene 
Awakuni*;  the developer would use the land for residential and commercial uses;  UH is asking the Legislature for an 
additional $35M for construction. 

 

MAR 16 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 
 
Students from the HI Mission Academy, an Oahu private school, and members of the Hon Rotary Club helped remove 
garbage from the Ala Wai Boat Harbor as part of an environmental effort (v);  2 unnamed students*. 

 

MAR 21 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

A new self-checkout machine was installed last September at the State's Kapolei Public Library (lv-Florino in the 
newsroom);  it is currently the only library with such a machine;  library patron Kylee Ulloa* says "It's kind of like a video 
game";  library patron Chloe Ward* compares it to Wal-Mart's self-checkout machines;  15% of check-outs at the Kapolei 
Library are currently done using the machine. 

 

MAR 27 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

A proposal to conduct random drug testing in HI private schools and St DOE public schools is discussed by Natl Drug 
Policy's Dr Bertha Madras* (lv-Florino in Kalihi);  drug-sniffing dogs at Mid Pacific Institute-MPI, an Oahu private school, 
are noted;  Drug Policy Forum of HI's Pam Lichty*/  Webpoll--Should HI schools conduct random drug testing for 
students? (#s). 

 

MAR 29 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Funding for the US Fish and Wildlife Service's brown tree snake critter program may be cut, causing concerns about the 
invasive species arriving in HI (v);  spokesperson Christy Martin*. 

The Univ of HI School of Medicine received a grant from HMSA to provide healthcare training at Hilo Medical Center on 
the Big Island (v);  Residency Program Director Alan Hixon*, medical student Tracy Masaki Tesoro*. 

 
 

 

 

6:00pm News 

 

JAN 5 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The St DPS is asking for more money from the State to operate job training and parenting classes for transferred prison 
inmates (v);  DPS Dir Iwalani White*;  Gov Lingle's announcement that she does not want to build another prison in HI is 
recalled;  the DPS is currently consolidating all of its mainland prisoners in Arizona. 
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JAN 6 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Gear Up HI held a college fair at the Ala Moana Ctr today (v). 
 

JAN 10 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The youngest crew ever to sail in the Trans-Pacific Yacht Race-Transpac is being filmed in a Disney documentary (v);  
filmmaker Roy Disney*;  24 Hour Fitness signage is seen;  Mayor Hannemann*;  Punahou School student Mark Towill* is 
the youngest member of the crew;  crewmember Genny Tulloch*.   

 

JAN 12 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Gov Lingle* unveiled a plan today to encourage innovation in HI's state economy (lv-Pai in the newsroom);  the plan will 
spend $30M over the next 2 years to develop St DOE academies for science, technology, engineering and math, and to 
guarantee graduates of those academies scholarships at HI univs;  NASA has donated $1M for HI to host an intl robotics 
competition next year.   

TALK STORY--The Nanakuli Boys and Girls Club-NBGC used to borrow books from HI Literacy's Bookmobile, but the 
Bookmobile has recently broken down (v);  Bookmobile readers Josh Leonard*, Keaka Kaakau* and Mali Abordo*;  
Bookmobile coordinator Megan Naihe* says the engine is broken beyond repair and it also leaks when it rains;   she 
hopes to receive donations towards a new vehicle;  NBGC's Leigh Jordan Kaakua says many NBGC children learn to 
spell using Bookmobile books;  Bookmobile reader Kaylah Kikila*.   
 

JAN 19 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Representatives from all 10 Univ of HI campuses held exhibits at the State Capitol today to celebrate UH Day (lv-Uyeno at 
UH-Manoa);  UH-Manoa Academy for Creative Media student Henry Mochida*;  UH-WCC culinary student Cleo Wada*;  
the UH-West Oahu campus was previewed;  Chancellor's Asst Susan Nishida* says the West Oahu campus will hold 
classes at Island Pacific Academy before its own campus is ready for use.   

 

JAN 20 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The St DOE's Keoneula Elem School has just opened in Ewa Beach (lv-Florino in the newsroom);  it uses land donated by 
Haseko;  principal Eileen Hirota*, parent Sharla Anderson*, student Aaron Ortogero*, parent Natasha Hubbard*.   

 

JAN 25 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

13 Univ of HI-HCC carpentry student volunteers are repairing a room at the Downtown YWCA (v);  HCC professor Jeff 
Uyeda*. 

 

JAN 27 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Univ of HI teachers and students are complaining re the recent cancellation of most new book orders at the Hamilton 
Library (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  it will lose 6K books through Jun;  professor Kathy Ferguson* 

 

JAN 30 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Bishop Museum has identified an Asiatic water snake critter that was found in Hilo Harbor on the Big Island (p);  a 
construction worker at Pier 2 killed the snake before delivering it to the St DOA. 

 

FEB 3 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

NOAA has set up an exhibit on the Big Island showcasing the effects of litter and marine debris on beach areas (p). 

 
FEB 14 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Bronwyn Kugle, St DOE Teacher’s Cocaine and Ecstasy Drug Arrest--Kugle, a teacher at the St DOE's Kaelepulu Elem 
School, was arrested today for allegedly attempting to receive a package full of cocaine and ecstasy drugs (v);  authorities 
allegedly found a loaded, unregistered revolver in her home during the arrest;  US Atty Ed Kubo* says Kugle has admitted 
to heavy use of cocaine and also being a "problem user" of crystal meth;  DOE's Greg Knudsen*;  Kugle allegedly 
received 2 prior packages from Jesse Badillo, a former Wahiawa resident currently living in California;  the DOE says is 
still does not support random drug tests of its employees, which is being considered by the Legislature.   

Bronwyn Kugle, St DOE Teacher’s Cocaine and Ecstasy Drug Arrest--Reactions to Kugle's arrest are surveyed (v);  
parent Yvette Williams* says Kugle is "a great lady". 
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FEB 15 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The Univ of HI School of Social Work collected donations to help Leeward homeless residents affected by the recent 
windy weather (v);  homeless person Gino Calantoc*. 

Former HI sumotori Konishiki* and Musashimaru* spoke to Japanese language students at the St DOE's Waianae High 
School today (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  the upcoming 2007 Grand Sumo Tournament at the Blaisdell Ctr is mentioned;  
Musashimaru will sign autographs at the Shirokiya store at the Ala Moana Ctr tomw.   

 

FEB 16 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

A public hearing was held last night re St DOE school overcrowding in Wailuku on Maui (v);  Wailuku Elem School-WES 
teacher Alan Isabel*;  100 WES students will be moved to Mauilani Elem School when it opens in July, but will be moved 
to a 2nd new school when it opens in a few years;  the St DOE's Ken Nomura* says "There is going to be a disruption in 
whatever we do."   

 

FEB 20 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

PRIDE OF HI--"Living technology" used by the Hualalai Resort on the Big Island is featured (lv-Dashefsky at Aloha Tower 
Marketplace);  biologist David Chai* is possibly the 1st person in the US to adapt the high-technology for aquaculture;  he 
adapted a plant that was originally used as a prototype for wastewater filtration in the Ala Wai Canal;  he says "I think this 
is a perfect adaptation for 3rd world countries especially, where energy costs are expensive";  the EPA has honored Chai 
for his work.   

 

FEB 21 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

TALK STORY--Drama teacher Ronald Bright* is featured (lv-Dashefsky in the Windward Mall);  unnamed woman*;  Bright 
has taught drama at the St DOE's Castle HS for 50 years;  unnamed student*.   

 

FEB 22 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The Aloha Stadium Authority heard complaints from area residents who oppose drift racing events at the stadium's 
parking lot because it's too noisy (lv-Dashefsky at Kewalo Basin);  unnamed race organizer* observes that the residents 
don't complain about rock concerts or sports games at the stadium. 

 

FEB 24 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Students and teachers at the St DOE's Wilcox Elem School, Kauai police, and AIG held an anti-speeding rally on Kauai as 
part of AIG's Hot Spots campaign (v-courtesy AIG). 
 
Legislature--A proposed bill would cut St DOE funding to organizations that teach only 1 form of birth control (v);  
organizations that teach both contraception and abstinence would continue to receive funding;  Planned Parenthood HI 
and Try Wait both oppose the bill 

 

FEB 28 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

6th-grade students at the St DOE's Noelani Elem School in Manoa will be moved to Stevenson Middle School beginning 
next year (lv-Dashefsky at Cycle City). 
 

MAR 1 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Many St DOE elementary schools are shifting 6th grade classes to middle schools (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  Noelani 
Elem School in Manoa is one such school and parents are worried about a plan to move 6th graders to Stevenson Middle 
School, which is located 2 miles away;  student Bryson Ching*, parent Melanie Ching*;  Noelani Community Council 
parent represenative Lex Smith* says the students will be fine at either school;  parent Pam Funai*.   

 

MAR 2 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Federal Appeals Court Upholds Kamehameha Schools-KSBE’s Native Hawns-Only Admissions Policy--Attorneys for the 
plaintiff have asked the US Supreme Court to review the case (fv). 

 

MAR 3 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 
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Bishop Museum-BM scientists will travel to New Guinea this weekend to look for new species (v);  scientist Allen Allison*. 

 

MAR 8 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Legislature--The St Senate approved a bill today that will require testing for St DOE teachers (fv);  St Sen Hee* says "This 
bill will make schools safer";  HSTA's own drug testing proposal is similar. 
 

MAR 9 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Fisherman William Crook* has found a new type of fish (v);  the Bishop Museum says the fish is a hybrid of 2 species of 
angel fish and could be worth $1K. 

 

MAR 12 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

A computer program at 6 State libraries helps display text to the visually impaired and even reads it aloud, which helps 
them to surf the internet and access the library's catalog (v);  visually impaired patron Charlene Ota*. 

 

MAR 13 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Students at the St DOE's Kaimuki High School are taking part in a 2-week anti-speeding sign waving campaign (v);  Lt 
Gov Aiona* participated today. 

 

MAR 15 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The Univ of HI-West Oahu-UHWO has reached a deal with Hunt Building in Texas to fund campus construction (v);  
UHWO philosophy student Nickoli Doble*, chancellor Gene Awakuni*;  Kapolei and UH-LCC are mentioned;  the campus 
expects to serve 7500 students;  UHWO is asking the Legislature for an additional $30M in funding.   

 

MAR 16 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Volunteers from the Hawn Mission Academy, an Oahu private school, and the Hon Rotary Club cleaned the Ala Wai Boat 
Harbor this morning as part of an environmental effort (v). 
 
The Big Island Press Club announced the St DOE as its pick for this year's Lava Tube Award for its firing of ex-Charter 
Schools Director Jim Shon (fv);  the award is given to the govt agency that has the worst record for openness;  it gave the 
West HI Today newspaper the Torch of Light award for uncovering a secret Big Island lawsuit. 

 

MAR 21 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

A new self-checkout system at the State's Kapolei Public Library debuted last September (lv-Florino in the newsroom);  
library director Richard Burns*, library patron Skylar Ulloa*;  library patron Chloe Ward* says "It's kind of like a video 
game";  library patron Kylee Ulloa* compares it to Wal-Mart's self-checkout counters;  Burns says "Children often have no 
problem with it";  another self-checkout machine is scheduled to be installed at the Hilo Public Library on the Big Island. 

 
MAR 22 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Scientists at the Gemini Observatory atop Mauna Kea on the Big Island have photographed the birth of a star in dramatic 
detail  

TALK STORY--Intrade Corporation's Michael Owens* discusses a program to recycle messy ink jet printer cartridges and 
give the proceeds to St DOE schools (v), the company has donated $25K to HI schools. 

 

MAR 27 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

US Deputy Drug Czar Bertha Madras* promotes random drug testing of St DOE students (lv-Florino at an unnamed Kalihi 
school);  Madras says more than 50% of US students use drugs;  Mid Pacific Institute-MPI, an Oahu private school, is 
currently the only HI school that tests its students for drug use;  MPI's Richard Schaffer*;  Drug Policy Forum of HI's Pam 
Lichty* says random drug testing is not effective;  Madras says nobody has ever told her that it doesn't work;  the 
Legislature voted against a bill that would have required testing for DOE student athletes;  Gov Lingle supports random 
testing of all DOE students.  [Florino]/  Webpoll--Should HI public schools conduct random drug testing for students? (#s) 
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MAR 29 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The Univ of HI School of Medicine received a $535K grant from HMSA to begin rural residency training for physicians on 
the neighbor islands (v);  Hilo doctor Greg Shikuma*;  most medical students end up working in the same area they 
attended medical school in;  residency program director Alan Hixon*, medical student Tracy Masaki Tesoro*;  estimates 
show that the Big Island is currently short 20 family doctors.   

MAR 31 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The 2007 Cancer Information Day was held at the Univ of HI School of Medicine today (v);  Dr Carl Wilhelm Vogel* says 
"1 in 3 individuals will be diagnosed with cancer in their lifetime";  HI has a lower rate of cancer than the natl average. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

10:00pm News 

JAN 15 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

The Bishop Museum-BM received a sizeable gift in the form of a collection of the Samuel Mills Damon Estate (v), the 
collection was originally loaned to the museum in the 1920's and is now worth over $1M; BM's Bill Brown*. 

JAN 24 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Univ of HI Emeritus Professor Dr Kekuni Blaisdell* was honored today for his lifetime of service, education and 
mentorship in the Native Hawn community (v); he says that health care work "goes beyond traditional Western ideas 
about healthcare";  tonight's event was part of the inagural Kekuni Blaisdell Leadership Conference at the Univ of HI's 
John A Burns School of Medicine's Native Hawn Center of Excellence. 

 

JAN 27 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Univ of HI Hamilton Library New Book Order Cancellation  +  NEW REPORT:  Graduate student Melisa Casumbal 
Salazar* (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  UH Vice Chancellor Neil Smatresk* says library funds were cut to pay for 
"maintenance issues";  he says a study shows that only 17% of UH library books are read within a year of purchase. 
 

MAR 9 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Resident William Crook* recently found an undiscovered species of fish on the South Shore (v);  a Bishop Museum 
specialist is quoted. 

 

MAR 14 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Hokulea and Maisu's Voyage to Micronesia and Japan--Crews reached Satawal tonight (fv);  they are expected to leave in 
a couple of days for Yap and Palau where they will change crews;  Hokulea watch capt Billy Richards(p*). 

 

MAR 16 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Federal Appeals Court Upholds Kamehameha Schools-KSBE’s Native Hawns-Only Admissions Policy--KSBE attys say 
the US Supreme Court has no constitutional grounds for reviewing the admissions policy (v). 
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PROGRAM:   THINK ABOUT IT 

 

DATE/TIME AIRED:  Mondays, 6:30pm 

Tuesdays, 6:00am and 5:30pm 

Wednesdays, 7:00am and 6:30pm 

Thursdays, 6:00am and 5:30pm 

Fridays, 7:00am 

(See scripts for exact dates.) 

 

DURATION:   60 – 90 seconds 

 

SUMMARY/SCRIPT: 
 

March 21     TAI # 2      West Oahu Opportunity  

 

The University of Hawaii West Oahu campus is moving closer to reality, with a projected 

August, 2009 opening. Between 1,500 and 3,000 students should hopefully be in classes 

by Labor Day in 2009, and eventually, up to 7,500 students might attend this new 

Kapolei landmark. 

 

One of the exciting factors here is that a public-private land arrangement should help the 

campus rise from the ground, as the Hunt Building Corporation will provide much of the 

money necessary for the first few buildings in exchange for the ability to take some of the 

adjacent land for its own business usage.  The proximity of this campus to leeward, 

central, and north shore Oahu residents will provide new opportunities for high school 

graduates, and will also provide some relief for wary students who have to drive or take 

the bus to the UH-Manoa campus. 

 

As for UH-Manoa, there is a huge need for infrastructure retrofits and upgrades, and it is 

vital that any legislative funds given to West Oahu don’t come at the expense of the 

Manoa campus in the coming years. A West Oahu campus plus Manoa plus community 

colleges provides great opportunity for all, if done right and kept up as needed. Here’s to 

the vision and the funding that is necessary. Think about it…  
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PROGRAM:    NBC NIGHTLY NEWS 

 

DATE AIRED:  Various (See scripts for exact dates.) 

 

TIME/DURATION:  30 Minutes 

 

SUMMARY/SCRIPT: 
MONDAY March 12-- Rehema Ellis:  Reach Out & Read 
Rehema Ellis reports on Reach Out and Read (ROR), a national non-profit organization, where 
doctors and nurses know that growing up healthy means growing up with books.  ROR promotes 
early literacy by giving new books to children, and advice to parents about the importance of 
reading aloud, in pediatric exam rooms across the nation.  Rehema takes us to where the program 
started, at Boston Medical Center, where one doctor thought up the idea to help his low-income 
patients.  Since 1989, more than 45,600 pediatricians, nurses, residents and health professionals 
have taken part in ROR, and there are now more than 3,100 ROR programs in all 50 states, 
including D.C.  ROR serves 2.6 million children annually. 
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FAMILY/COMMUNITY RESPONSIBILITY 
Dealing with family and community issues/needs, advice and resources available. 

 

Local News (Morning) 
 
JAN 3 
ONE STUDY RANKS DIVORCE "2ND" -- ONLY BEHIND "DEATH OF A FAMILY MEMBER" -- 
AS LIFE'S MOST STRESSFUL MOMENT. 
BUT THE END OF A MARRIAGE DOES NOT HAVE TO BE "QUITE SO PAINFUL." 
HERE TO TELL US HOW TO MANAGE "THE DIVORCE PROCESS" IN A HEALTHIER, MORE 
PRODUCTIVE WAY, IS THE AUTHOR OF THE UPCOMING BOOK, "THE SMART DIVORCE" -- 
DEBRA MOSKOVITCH. 
GIVE US SOME TIPS TO MAKE GOING THROUGH A DIVORCE EASIER. 
HOW ABOUT THE ROLE OF "THE CHILDREN?" 
IS IT POSSIBLE FOR DIVORCEES TO STILL BE FRIENDS? 
THE "SMART DIVORCE" -- HITS STORES IN JULY. 
 
JAN 4 
IMAGINE LIVING "YOUR CHILDHOOD" WITHOUT CELEBRATING A SINGLE BIRTHDAY 
PARTY. THAT'S THE PROSPECT HUNDREDS OF HOMELESS CHILDREN FACE IN OUR 
ISLANDS, EACH YEAR. THIS MORNING, WE MEET ONE "OF A NUMBER OF PEOPLE" WHO 
HELP ORGANIZE BIRTHDAY PARTIES FOR HAWAII'S UNDERPRIVILIGED CHILDREN, AS 
HER "RANDOM ACT OF KINDNESS." 
IT'S ALL HERE. THE BIRTHDAY PRESENTS. THE FUN AND GAMES. CHILDREN, DIGGING 
INTO THE BIRTHDAY CAKE. 
(NAT CHILDREN LAUGHING?) 
ON THE FINAL SATURDAY OF EACH MONTH, VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR, TAMMY 
KUBO, HELPS THROW THESE SPECIAL PARTIES. FOR SOME OF THESE CHILDREN, IT IS 
A PARTY OF A LIFETIME. 
''No, it's more than just a birthday party, self esteem, much more than a birthday party..., it's a 
celebration of another year of life. 
ON THIS PARTICULAR NIGHT, THE NEXT STEP HOMELESS SHELTER CELEBRATES SIX 
DECEMBER BIRTHDAYS. MORE THAN 200 PEOPLE SEEK TEMPORARY SHELTER HERE. 
ABOUT HALF OF THEM ARE CHILDREN. 
''Once I came here I got hooked, I come here three times a week to see the kids." 
KUBO ACKNOWLEDGES, SHE DOESN'T DO THIS ALONE. 
TO THROW THIS PARTY, MAUI DIVERS DONATED 700 DOLLARS, AS WELL AS HELPED 
ASSEMBLE THESE HUNDRED SOME-ODD GRAB BAGS. 
''I love children... I like the fact people show up from the community and they get to experience 
this for themselves. Both sides go away feeling good." 
THE ORGANIZATION, BIRTHDAY WISHES INCORPORATED REPORTS, MANY PARENTS 
WHO FIND THEMSELVES HOMELESS DO NOT EVEN ACKNOWLEDGE THEIR CHILD'S 
BIRTHDAY, AS THEY ARE ASHAMED CANNOT PROVIDE SUCH A BASIC MOMENT OF JOY 
FOR THEIR CHILD. 
"it means a lot things to my daughter. She had a birthday party here and I've seen her enjoy 
herself here and made a lot of friends. 
''I hope these children always remember people cared for them... They'll grow up to be good 
adults and hopefully this will lay that path." 
ADULTS WHO WILL, PERHAPS, PAY-IT-FORWARD, WHEN THEIR TIME COMES. 
 
 
JAN 4 
THE USE OF SIMPLE ITEMS, SUCH AS BED SHEETS OR CLOTHING, ARE THINGS WE 
"MAY" TAKE FOR GRANTED, HERE IN THE ISLANDS. BUT THAT'S NOT ALWAYS THE 
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CASE, IN OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD. SHRINER'S HOSPITAL, AND A WAIKIKI HOTEL, 
JOINED FORCES TO "HELP THOSE" WHO HAVE "DONE WITHOUT."  KHNL NEWS EIGHT'S 
DARREN PAI, EXPLAINS. 
THE BOXES HOLD OLD SHEETS AND OTHER LINENS. BUT ONCE THEY'RE PROPERLY 
LABELED FOR SHIPPING - THEY BECOME CARE PACKAGES.  
"the accumulation of linens, towels as well as kids's clothes are all going to go help the people of 
micronesia."  
ONCE USED IN GUEST ROOMS AT THE HILTON WAIKIKI PRINCE HOTEL - THE LINENS 
ARE HEADED FOR MICRONESIAN HOSPITALS THAT CAN'T AFFORD SUCH LUXURIES. 
"the patients are asked to bring sheets to the hospital. That's how little they have there."  
THE HOTEL DONATED ITEMS THAT ARE BEING REPLACED AS IT RENOVATES. 
"we're giving away about 13 hundred pieces, or 66 boxes."  
HOTEL MANAGERS SAY THEY'RE HAPPY THE OLD SHEETS CAN BE PUT TO GOOD USE.  
"a lot of times it just winds up sitting in dead stock inventory. And it really ends up working for 
everyone because it's going to people who really need that stuff."  
ORGANIZED BY THE REACH OUT PACIFIC FOUNDATION - THE DONATION DRIVE HOPES 
TO PUT SURPLUS GOODS IN THE HANDS OF THE NEEDY.  
"instead of heaven forbid, it landing up in our landfill, it will go on to people's backs, on to 
examining tables or beds in hospitals that really need them."  
TODAY IT'S BOXES OF BEDDING. BUT ORGANIZERS SAY THE PEOPLE THEY'RE TRYING 
TO HELP NEED MUCH MORE. 
"hawaii is a land of so much, and so much waste at that. And we're taking it to places with so 
little."  
DARREN PAI KHNL NEWS 8. 
 
JAN 10 
THE JAPANESE CULTURAL CENTER IS HONORING JAPAN'S HERITAGE, DIVERSITY AND 
FUTURE THIS WEEKEND. THE ANNUAL "OHANA FESTIVAL" IS ON SUNDAY.  HERE TO 
TELL US MORE ABOUT IT IS THE CENTER'S PROGRAMS DIRECTOR, MANDY WESTFALL. 
MANDY, WHAT CAN PEOPLE EXPECT AT THE FESTIVAL? 
(dance, music, martial arts, crafts, antiques, keiki activities and storytelling) 

 

 

 

5:00pm News 

 
JAN 3 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

RANDOM ACT OF KINDNESS--Tammy Kubo* throws birthday parties for needy children on the last Sat of every month 
(v);  her most recent party was at the Next Step homeless shelter in Kakaako;  Maui Divers donated $700 for the party 
and helped assemble grab bags;  parent Lloyd Saltiban*.   

 

JAN 10 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

RANDOM ACT OF KINDNESS--Sheraton Princess Kaiulani Hotel waitress Pat Borges* rehabilitates stray dogs (v);  she 
is the founder of Shilo Rescue;  Marjie Beaton* and Bobbie Von Arnswaldt* have adopted dogs from her shelter;  the Maui 
Humane Society is mentioned.   

 

JAN 14 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The fourth annual Ohana Festival celebration at the Japanese Cultural Center of HI-JCCH honored the Chinese New 
Year, as well as traditionally Hawn entertainment (v), JCCH's Shayna Coleon*. 

 

JAN 15 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The James Schuler Foundation donated $250K to the Kailua Boys and Girls Club (v);  Schuler* discusses the importance 
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of the Windward Clubhouse at the St DOE's Kailua HS. 

 

JAN 17 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 
 
RANDOM ACTS OF KINDNESS--Judy Suan* and her service dog volunteer for HI Fido (v);  Suan has ADD and anxiety 
attacks;  she visits local elderly homes.   

 

JAN 18 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

War on Terror--HIARNG soldier Matt Uelese is deploying for a 2nd time and is leaving behind his wife Ashley Uelese* and 
his infant daughter (v). 

 

JAN 22 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The HI Community Foundation-HCF is awarding $8M in grants to 18 groups who provide tobacco prevention services, 
including the American Lung Assn and the Boys and Girls Club (v);  HCF's Chris Van Bergeijk*. 

JAN 24 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

RANDOM ACTS of KINDNESS--Wahiawa resident Mary Jane Lee has volunteered to maintain the Wahiawa Botanical 
Garden for the past 20 years (v);  Hon Botanical Garden's Joyce Spoehr*;  Lee says she wants to see more people 
participate in their community.   

JAN 25 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Assistance for disputes in Family Court is examined (v);  Rhada Lewis* seeks a TRO and says "I can't afford an atty";  
Hookele Program Super Diane Kawakami* assists those who cannot afford a lawyer;  client Allyson Chang Flores*, 
unnamed woman*.   

 

JAN 30 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Homeless families in Nanakuli are forced to endure the recent severe weather as big waves chased them from their 
camps (v);  homeless man Isaac Mahelona* says "The tent held up and we did alright";  some families left the beach but 
most stayed.   

 

JAN 31 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Random Acts Of Kindness--Angelica Byrne, a senior at an unnamed high school, gave her $10 in Christmas money to a 
homeless woman who she saw sitting on Keeaumoku side street (v);  a re-enactment is seen as Angelica describes the 
event via sign language while her mother Julia Byrne* interprets.   

 

FEB 7 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

RANDOM ACTS OF KINDNESS--First United Methodist Church-FUMC volunteer Lissi Chadwick* is featured (v);  Del 
Monte signage is seen;  Chadwick has run a donated food collection program at FUMC since 1980, 2 years before the HI 
Foodbank opened;  volunteer Sonya Bruyette*.   

 

FEB 8 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Mayor Hannemann announced today that the City will sell its 12 affordable rental housing projects, beginning with the 
Kulana Nani Apartments in Kaneohe (v), Hannemann says prospective buyers would have to guarantee the units would 
remain affordable rentals;  he also wants to help low income renters by giving them a one-time $150 tax credit. 

 

FEB 9 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Gov Lingle spoke at a public hearing at Waianae re plans to open a homeless shelter at the Waianae Civic Ctr (v);  
Waianae resident Brandy Henderson*, Maili resident Alvina Awong*. 

 

FEB 12 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The Hon Rotary Club has set up a disaster relief fund for victims of a Philippines typhoon (lv-Kim in the newsroom);  
resident Dr Cynthia Allison* says "They're crying for help";  husband Dr Jerry Allison* describes the devastation in the 
region. 
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FEB 13 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Jordan Bayong received the Prudential Spirit of Community Award for his community service efforts (p);  he is a Hoala 
School student. 

 

FEB 14 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

RANDOM ACTS OF KINDNESS--Sacred Hearts Academy teacher Leo Delgado* feeds the homeless every morning in 
Waikiki (v);  Delgado says grew up in poverty in the Philippines.   

Dozens of Univ of HI students picked up trash across Oahu today to celebrate Valentine's Day (v). 

Waiokeola Church Pre School-WCPS students participated in a Hopathon today (v);  WCPS is near Kahala Mall;  today's 
event will benefit children with muscular dystrophy. 

 

The Univ of HI College of Social Work has collected donations and purchased tarps and severe weather supplies for the 
homeless in Leeward Oahu (v);  homeless Maili resident Gina Calantoc*. 

Mayor Hannemann presented a $150K check to the HI Bicycling League-HBL at the St DOE's Kaimiloa Elem School (v);  
HBL's Kristi Schulenberg* discusses the Bike Ed program. 

 

FEB 21 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

RANDOM ACTS OF KINDNESS--Crossing guard Pat Alday* is profiled (v);  he has been guarding the Waialae Avenue 
and Koko Head Street intersection since 1984;  Alday is a paid employee of HPD;  the St DOE's Liliuokalani Elem School-
LES appreciates Alday's services;  LES' Kelley Puuohau*.   

 

FEB 23 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The City's Movies at the Park event is taking place at Aala Park tonight (lv-Uyeno at Aala Park);  it is part of Mayor 
Hannemann and the City's efforts to revitalize Chinatown;  First Friday events are discussed briefly;  Chinatown 
Merchants Assn's Kelfred Chang*;  business owner Cindy Lau* discusses an increase in business. 
 

FEB 26 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The Next Step homeless shelter contract has been extended through July (v);  the Affordable Housing and Homeless 
Alliance operates the shelter under a contract with the State;  Exec Dir Doran Porter*, resident Melissa Duncan*;  a 
transitional shelter is expected to open in Waianae on Thursday. 

 
MAR 1 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

RANDOM ACT OF KINDNESS--USO volunteers at Hickam AFB prepare care packages for deploying HI soldiers (v);  
USO volunteer Elaine Ota* says "I'm pretty close to the troops";  the history of the USO is discussed.   

 

MAR 6 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Hon Habitat for Humanity-HFH volunteers donated  time and resources to help Papakolea's Frank family rebuild a 
dilapidated home (v);  HFH's Anne Marie Beck*, resident Lisa Frank*;  the family must invest 500 hours of time on the 
project.   

 

MAR 8 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Project Visitation helps siblings separated by foster care reunite (v);  Jaime Aana* was able to reunite with her brother;  
Volunteer Legal Services HI organizes the program. 

 

MAR 14 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The Hon Clean Cities Partnership received a $100K federal grant today to study making bio-diesel fuel from avocados, 
kukui nuts, palm oil, coconuts and castor beans and other agricultural farm crops as a replacement for gasoline. 

Random Acts of Kindness--Manawalea is a volunteer-operated program that uses horseback riding to help the disabled 
(v);  therapist Patti Silva*, recovering stroke victim Henry Lee*.   
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MAR 15 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The state's 4th homeless shelter officially opened today in Waianae and a dedication was held for the new facility (lv-
Dashefsky and Kim in Kakaako);  the shelter features a classroom for children and job training programs for adults;  
homeless Maili resident Mildred* says the shelter at Barbers Point "was like a prison";  shelter resident Sandra Lee*;  Gov 
Lingle hopes to spend $128M on homeless solutions. 

Dozens of volunteers helped clean up the Next Step homeless shelter in Kakaako (v);  unnamed man* helped with the 
work;  organizer Eddie Ochoa*;  the shelter will remain open through July. 

 

MAR 16 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Oahu Head Start-OHS hosted its 2007 Fathers Fair in Kalihi today (v);  OHS' Keone Kamauoha* discusses the 
importance of strong parenting;  father Rocky Agcaloon Jr*;  the event has increased fathers' involvement in the program;  
grandfather Louis Rodriguez* says "I'm glad I'm here."   

The Anuenue Canoe Club took a group of visually-impaired guests from the HI Assn for the Blind-HAB and the American 
Council of the Blind for canoe paddling rides (v);  guest Landa Phelan*;  the outing was organized by the Rotary Sunrise 
of HI;  HAB will hold an annual convention tomw. 
 
Students from the HI Mission Academy, an Oahu private school, and members of the Hon Rotary Club helped remove 
garbage from the Ala Wai Boat Harbor as part of an environmental effort (v);  2 unnamed students*. 

 

MAR 18 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

4 non-profit groups are teaming up to collect Easter gifts at Farrington HS for less fortunate children (v);  the event will be 
held on March 31st and is sponsored by Angel Tree;  pastor Roy Yamamoto*. 

 
MAR 19 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Former homeless person Ella Yamamoto* now works at the Big City Diner restaurant in Kailua and lives in an apartment 
with her granddaughter K-lyn* (v);  she takes care of her granddaughter because her daughter is a crystal meth drug 
addict.   

 

MAR 20 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Japanese Billionaire Genshiro Kawamoto's Kahala Affordable Rental Housing Plan--Some area residents are upset over 
Kawamoto's plan to move in low income native Hawn families (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  area resident Paula Myers* 
says "I think the families are fine, I just don't like what he's done with the houses, I think they look slummy." 
 

 

MAR 21 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

AIG HI donated clothes, toys and toiletries to 2 unnamed shelter programs for the homeless today (v);  many of the 
donations came from employees' spring cleaning at home;  IHS' Connie Mitchell*, Waianae Civic Center's Shawn 
Donahue*. 

Random Acts of Kindness--Nancy and Richard Akamiki* and Sydney and Nobuko Oshiro* helped make fundraiser 
cookies to celebrate the Ronald McDonald House's 20th anniversary (v);  volunteer coordinator Michael Ahakuelo*.  

Legislature-Adult Friends for Youth-AFY representatives visited the State Capitol today to inquire about funds that were 
scheduled to be given to them to help stem youth gangs, but have yet to be distributed (v);  AFY's Malakai Maumalanga* 
spent time in prison for participating in a drive-by shooting;  he says "In those days violence was not an option, it was a 
way of life";  AFY's Telesia Taotofi*.   

 

MAR 22 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 
Japanese Billionaire Genshiro Kawamoto's Kahala Affordable Rental Housing Plan--Selected families saw their new 
homes for the first time today (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  Kawamoto* surprised them by announcing that they can live 
rent free instead of paying $150 monthly rent, and by giving them $1K for moving in expenses;  new resident Dorie Ann 
Kahale*;  some area residents say the move is a publicity stunt. 

Mayor Hannemann attended the March for Meals today to raise awareness about the problem of hunger for many senior 
citizens and the elderly (v);  demonstrator Florencia Gutierrez*;  300 seniors participated;  Meals on Wheels is discussed;  
volunteer Florence Pang Prescott* says "Many of them are really struggling";  300 people are on the Meals on Wheels 
waiting list;  Lanakila Meals on Wheels' Marlena Willette* discusses a lack of funding;  the Legislature isn't mentioned.  
[Simms]/  Lt Gov Aiona also addressed the crowd. 

TALK STORY--lntrade Corporation's Michael Owens* discusses his company's program of recycling messy ink jet printer 
cartridges to donate proceeds to St DOE schools (v);  unnamed woman*;  $25K has been donated over the past 5 years. 
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MAR 23 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Japanese Billionaire Genshiro Kawamoto's Kahala Affordable Rental Housing Plan--3 families are now moving into 
Kawamoto's homes (fv). 

 

MAR 25 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The City has given the homeless at Maili Beach Park in Leeward Oahu until Tuesday to leave the area for major cleanup 
and repair in the area (v);  a new homeless shelter is open in Waianae;  some homeless are upset and say the homeless 
shelter is not free;  Mayor Hannemann*. 

TALK STORY--Some Kalaeloa residents are concerned about a Native Hawn monk seal that appears to have been 
spray-painted (v);  a photo from Steven Elms is posted;  the markings are bleach marks done by the Natl Marine Fisheries 
Service-NMFS as a way to track the seals;  it doesn't harm the animals;  NOAA biologist Tracy Wurth*. 

US Sen Akaka* hosted in Washington DC today the official roll-out of a book detailing the lives of Americans of Japanese 
Ancestry-AJA linguists during WWII called "Nisei Linguists" by Dr James McNaughton (v);  the book came about through 
joint efforts between Akaka and former WWII veteran US Sen Inouye. 

 

MAR 27 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

City's Leeward Park Renovations and the Homeless--The City and HPD conducted a homeless sweep at Maili Beach 
Park in Leeward Oahu this morning (lv-Sugimoto in the newsroom);  native Hawn Marlene Anduha* resisted leaving;  
HPD's Michael Moses*;  no one was arrested. 

 

MAR 28 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

RANDOM ACTS OF KINDNESS--Free tax filing services are featured (v);  the AARP offers free service to low- and 
middle-income residents;  volunteer George Miyashiro*, recipient Sandra Marino*;  Miyashiro says the work helps keep 
his mind sharp.   

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

6:00pm News 

 

JAN 20 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Experts say 90% of HI child booster car seats are improperly installed (v);  Geico passed out informational flyers at the 
Keiki Injury Prevention Coalition-KIPC's free booster safety seat checkpoint at the St DOH;  QMC signage is seen;  
KIPC's Karen Tessier*. 

200 Big Brothers Big Sisters mentors were recognized today at the Univ of HI-KCC (v);  unnamed teen*. 

 
JAN 22 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The HI Community Foundation-HCF is awarding $8M in grants to 18 non-profit organizations who provide smoking 
cessation services, including the American Lung Assn and the Boys and Girls Club of HI (v);  HCF's Chris Van Bergeijk*;  
the money comes from the HI Tobacco Prevention and Control Trust Fund. 

 
JAN 26 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Gov Lingle* treated people involved with opening the Onelauena Transitional Housing Ctr for the homeless in Kalaeloa to 
lunch today (v). 
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JAN 27 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

20 teen volunteers from the First United Methodist Church-FUMC passed out care packages to homeless people at Maili 
Beach Park (v);  volunteer Peni Tafuna*, FUMC's Amy Wake*. 

 

JAN 29 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

EVERYDAY HEROES--Heidi Anderson* takes pictures for Heart Gallery HI, which uses the pictures of the foster children 
to help get them adopted (v);  foster child Hans Cowell* and his sister live in a separate home from his other 2 siblings;  
ex-foster child David Louis*.   

 

FEB 5 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

EVERYDAY HEROES--USS Missouri volunteer tour guide Pat Blum* is profiled (v);  she has severe tunnel vision and is 
legally blind;  Blum's step-father helped build the ship's radar stations;  Missouri operations dir Les Lancaster* says Blum 
is always very happy.   

 

FEB 6 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

PRIDE OF HI--Keep America Beautiful-KAB is handing out "pocket ashtrays" on Maui in an effort to reduce cigarette butt 
litter (v);  smoker Reuben Garcia* says he used to put his butts in his pocket to avoid littering;  KAB's Jan Dapitan*;  
cigarette butts are the most-littered item in the US;  unnamed smoker* says "I'd use it.  It's better than littering, straight 
up";  the smoking ban is mentioned.   

 

FEB 7 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

TALK STORY--Damien prep footballer Chad Kolomalu* recalls the swimming accident that broke his neck, paralyzing him 
from the neck down (v);  he returned to the accident site with his rescuer for the 1st time today;  EMS specialist Chester 
Sukekane*.   

 

FEB 8 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Mayor Hannemann announced today that the City will sell its 12 affordable rental housing projects, beginning with the 
Kulana Nani Apartments in Kaneohe (v), Hannemann says prospective buyers would have to guarantee the units would 
remain affordable rentals;  he also wants to help low income renters by giving them a one-time $150 tax credit. 

 

FEB 9 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Reaction is examined to Gov Lingle's proposal to open a homeless shelter at the Waianae Civic Ctr (lv-Uyeno in the 
newsroom);  she spoke at a public meeting at Waianae District Park last night;  Maili resident Alvina Awong*, Waianae 
resident Brandy Henderson*. 

 
FEB 10 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

PRIDE OF HI--Part of a road at HI Volcanoes Natl Park on the Big Island has been closed due to nene bird nesting (v);  
biologist Kathleen Misajon*.   

 

FEB 12 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Kyle Monette*, a student at the St DOE's Mililani HS, leads Kids Helping Kids With Diabetes, a fundraiser for diabetes 
research (v);  he was raised $40K so far;  HWAP-Hawn Waters Adventure Park signage is seen, MORE AT 10PM. 
 
FEB 14 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Hon dentist Wilfred Miyasaki* offered free dental care to anybody who came to his office today to celebrate Valentine's 
Day (v);  his entire staff worked for free today. 

HPD police officer Brian Reyes* is alive today after his wife Jodi* donated a kidney to him (v);  Jodi says it took her a 
month to recover from the organ donation.  [Sugimoto] 

 

FEB 15 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The Univ of HI School of Social Work collected donations to help Leeward homeless residents affected by the recent 
windy weather (v);  homeless person Gino Calantoc*. 
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FEB 17 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

TALK STORY-- A group of Univ of HI students gave supplies to Leeward homeless (lv-Florino in the newsroom);  
unnamed homeless woman*, UH School of Social Work's Jackie Graessle* and Krista Dusek*.  [Florino] 

PRIDE OF HI--Biologist David Chai* restores native Hawn fish ponds (v);  a Hualalai Resort pond on the Big Island is 
seen;  Chai discusses restoring the 2.5-acre Waiakauhi Pond.   

 

FEB 19 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 
 
EVERYDAY HEROES--Iraq War:  Attys John Marshall* and John Price* send care packages to deployed HI soldiers 
every week (v);  they began doing this 3 years ago;  sometimes the soldiers send gifts back.   

 

FEB 20 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

PRIDE OF HI--"Living technology" used by the Hualalai Resort on the Big Island is featured (lv-Dashefsky at Aloha Tower 
Marketplace);  biologist David Chai* is possibly the 1st person in the US to adapt the high-technology for aquaculture;  he 
adapted a plant that was originally used as a prototype for wastewater filtration in the Ala Wai Canal;  he says "I think this 
is a perfect adaptation for 3rd world countries especially, where energy costs are expensive";  the EPA has honored Chai 
for his work.   

 

FEB 21 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

TALK STORY--Kailua resident Bob Sussman operates a children's roller hockey league in HI Kai and Kaneohe (lv-
Dashefsky at Windward Mall),  ex-NHLer Doug Jones* spoke to the league today. 

 

FEB 22 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 
 

Puuhonua O Honaunau Natl Historic Park on the Big Island was increased from 182 acres to 420 acres, thanks to funding 
from the Trust for Public Lands (v-courtesy US Sen Akaka);  Akaka*. 

 

FEB 26 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

A homeless shelter is preparing to open at the Waianae Civic Ctr on Thursday, and the Kakaako shelter's closing date 
has been postponed (lv-Dashefsky at the Ala Moana Ctr and Uyeno in the newsroom);   Kakaako Next Step Shelter 
residents Venessa Lopez* and Melissa Duncan*;  Affordable Housing and Homeless Alliance's Doran Porter* says the 
shelter will now stay open at until at least July 31st, and possibly into 2008;  it must close some time in 2008, however, 
because OHA plans to build a native Hawn Cultural Ctr and HQ on the site.   

 

FEB 28 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Abilities Unlimited has agreed to sponsor future "Taste of Hon" events, which will now be called "Flavors of Hon" (lv-Lum 
at Cycle City);  Easter Seals is mentioned. 

 

MAR 1 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

TALK STORY--Kaneohe resident Lani Almanza* is profiled (v), her son died of brain cancer when he was 21 and 
Almanza now volunteers for the American Cancer Society.   

 

MAR 6 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The Hon Habitat For Humanity-HFH's latest project is at the Frank family's home in Papakolea (lv-Lum at the corner of 
Beretania Street and Punchbowl Street);  HFH's Anne Marie Beck*, homeowner Lisa Frank*;  the house should be 
completed in June. 

 

MAR 8 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

TALK STORY--Volunteer Legal Services of HI's Project Visitation helps to reunite HI siblings who have been separated in 
foster care (v);  new parent Jamie Aana* did not see her younger brother for 4 years, but was able to find him through the 
program;  Family Court Judge Mark Browning* helped start the program, but says there aren't enough resources available 
for all of HI's foster children.   
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MAR 15 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The State dedicated a new homeless shelter in Waianae today (lv-Dashefsky at the Next Step Transitional Shelter in 
Kakaako);  Maili homeless person Mildred* says the shelter at Barbers Point was too much "like a prison";  shelter 
resident Sandra Lee*;  the shelter is currently 20% full;  Gov Lingle plans to add $128M in funding for homeless issues 
soon. 

The Next Step Transitional Shelter-NSTS in Kakaako has been at full capacity since it opened last May (lv-Dashefsky at 
NSTS);  it was originally scheduled to be open until the end of this month but that closure has been pushed back to 
August 1st. 

A group of more than 24 volunteers,who help the homeless, are featured (lv-Dashefsky at the Next Step Transitional 
Shelter-NSTS in Kakaako);  volunteer Manny Nitullama Jr* was homeless for 2 years;  volunteer Eddie Ochoa* organized 
the group after visiting the NSTS.   

 

MAR 16 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Volunteers from the Hawn Mission Academy, an Oahu private school, and the Hon Rotary Club cleaned the Ala Wai Boat 
Harbor this morning as part of an environmental effort (v). 

Rotary Sunrise Club of HI members organized a canoe outing for the HI Assn for the Blind and the American Council of 
the Blind today (v);  canoe paddling volunteers from the Anuenue Canoe Club assisted in the event;  visually-impaired 
person Landa Phelan*. 

 

MAR 19 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Big City Diner-BCD restaurant employee Ella Yamamoto* was homeless last year, but BCD has helped her rent a 2-
bedroom apartment, which has in turn helped her gain custody of her granddaughter K-Lyn (v);  K-Lyn's mother is a 
crystal meth drug addict;  Yamamoto was promoted to a manager position earlier this year;  she often brings food to 
homeless people at Kailua Beach Park, where she used to live. 

 

MAR 20 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Japanese Billionaire Genshiro Kawamoto's Kahala Affordable Rental Housing Plan--4 native Hawn families are scheduled 
to move into some of the homes at the end of the week (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  some residents are upset re 
Kawamoto's previous maintenance efforts on the properties;  Kahala resident Paula Meyers* says they are in "terrible 
repair... It just looks junky";  other residents allegedly said off-camera that Kawamoto is deliberately trying to lower their 
property values in retaliation for past complaints made by them against him. 

 
MAR 22 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Japanese Billionaire Genshiro Kawamoto's Kahala Affordable Rental Housing Plan--3 families moved into Kawamoto's 
properties today (v);  new resident Dorie Ann Kahale*;  Kawamoto*, through an interpreter*, surprised the families by 
allowing them to live rent-free and by giving them $1K;  unnamed girl*;  area resident Mark Blackburn* says "This is just a 
publicity play."   

Mayor Hannemann joined a march to raise awareness of the problem of hunger among senior citizens and the elderly (v);  
volunteer Florence Pang Prescott*;  the HI Meals on Wheels program is discussed;  it currently has a waiting list of 300 
seniors;  officials say a lack of funding and not enough volunteers are some of the reasons why the list is so long;  the 
Legislature isn't mentioned. 

 

MAR 23 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 
 
Japanese Billionaire Genshiro Kawamoto's Kahala Affordable Rental Housing Plan--3 families are now moving into their 
new homes (fv). 

MAR 31 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The Kids Helping Kids Surf Sample Sale was held today at Barbers Point Elem School to raise money for abused and 
orphaned children in Thailand (v);   Awana program director Cissy Boyer*. 
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10:00pm News 

 

FEB 2 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Local artist Peggy Chun, the victim of Lou Gehrig's Disease, continues to create paintings with the help of her caregiver 
and her nose while communicating with her eyes and a computer (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  caregiver Marvel 
Armitage* shows how the paintings are created;  her original nose paintings are available for sale at the studio.   

 

FEB 6 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Japanese Billionaire Genshiro Kawamoto's Kahala Affordable Rental Housing Plan--Neighbors of Kawamoto's properties 
in Kahala are concerned about changes in their community stemming from the billionaire's plans for his homes (lv-Drewes 
in Kahala), Kawamoto has made public his plans to rent out the homes as affordable housing units, but so far the only 
actions he has taken have been to fill in pools, rip out landscaping, and tear down fences and walls surrounding the 
properties;  Kahala resident Richard Turbin*;  realtor Anita Bruhl* says that one real estate housing sale fell out of escrow 
because it was next door to a Kawamoto property;  there has been no legal offenses so far and so there is nothing to 
prosecute, though residents have asked the St DOH and the City to look into safety concerns;  a lot owned by 
Kamehameha Schools-KSBE is featured as a frequent dumping ground which residents have not protested.  [Drewes]/  
Attempts were made to contact Kawamoto's atty for this story, but he did not return calls. 

 

FEB 7 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Legislature--Physician Assisted Suicide, or "Death with Dignity" as supporters refer to the practice, was debated at the St 
Capitol today (lv-Drewes in the newsroom);  Lanikai resident Andie* (ns) says she has prepared herself with a lethal dose 
of pills in case she is no longer able to enjoy the quality of life she is accustomed to;  Dr John McDonnell* opposes the bill 
and feels strongly that the physician's responsibility is to relieve pain and improve a patient's quality of life, so this bill 
should not be necessary;  unnamed supporter* of the bill;  Patricia Lockwood* opposes the bill says her concern is that 
people assume that disabled people have a diminished quality of life, and don't live full lives;  Hospice HI's Kenneth Zeri*; 
lawmakers voted to withhold the measure, which basically kills the initiative before it can reach the full St House.  
[Drewes]/  The only state in the US with a "Death with Dignity" law is Oregon, which passed theirs in 1997. 

 

FEB 8 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Gov Lingle unveiled a new plan to deal with homelessness on the Leeward Coast of Oahu today (lv-L Kim in the 
newsroom);  some residents remain skeptical of Lingle's new plans for a homeless shelter in Waianae, which is set to 
open this spring;  homeless Maili resident Yvonne Lowe* explains how she and her family ended up living on the beach;  
Lowe was one of the people in attendance tonight for Gov Lingle's community meeting, but still feels that the only true 
solution is truly affordable housing.  

 

FEB 14 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

The City will present the HI Bicycling League with a $150K grant during a ceremony at Kaimiloa Elem School (v);  last 
year, voters approved a City Charter amendment to become more bicycle friendly;  the league will use the money toward 
bicycle safety programs for students at St DOE schools;  league member and dentist Kristie Schulenberg*. 

 

FEB 21 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

The Chinatown Merchants Assn will host a community event at the City's Aala Park on Fri and Sat, which includes movies 
on a large screen (lv-Drewes at Aala Park);  the park has since changed from a drug and crime infested area thanks to 
increased HPD patrols and nightly closures but it's still a haven for the homeless;  Chinatown Merchants Assn's Kelfred 
Chang*;  park users Koe Therepa* and Anthony Olshefski*.   

 

FEB 23 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

City hosts Movies in Aala Park Event  +  NEW REPORT: Park neighbor Michael Auld* thinks the event is ideal for area 
families who live in the Downtown Hon neighborhood (v);  unnamed man* and park neighbor Susie Tamashiro* are 
pleased with the outcome of the event.  [Hillyer]/  The event repeats tomw, with rides starting at noon. 

 

FEB 26 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

EVERYDAY HERO--Special Olympics coach Arce Baysa  +  NEW REPORT--Baysa* helps to train the Olympians and 
has been doing so for the last 12 years (v);  she discusses the benefits the athletes gain, even if they don't win a medal.  
[Drewes]/  The Special Olympics Spring State Games will be held in May at the Univ of HI. 
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MAR 2  10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

The shelter at the Waianae Civic Ctr is open but many of the homeless prefer to remain on the beach at Maili (lv-Hillyer in 
the newsroom);  Maili Beach Park will be closed by the City to campers by month's end, but they don't plan to move to the 
shelter;  homeless Anne Pau* says the new shelter looks like a concentration camp;  it has no parking, and pets aren't 
allowed;   homeless Marlene Andua* doesn't think the place is for her. 
 

MAR 3 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Animal Care Foundation volunteers picked up dogs at homeless camps in Waianae to have them spayed and neutered 
for free at a HI Kai veterinarian's office (v);  the effort is to control the stray dog population on the Waianae Coast;  
veterinarian Dr Sabina DeGiacomo*. 

 

MAR 11 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Windward Ahupuaa Alliance environmental volunteers helped clean up the Kawainui Stream in Kailua (v);  volunteer Jim 
Wood*. 

 

MAR 21 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

AIG's Spring it Forward campaign for the Institute for Human Services-IHS and Waianae Civic Ctr homeless shelter 
programs. 

 

MAR 22 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Japanese Billionaire Genshiro Kawamoto's Kahala Affordable Rental Housing Plan--New resident Dorie Ann Kahale* is 
busy tonight cleaning her new home with her 6 children (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  she is very grateful and can't wait to 
move her belongings in;  she is worried about the neighbors, but says that one of them is very friendly.   

 

MAR 25 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

City's Maili Beach Park Closure Displaces the Homeless  +  NEW REPORT--Homeless have until Tuesday to move from 
the park, but some refuse to leave (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  homeless Alice Greenwood* has moved to the Waianae 
shelter;  she believes there may be a standoff at the beach on Tuesday;  Mayor Hannemann*.   

 

MAR 26 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

City's Leeward Park Renovations and the Homeless--Tomw is the deadline for the homeless to vacate Maili Beach Park 
as City crews begin renovation and cleanup work there (lv-Drewes in the newsroom);  some homeless refuse to leave;  
some don't want to go to the new Waianae homeless shelter because they will have to leave their pets and belongings 
behind;  some say the beach is their only home;  homeless people Brennen Balancio* and Marlene Anduha*. 
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PROGRAM:   THINK ABOUT IT 

 

DATE/TIME AIRED:  Mondays, 6:30pm 

Tuesdays, 6:00am and 5:30pm 

Wednesdays, 7:00am and 6:30pm 

Thursdays, 6:00am and 5:30pm 

Fridays, 7:00am 

(See scripts for exact dates.) 

 

DURATION:   60 – 90 seconds 

 

SUMMARY/SCRIPT: 

 

The Dream Continues          January 15, 2007 (Editorial # 1) 
 

“Now is the time to lift our nation from the quicksands of racial injustice to the solid rock of 

brotherhood. Now is the time to make justice a reality for all of God's children”. Timely 

words, for sure, but did you know that these words were first uttered by Martin Luther King, 

Jr., on August 28, 1963 in his famous “I Have A Dream” speech? That’s almost 44-years 

ago. 

 

So how far have we truly come, as a nation, as a collective, as individuals, even as a state 

that believes it’s a melting pot and strives to live up to a higher standard than many other 

states around the United States? How far have you come, personally? Do you believe in 

fairness, justice, and equality for all people? Do you believe, as Doctor King suggested on 

that day, that people should be judged by their character and not by the color of their skin? If 

not, do you question yourself, your upbringing, your prejudices, your influencers, and 

perhaps try to overcome those feelings or beliefs? 

 

Improving your tolerance and acceptance of the world around you when dealing with people 

of all colors and all backgrounds- that would be a great way to help Doctor King’s dreams 

come closer to fruition… finally; as it was meant to be from day one. Think about it… 

 

 

Local          January 22, 2007 (Editorial # 1) 
 

I don’t know what your official definition of “local” is, but last week’s decision by Colt 

Brennan to stay here for one more season would sure seem to qualify him as a local guy. 

Humble, sharing the credit, admitting past transgressions, repaying his debt, talking about his 

love for his teammates, the UH football fans, and the very essence of Hawaii- wow, pretty 

heady stuff for a young man who’s really only been on Oahu for about three years. 

 

Local is not just a birthright- its also about how you carry yourself, a certain belief system 

and style. We should get hung up on character first if we truly mean “local” style as a 

positive attribute. We all know people who really do give back, who really do care, who 

really do share a so-called local sensibility. It’s not only about where you were born, it’s 
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really about where you are going, it’s about mana, it’s about pono, it’s about ohana and 

humbly making a positive difference with people, whatever and wherever that might be. 

 

When Colt Brennan decided to pass on the lights and the glamour and the big NFL bucks to 

stay here with us- it came from his soul, it came from his heart. Right on, Colt, and no matter 

what happens next season, thanks for what you’ve done. Think about it… 

 

Company Caring        February 14 2007 (Editorial # 2)  
 

Those who can help, must help. That’s my philosophy of life. Whether it’s through money or 

time or knowledge or lending a helping hand some way, individuals must share in their 

social responsibility to help those around them who need help.  

 

I know this is subjective, but do you demand the same thing from local businesses that you 

frequent? Do you know if the companies that you work for or support with your hard-earned 

dollars are really giving back to the community in some fair proportion? Do we hold our 

business associates to the same moral and ethical code as we hopefully do ourselves and our 

loved ones here in Hawaii? 

 

It’s a fair question to ask because, frankly, I think I would have a hard time supporting 

a big business that didn’t share for the betterment of our community in some tangible, 

accountable way.  So if you’re interested, check it out. If you’re a customer and care, 

find out what a business if giving back to our community. Again, those who can help, 

must help, if we are truly to evolve to a better place for all. Think about it… 

 

March 5  TAI# 1 Nature’s Way 

 

Last week, Governor Lingle alongside First Lady Laura Bush announced the re-naming 

of the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands- Papahanaumokuakea. It was a wonderful 

ceremony recognizing two revered Hawaiian ancestors personified by the land and sky. 

The goal now is to keep this area pristine and safe for all of its native plant and animal 

species, and also to keep it as pure as possible as a tribute to Hawaiian ancestors. 

 

Back on these more southern Hawaiian islands, people still sometimes treat our land and 

its surrounding areas badly. Dumping stuff in over-filled garbage cans at the parks rather 

than carrying it back home, leaving rubbish to freely blow away at the beach, tossing 

cigarette butts wherever- these are signs of blatant disrespect for the land we supposedly 

love.  

 

Maybe the historic nature of the Marine National Monument will give a few people a 

chance to pause and reflect on their personal habits and perhaps allow them a moment of 

inspiration- to show more care, to exhibit more respect, to make a difference by simply 

being more aware of nature and its marvels.  Think about it… 
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March 12       TAI# 1     Bad Ink 

 

Last Wednesday, the USA TODAY newspaper ran a front page story about racial 

tensions in Hawaii, stemming from a horrid beating that took place three weeks ago. It 

was the kind of incident and story that rightfully makes many people here upset, 

including those connected with our tourism industry, as it perhaps makes people on the 

mainland think twice about coming to Hawaii. The interviews chosen for this story only 

exacerbated the ugly situation, as the article drew larger and perhaps sensationalistic 

implications concerning major racial tensions in Hawaii. Of course, it’s all a matter of 

your own personal perspective. 

 

While Hawaii is often cited, and rightfully so, as a melting pot of humanity, as a 

microcosm of the best that disparate people have to give to one another, it is not without 

its ignorant stereotypes, its age-old concerns, and its historical realities. To suggest 

otherwise would be naïve and would also ignore the realities of life within the boundaries 

of our small island chain. Yes, even fun-loving Hawaii has issues.  

 

Having said that, this print story seemed to indicate that the sky is falling here, and it’s 

not. But there are problems, needs, frustrations, and grievances that must be addressed. 

Tolerance, integration, sharing of ideas, and the general acceptance of differences are 

essential in any mixed society that wants to keep itself whole- Hawaii included. And that 

responsibility is in all of our job descriptions as island residents. Think about it… 

 

March 26       TAI# 1     Home, Sweet Home 

 

Here’s a great concept for a Hollywood movie. A billionaire uses his real estate 

properties in a nice section of town to provide housing and opportunity for low income 

families. Aaah, but it’s not a movie, it’s reality, and it’s taking place right now in Kahala, 

courtesy of Genshiro Kawamoto, who apparently read through thousands of letters of 

request before choosing the initial occupants. 

 

Meanwhile, some anxious neighbors are questioning this apparent act of benevolence and 

taking a “wait and see” attitude at best, noting some landscaping concerns at other 

Kawamoto-owned residences. Again, if this was a movie, it would be fascinating to see 

how a scriptwriter would evolve the relationships and track the future generation of kids 

growing up in this effort. 

 

Altruism in the form of sincere efforts to better people’s plights should be a wonderful 

thing to behold. This whole tale almost seems too good to be true, especially for those 

fortunate enough to be chosen as renters- happy people who are incredulous at this 

project, dubbed the Kahala Avenue Mission. Again, this is reality, right here, right now, 

and like any feel-good good Hollywood story, we all want to see a happy ending; now 

that would make for a great movie down the road. Think about it...  
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 PROGRAM:    TODAY 

 

DATE AIRED:  Various (See scripts for exact dates.) 

 

TIME/DURATION:  120 Minutes 

 

SUMMARY/SCRIPT: 
 

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 10 

9:00am segments: 

On "Today's Family " -- Jodi Mindell, Associate Director of the Sleep Center at Children's 

Hospital of Philadelphia and the author of "Take Charge Of Your Child's Sleep:  The All-In-One 

Resource for Solving Sleep Problems in Kids and Teens", discusses the problems of getting kids 

to sleep and getting them to stay asleep.   

 
THURSDAY JANUARY 11 

8:00am segments: 

Psychiatrist Dr. Gail Saltz and radio host Dr. Drew Pinsky suggest 5 questions every couple 

should ask before they get married. 

 
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 1 

8:00am segments: 
A look at how to say no to spoiled kids -- Guest: Psychiatrist, Dr. Keith Ablow. 

 
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 6 

8:00am segments: 
A three day series that's taking a realistic look at "Marriage Today."  Day one we are 
examining the "state of marriage": looking at the divorce rate, affairs, if people want to be 
married today, what problems are married couples facing, benefits of being married, etc.  

 
WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 7 

8:00am segments: 
Day two of TODAY'S three day series called: "Marriage Today."  We'll be 
talking about marriage counseling and whether it can actually help.  

 
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 13 

900am segments: 
Dr. Gail Saltz talks about the "non-divorce divorce".  This is when one, or both of the 
people in a marriage realizes that the marriage is over because the love is gone but 
decides to remain under one roof and not get a "legal" divorce.  
 
FRIDAY, MARCH 2 

7:30am segments:  

Kevin Tibbles takes a look at a new push that is underway to make teens more 
safe behind the wheel.  'DRIVE CAM for Teens', cameras in cars that are helping 
teen drivers and their parents confront a growing risk on the roads.   
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PROGRAM:    NBC NIGHTLY NEWS 

 

DATE AIRED:  Various (See scripts for exact dates.) 

 

TIME/DURATION:  30 Minutes 

 

SUMMARY/SCRIPT: 
"Trading Places:  Caring for Elderly Parents" 
 
Monday, February 12th --Brian Williams 
Brian profiles an organization called Visiting Angels that helps take care of his father.  
Widowed some 15 years ago, Gordon Williams recently underwent hip replacement 
surgery and is now in an assisted living facility.  Visiting Angels is a national network of 
non-medical companion care for the elderly.  (Location:  Southern New Jersey) 
 
Tuesday, February 13th -- Tim Russert 
Tim's story will look at how it takes many people, in many ways and roles, to comprise 
the support network for his own elderly father.  And Big Russ is stubbornly independent 
- he lives alone, still drives at 83, and wouldn't even get out of the car when Tim took him 
to look at an assisted living facility. What Big Russ prefers, and what gives Tim peace of 
mind, is the network of friends and relatives who live near Big Russ who help with his 
care. 
 
Wednesday, February 14th -- Dr Nancy Snyderman 
Nancy's parents have lived in Ft. Wayne, Indiana for decades, are in their 80s, and in 
relatively good health.  The problem is that all of their friends have died and the couple is 
now feeling increasingly isolated.  So Nancy has decided to move her parents closer to 
her, where her kids can grow up with grandparents close by, and the elder Snydermans 
will have the love and support of their family each day.  (Location: Ft. Wayne, IN) 
 
Thursday, February 15th -- Ann Curry 
Ann has a very special relationship with her father Bob, one that bridges the 3000 miles 
between New York and Grants Pass, Oregon.  A career Navy man, Bob has always been a 
teacher and prides himself on living a healthy life.  He also enjoys ballroom dancing 
twice a week and volunteering as a Candystriper in the emergency room of the local 
hospital.  Ann and her dad don't get to see each other often, but she encourages her 
father to tap into activities they once loved and find new ways to lead a more rewarding 
life.  (Location: New York, NY; Grants Pass, OR) 
 
Friday, February 16th -- Tom Brokaw 
Tom tells the story of an American family caught in the middle:  husband and wife have 
their work and a three year old child at home.  Both also have aging parents, one of 
whom has to be driven each day to an eldercare program 40 miles away.  Tom reports on 
the juggling act for this family, which is not uncommon among American families. 
 
 
"Marriages: The State of Our Unions" 
Take a look at the stories planned for this series.  We encourage you to tie-in to this series, using 
our special Insider Reports and your own local angles.   
 
Monday, March 26 -- Marriage and Money 
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Money.  Couples marry for it. . . and they divorce over it.  With women marrying later, many 
couples now also bring separate financial histories to the alter.  Some budget, some don't.  Some 
spend like maniacs, some save every penny.  Carl reports on the trends in money management 
among married couples, including a new trend of hiding money from your spouse "just in case".   
 
Wednesday, March 28 -- Intimacy in Marriage 
A Newsweek study showed 15% to 20% of married couples have sex no more than 10 times a year.  
They are dubbing this "the sexless marriage." And those statistics continue to rise. Is it because 
couples are over-worked, financially over-extended or over-committed with activities for the kids?  
Believe it or not, knowing the causes doesn't necessarily solve the problem.  Dr. Snyderman 
reports on what you can do to prioritize your marriage, noting that sex is not everything in a 
marriage, but is a vital way to stay connected with your spouse.  
 
Thursday, March 29 -- Interracial Marriage 
Have American attitudes toward interracial marriages really changed?  Since the end of state-
sanctioned segregation, there has been an almost fourfold increase in interracial marriages, 
according to a report released by the Council of Contemporary Families. While race continues to 
be a major fault line in America, the numbers suggest it is becoming less relevant. Interracial 
unions only make up 7.5% of all married couples.  In fact, black-white marriages remain the most 
unlikely interracial unions. In 2005, there were 440,000 such marriages, compared with 1.75 
million white-Hispanic marriages and 755,000 white-Asian marriages, according to the council 
report. Why? A more diverse country, less influence by parents over marriage choices, marrying 
later and increased immigration are a few.  In 1972, 39 percent of Americans still favored laws 
banning them. Thirty years later, that figure had shrunk to 10 percent--and even less among 
young people.  
 
Friday, March 30 -- Commuter Marriages 
Rehema reports on one family, two homes.  Think you couldn't find yourself living apart from 
your family, at least for a while?  According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 3.2 million married 
Americans (including military families) live in different homes, a 26% increase since 1999.  Two 
cities, Two careers, Too much? When both of you are climbing the corporate ladder, you may have 
to live apart to get ahead. Rehema report that making a commuter marriage work takes time, 
money and a good sense of humor.   
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GOVERNMENT, Keeping tabs on government officials their 

agenda/business. 

 

Local News (Morning) 
 
JAN 1 
A NEW BOATING LAW ALSO STARTS TODAY, AND SOME THINK IT'S A LAW THAT COULD 
SAVE LIVES. BOATERS WHO WANT AN EMERGENCY RESCUE BEACON ON THEIR 
VESSLE MUST HAVE A DIGITAL 406 MEGAHERTZ MODEL.  
THE COAST GUARD SAYS EVENTUALLY, ITS SATELLITE WON'T BE ABLE TO PICK UP 
THE CURRENT FREQUENCIES USED BY THE "EMERGENCY POSITION INDICATING 
RADIO BEACONS." ALSO KNOWN AS  "E-PIRBS". THIS DOES NOT, HOWEVER, AFFECT 
THE "MAN-OVERBOARD" DEVICES.  
 
 
JAN 3 
THE NEW YEAR BRINGS NEW LEADERSHIP TO THE HONOLULU CITY COUNCIL.  
FORMER TV NEWS REPORTER BARBARA MARSHALL WILL TAKE OVER AS THE COUNCIL 
CHAIRPERSON.  
MARSHALL'S CLIMB TO THE CHAIR POSITION COMES RIGHT ON THE HEELS OF HER 
VOTE AGAINST THE CITY'S MASS TRANSIT PROJECT. SHE SAYS SHE IS NOT 
CONVINCED TRANSIT WILL WORK ON OAHU AND SHE'S NOT SURE THE CITY CAN 
AFFORD IT.  BUT MARSHALL SAYS SHE WILL HONOR THE COUNCIL'S VOTE IN FAVOR 
OF MASS TRANSIT.  
"i've said all along i'm not against rail, but if we're going to do it, we need to do it right. And quite 
honestly i'm not sure we can afford to do it right. And that's my dilemma right now."  
"she recognizes that the majority of council said this is the policy call that they've made. And i've 
heard her say on numerous occasions if we have to do it, she wants to do it right. So I think we're 
on the same page there."  
MARSHALL DOES NOT AGREE WITH THE MAYOR ON EVERYTHING. SHE SAYS SHE 
OPPOSES MAYOR HANNEMANN'S PLAN TO CREATE A NEW HOMEOWNER'S CATEGORY 
FOR PROPERTY TAXES. AND BELIEVES IT COULD END UP HURTING RENTERS. 
 
 
JAN 3 
IT'S A FINE "POST-CHRISTMAS" TRADITION -- HEADING TO THE MALL TO RETURN GIFTS. 
BUT THE STATE'S NEW "EXCISE TAX RATE" IS CAUSING SOME PROBLEMS FOR LOCAL 
RETAILERS. 
KHNL NEWS-8'S STEPHEN FLORINO, REPORTS. 
WITH STORES STILL BUSY WITH THE HOLIDAY ATMOSPHERE, IT'S EASY TO MISS A 
HALF PERCENT. 
we didn't even notice it until you brought it to our attention. We knew of the new tax increase, but 
the computer does it automatically so it's a pretty good thing for us THE EXCISE TAX WENT 
FROM 4-POINT-167 TO 4-POINT-712 ON JANUARY 1ST. 
it was really just changing the number in the computer, then software would take over we haven't 
had any problems with that at all  
BUT THE PROBLEM WITH CHRISTMAS REFUNDS IS THEY WERE BOUGHT UNDER THE 
OLD RATE. FOR EXAMPLE, A 19.99 GIFT COSTS 20.93 THIS YEAR. IT WOULD'VE COST 
20.82 LAST YEAR. STORES ARE DOUBLE CHECKING TO MAKE SURE THEY DON'T 
CREDIT CUSTOMERS WITH THE NEW RATE. 
we make our adjustments to whenever the product was purchased from last year and also this 
year, but for the most part, people have just been exchanging items, so it's been even in that 
perspective  
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so it can get a little time consuming actually, and the worst part is for the customer. It kinda takes 
time out of their schedule  
STORE MANAGERS ADMIT THE DIFFERENCE IS SMALL. BUT IT WOULD ADD UP OVER 
TIME.  AND GIVING AWAY ALL THOSE DOLLARS, JUST ISN'T GOOD BUSINESS SENSE. 
 
JAN 8 
HONOLULU MAYOR, MUFI HANNEMANN, SIGNED THE HIGHLY-TOUTED MASS TRANSIT 
BILL INTO LAW, OVER THE WEEKEND. SURROUNDED BY TRANSIT SUPPORTERS, 
HANNEMANN  SIGNED THE BILL THAT NOW AUTHORIZES THE CITY TO BUILD THE MULTI 
BILLION-DOLLAR  TRANSIT SYSTEM THAT WILL LINK WEST OAHU, TO DOWNTOWN 
HONOLULU. THE PROJECTED COST IS BETWEEN 4-AND-A HALF, AND FIVE-AND-A HALF 
BILLION DOLLARS. 
 
JAN 9 
MAYOR MUFI HANNEMAN HAS A PLAN THAT WILL HELP OAHU'S WAIANAE COAST. 
THE CITY WILL PROVIDE ONE MILLION DOLLARS IN GRANTS TO 19 NON-PROFIT 
ORGANIZATIONS. AND AN ADDITIONAL MILLION DOLLARS WILL GO TOWARD PARK 
IMPROVEMENTS. MAYOR HANNEMAN SAYS,  THE COMMUNITY BENEFITS PACKAGE IS 
INTENDED TO HELP OFF-SET THE BURDEN OF HAVING OAHU'S ONLY LANDFILL. 
 
JAN 11 
MANY ACTIVE MEMBERS OF THE MILITARY STATIONED HERE IN HAWAII WOULD NOT 
GO ON CAMERA WITH THEIR THOUGHTS ON THE PRESIDENT'S WAR PLAN. BUT OFF 
THE RECORD, IT'S A MIXED REACTION.   
SOME EXPRESS THEIR SUPPORT FOR THE PRESIDENT, WHILE OTHERS DON'T BELIEVE 
ADDITIONAL TROOPS WILL HELP.  A FEW FEEL MORE TROOPS MEANS ANOTHER 
MISTAKE IN THIS ALREADY COSTLY WAR. SOME OF THE ACTIVE MILITARY PERSONNEL 
WE TALKED TO SAID THE TROOPS, AND THE COUNTRY, NEED TO FOLLOW THE 
COMMANDER IN CHIEF.  OTHERS SAY, SENDING MORE TROOPS IS SENDING THE 
WRONG MESSAGE TO THE IRAQI GOVERNMENT. A THIRD GROUP IS WILLING TO GIVE 
THE WAR EFRORT A LITTLE MORE TIME. 
 
JAN 12 
OAHU'S TRASH MAY SOON BE TRAVELING TO A LAND FILL FAR AWAY FROM HERE.  
THE HONOLULU CITY COUNCIL IS LOOKING AT PROPOSALS TO SHIP YOUR RUBBISH 
OUT OF HAWAII.  COUNCIL MEMBERS SAY, A PRIVATE CONTRACTOR HAS ALREADY 
MADE ARRANGEMENTS TO TRAMSPRT TRASH FROM SOME HOTELS,  TO A LANDFILL IN 
WASHINGTON STATE. IF THAT PROJECT SUCCEEDS, THE CITY COULD LOOK AT 
STARTING A SIMILAR PROGRAM TO HANDLE MUNICIPAL TRASH. 
WAIMANALO GULCH IS THE CITY'S ONLY MUNICIPAL LANDFILL. EARLIER THIS WEEK 
HONOLULU MAYOR MUFI HANNEMANN ANNOUNCED A TWO MILLION DOLLAR 
COMMUNTIY BENEFITS PACKAGE TO HELP COMPENSATE THE LEEWARD COAST FOR 
HOSTING THE LANDFILL.  
 
JAN 18 
THE 2007 STATE LEGISLATIVE SESSION, IS JUST GETTING OFF THE GROUND, AFTER 
OPENING-UP TWO DAYS AGO. FOR THE FIRST TIME IN THE STATE'S HISTORY, A 
WOMAN NOW SERVES AS SENATE PRESIDENT.  JOINING US NOW IS THE HONORABLE 
SENATOR FROM WAIANAE, COLLEEN HANABUSA.  GOOD MORNING SENATOR. 
FIRST AND FOREMOST, CONGRATULATIONS ON BECOMING SENATE PRESIDENT. 
WHAT CAN THE PEOPLE EXPECT UNDER YOUR LEADERSHIP, THAT SEPERATES YOU 
FROM PAST LEGISLATORS? 
THINGS DIDN'T GO QUITE SO SMOOTHLY FOR YOUR COUNTERPART IN THE HOUSE. 
YOU ARE IN A LEADERSHIP POSITION. WE NEED TO ASK, YOUR THOUGHTS ON THE 
ROUGH START IN THE OTHER CHAMBER? 
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WE ARE IN THE MIDST OF AN HISTORIC TIME. WOMEN ARE MAKING THEIR MARK, HERE 
IN HAWAII POLITICS - THE GOVERNOR, THE CHAIR OF THE CITY COUNCIL... YOU. 
PLEASE TALK ABOUT THIS NEW ERA. 
YOU HAVE INDICATED, ONE THE PRIMARY GOALS FOR THIS LEGISLATURE IS FIND 
WAYS TO ENSURE FOLKS WHO LIVE HERE TRULY ENJOY THE  BENEFITS OF OUR 
THRIVING ECONOMY.HOW DO WE BEST GO ABOUT DOING THAT? 
LET'S GET DOWN TO SOME OF THE "NITTY GRITTY" OF WHAT'S HAPPENING IN THE 
SENATE. NO INTERNS, TO WARD-OFF ANY CONFLICTS OF INTEREST. TIGHTENING OF 
THE BELTS, WHEN IT COMES TO OFFICE SUPPLIES FOR LAWMAKERS. WHAT'S GOING 
ON! 
 
 
 
 

5:00pm News 

 

JAN 1  

The new child booster seat law took affect today (fv);  a new underage drinking law and the general excise tax hike to pay 
for mass transit improvements also took affect today, and the general excise tax exemption for ethanol expired today, 
increasing gasoline prices. 

 

JAN 2 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

City Council--Councilmember Marshall* is taking over as Chair, replacing Councilmember Dela Cruz (lv-Pai in the 
newsroom);  Marshall's vote against rail mass transit is recalled;  Mayor Hannemann*; Marshall also disagrees with 
Hannemann's proposal re property tax relief. 

Mass Transit--The general excise tax hike is causing problems for some businesses re returning holiday shopping gifts 
bought under the old tax rate (lv-Florino in the newsroom);  Pearlridge Center is visited;  Razor Concepts' Reimar Muniz*, 
Hanai Bear's Matt Reynolds*. 

 

JAN 4 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

US Rep Hirono(p*) was sworn into office at the US House today (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  US Rep Abercrombie is 
seen;  Hirono's 1st vote was cast in favor of Nancy Pelosi for US House Speaker;  she says she cast her vote in honor of 
Patsy Mink;  Democrats plan to approve stem cell research;  increase the minimum wage and encourage troop withdrawal 
in the Iraq war. 
 

JAN 5 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Mass Transit--Mayor Hannemann is expected to sign the transit bill into law tomw (lv-Pai in the newsroom);  Makakilo's 
Nita Sawyer* favors rail;  Makakilo's Chuck Cullison* says "I don't think you're going to get people to ride it." 

 

JAN 9 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

City Council--The Council is considering a bill to require doctors and veterinarians to notify HPD of dog attacks that 
require hospitalization (lv-Sugimoto in the newsroom);  dog owner Chasity Caraballo* favors the measure;  under the bill, 
HPD would forward info to the Hawn Humane Society.  [Sugimoto] 

 

JAN 11 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The City Council approved a resolution asking the City to ship solid waste to the mainland (fv);  Councilmember Djou*;  
the Waimanalo Gulch Landfill is mentioned;  Mayor Hannemann's $2M grant to the Leeward area is recalled. 
 

JAN 16 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

US Presidential Race:  Punahou School alumnus and Illinois US Sen Obama has formed a presidential exploratory cmte 
(v), network soundbite. 

Native Hawn Reorganization Act, aka The Akaka Bill--US Sen Akaka plans to reintroduce the bill tomw, on the 114th 
anniversary of the Native Hawn monarchy (fv). 
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Legislature--SHOPO and the St Atty Gen's office plan to support bills to curb copper thefts and protect victims of domestic 
violence. 

 

JAN 17 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature--St House Speaker Say* was heavily criticized by St Rep Belatti* and 2 unnamed St Reps during his re-
election as House Speaker today (lv-Pai in the newsroom);  Say was re-elected by a wide margin;  both the HI Democratic 
Party and the HI GOP plan to prioritize affordable housing and child health care;  St Sen Pres Hanabusa announced 
today that she wants to use $75M that was to be used for a cancelled Ko Olina aquarium project on the Univ of HI 
Academy for Creative Media instead. 

Native Hawn Reorganization Act, aka The Akaka Bill--US Sen Akaka* reintroduced the bill today (v-courtesy C-Span 2);  
OHA's Haunani Apoliona*. 

BUREAUCRACY BUSTER--Smoking Ban:  Smoking rules for the Blaisdell Ctr and the Waikiki Shell are reviewed (v).   

 

JAN 18 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature--Gov Lingle* announce plans to give some HI taxpayers a $100 refund (lv-Pai at the St Capitol);  St Rep 
Caldwell*;  Lingle says "That is the most direct and immediate way that people in govt can help families who are struggling 
to meet their daily expenses";  Lingle also wants to adjust tax brackets for inflation and exempt some food items from the 
General Excise Tax-GET. 

 

JAN 19 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The "Let Hon Vote" is beginning a petition campaign to change the City Charter to allow the public to vote on all tax 
increases approved by the City Council, like property taxes (lv-Pai in the newsroom);  petition organizer Paul Smith*;  City 
Councilmember Djou* supports the campaign. 

The Pearlridge Satellite City Hall at the Pearlridge Ctr is closing for renovations for 3 months beginning tomw (v). 

St DOT Roadwork--All Hon-bound lanes of the Pali Hwy will be closed Sat night for tunnel cleaning (#s). 

 

JAN 21 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

St DLNR roadwork near Sandy Beach will be ongoing for the next six weeks while guardrails are installed to prevent all 
terrain vehicles from tearing up the area on the opposite side of Kalanianaole Hwy from the beach (v). 

Legislature--HI drivers experienced a spike this year in gasoline prices and the Legislature is looking at ways to bring 
prices back down (v). 

 

JAN 22 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature--Gov Lingle's 2007 State of the State Address: Gov Lingle delivered her State of the State address to 
lawmakers today (lv-Lum in the newsroom);  she wants to shift to a high-technology and innovation based state economy;  
she wants to establish a $100M innovation fund by investing with the St ERS-Employee Retirement System;  she also 
discussed affordable housing and health care and wants to provide tax relief. 

Legislature--Gov Lingle's 2007 State of the State Address: Hon Advertiser political analyst Jerry Burris(l*) says Gov Lingle 
brought plans for taxes and the state economy together in a cohesive package;  he says tax relief will be hard to sell to 
lawmakers. 

Legislature--Gov Lingle's 2007 State of the State Address: St House Democrats react to Gov Lingle's* address (v);  St 
Rep Shimabukuro* says "I heard some really good ideas and I want to make sure that the proposals she has in the 
housing area get a fair hearing";  Kukui Gardens Assn Pres Carol Anzai*;  Lingle also discussed the need for innovation. 

A St DOT bypass road on Kauai will ease traffic congestion into Lihue (v);  Kauai County Councilmember Mel Rapozo* 
discuss traffic in Kapaa. 
 

JAN 23 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

City Council--Councilmember Kobayashi* will introduce a bill to deter graffiti tagging on Oahu (lv-Uyeno in Kalihi);  the bill 
will allow the City to clean up graffiti on private property that can be seen from a public place;  Kobayashi says "We're very 
proud of our city and we want to keep it nice." 

The US DOD-Dept of Defense will exempt the US Navy from the requirements of the Marine Mammal Protection Act for 2 
years (fv);  this will allow the Navy conduct sonar studies. 

Legislature--St Sen Hee has sponsored a bill that makes some cruelty to animal crimes felony violations (lv-Kim in the 
newsroom);  the Joseph Calarruda, Slaying of Island Air Pet Pig Porky case is recalled;  the Hawn Humane Society's 
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Pamela Burns* supports the measure;  the bill only covers pets and not livestock;  a named Kauai sheep rancher who 
recently saw 2 sheep killed also supports the measure. 

100 automated external defibrillators-AEDs are now on hand for use at all St DOT airports (v);  heart attack survivor's wife 
Carol Keale* says the device saved her husband's life. 

JAN 25 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature--Lawmakers are considering measures to make the bottle law more convenient (lv-Pai in the newsroom);  1 
proposal would require stores larger than 5K square feet to accept containers for redemption;  consumer Sylvianne Lee*;  
St Sen Menor* says "The way we're going to increase recycling is by making it easier for people to recycle";  a recent St 
DOH study re reimbursement is noted. 

 
JAN 28 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The City and County of Hon has partnered with the HI Open Source Education Foundation to provide free internet access, 
or a free WiFi hot spot, and a computer lab open to the public at the Ewa Beach Park (v);  the Boys and Girls Club helped 
build the computers that powers the lab, unnamed program leader*;  this project is just part of Mayor Hannemann's goal to 
provide free internet access island wide. 

 
JAN 29 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature/ Kahuku Hospital-KH Closure--The St Senate Health Cmte considered 2 bills to save KH from closure (fv). 

 

JAN 30 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Mass Transit--Mayor Hannemann revealed plans for the 1st part of a mass transit system that runs from Kapolei to the 
Ala Moana Ctr (lv-Pai at Univ of HI);  UH students want the route to run to the Manoa campus;  ASUH's Grant Teichman* 
says "There needs to be a real emphasis on making the univ a part of the plan";  Hannemann* wants to wait until funds 
become available before building the route to UH. 

 

JAN 31 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Hon Advertiser's Bureaucracy Buster--Waimanalo residents are frustrated that construction crews tore a nearby unnamed 
park and haven't rebuilt it (v);  City officials say both Paul's Electrical Service and Road Builders Corp are under contract 
to rebuild the park and blame the weather for the delays.   

 

FEB 1 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature--Lawmakers honored the US Pacific Command-USPC's Admiral William Fallon* today (lv-Pai at the St 
Capitol);  Fallon may be chosen to lead US military forces deployed in the Middle East and in the Iraq War. 

Legislature--St Sen Hooser has introduced a bill to afford same-sex couples the same rights as heterosexual couples (lv-
Kim in the newsroom);  lesbian parent Akaloka Rivers* says "I think it's long overdue";  her partner* says "I think I have 
that right";  St Sen Gabbard* says "It is an outrageous attempt to undermine the will of the people." 
 

 

FEB 6 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature--A bill is being considered to require the HI Superferry-HSF to complete an environmental impact statement-
EIS before it begins operation (lv-Pai at Sand Island);  St Rep Morita* says "They are trying to make up the rules as they 
go along";  HSF's Terry O'Halloran* says "We complied with all the regulations";  the St DOT says HSF has received all 
the necessary permits;  the statement would likely take months to complete. 

Disaster Preparedness--Mayor Hannemann* announced today that he wants to create a new City Dept of Emergency 
Management, which would replace Oahu Civil Defense-OCD (v). 

 

FEB 7 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature--A proposed bill would replace the Aloha Stadium-AS with a new stadium near the proposed mass transit 
route in West Oahu (lv-Pai at AS);  the 2007 NFL Pro Bowl is mentioned;  US Rep Abercrombie supports the bill;  AS 
currently requires $100M in repairs and upgrades;  2007 NFL Pro Bowl fans Malia Surell* and Gary Evora* both agree 
that HI needs a new stadium;  the Univ of HI also supports the bill. 

BUREAUCRACY BUSTER--"Mysterious" new green signs in Downtown Hon were installed by the State, prompting some 
to wonder why since they appear to duplicate existing signs (v).   
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FEB 8 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Mayor Hannemann announced today that the City will sell its 12 affordable rental housing projects, beginning with the 
Kulana Nani Apartments in Kaneohe (v), Hannemann says prospective buyers would have to guarantee the units would 
remain affordable rentals;  he also wants to help low income renters by giving them a one-time $150 tax credit. 

 

FEB 9 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 
Legislature--A proposed bill would require mandatory random drug testing of all St DOE employees (lv-Pai in the 
newsroom);  the HSTA opposes the bill;  HSTA's Ray Camacho*. 

Gov Lingle spoke at a public hearing at Waianae re plans to open a homeless shelter at the Waianae Civic Ctr (v);  
Waianae resident Brandy Henderson*, Maili resident Alvina Awong*. 

 

FEB 13 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

City's Kalanianaole Hwy Sewage Project near Niu Valley--The City will begin phase 2 of the project that will see the sewer 
pipe being installed underground (lv-Florino in the newsroom);  crews will work around the clock for 3 days;  there will be 
no lane closures for this phase;  area resident Sue Horsfall*;  resident Astrid Jackson* says "We're really glad to see that 
the work is happening." 

Mass Transit--Some Univ of HI students are upset over the route proposed by Mayor Hannemann and approved by a City 
Council cmte that does not include the Manoa campus (v);  ASUH's Grant Teichman*;  UH West Oahu's Gene Awakuni* 
discusses budget constraints;  the proposed route runs from East Kapolei to Ala Moana Ctr. 

 

FEB 15 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Kauai County and Kauai residents are battling over property tax relief for residential property owners (v);  voters had 
approved a tax rollback to 1998 levels and capped property taxes as part of a Kauai County Charter Amendment;  
residents' atty Robert Thomas*;  the Kauai County Council sued;  unnamed judge*;  an unnamed woman* is heard;  an 
unnamed man* says "If this procedure is acceptable, then there is no limit to what kind of amendments could be advanced 
in the future."   

Mayor Hannemann presented a $150K check to the HI Bicycling League-HBL at the St DOE's Kaimiloa Elem School (v);  
HBL's Kristi Schulenberg* discusses the Bike Ed program. 

 

FEB 20 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The US HUD will distribute $1B to 5300 homeless programs across the US, including $6M to 23 programs in HI (fv);  the 
largest grant will go to the Kalihi Palama Health Ctr, SEE NEXT. 

US HUD Distributes Homeless Grants: The Kalihi Palama Health Ctr-KPHC serves 20K people per year, 10% of which 
are homeless (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  CMO Michael Walter* says "We won't deny anybody access to care based on 
their ability to pay";  unnamed child*. 

 

FEB 21 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Mass Transit--US Rep Abercrombie told the City Council-CC that federal funding could be jeopardized if a final route 
decision was not made today (lv-Pai at Hon Hale);  the CC considered 3 route proposals and rejected all of them;  on 
Tuesday, they will consider a 4th route that runs from Kapolei to the Ala Moana Ctr and through Salt Lake versus past 
HNL Airport;  this route was proposed by Councilmember Okino*;  Okino says "Nobody is saying that we will not go to the 
Univ of HI-Manoa.  That is a must";  Mayor Hannemann* says "As far as I'm concerned, it's pau.  The decision is made, 
and therefore we have an MOS";  Councilmember Djou* says "Switching this route further solidifies that you simply cannot 
trust the administration.  That they will change the numbers, they will change the calculations to fit whatever political 
needs they so demand." 

MCBH Marines conducted environmental "mud ops" today at Nuupia Ponds to help save the Hawn stilt bird (v);  natural 
resource manager Diane Drigot* says "We create humps of mud, and the birds will nest right on that mud mound";  
Marine John Duncan*.   

 

FEB 22 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Mayor Hannemann's 2007 State of the City Speech--Mayor Hannemann* announced plans for curbside recycling during 
his speech (lv-Pai at Kewalo Basin);  the plan would call for a fee of $10 per month for a 2nd weekly garbage pickup;  
Hannemann says "Curbside recycling, to be effective, is going to require a personal commitment from each of us to 
reduce the volume of waste that goes into the bins";  anchors chat. 

Mayor Hannemann's 2007 State of the City Speech--Mayor Hannemann* seeks improvements to the City sewer system 
that will require an increase in sewer fees (v);  sewer fees were raised last year. 
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Mayor Hannemann's 2007 State of the City Speech--Mass Transit: Mayor Hannemann remains optimistic about mass 
transit despite yesterday's City Council vote that changed his proposed route (lv-Uyeno at HNL Airport);  the new route will 
go through Salt Lake rather than past HNL Airport;  resident Lori Daniels* supports a route that goes past HNL;  Salt Lake 
resident Steven Miyamoto*. 

 

FEB 23 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The City's Movies at the Park event is taking place at Aala Park tonight (lv-Uyeno at Aala Park);  it is part of Mayor 
Hannemann and the City's efforts to revitalize Chinatown;  First Friday events are discussed briefly;  Chinatown 
Merchants Assn's Kelfred Chang*;  business owner Cindy Lau* discusses an increase in business. 

Legislature--A bill under consideration will cut funding to St DOE schools that teach either an abstinence or contraception 
sex education curriculum exclusively (v);  "Try Wait" Dir Lisa Jensen* opposes the bill because they only teach 
abstinence;  Planned Parenthood's Annelle Amaral*;  unnamed teacher addresses her students;  Moanalua MS Principal 
Caroline Wong*.   

 

FEB 26 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Mass Transit--The City Council is set to vote on a transit route tomw, and a new alternative route has been introduced 
which includes the Univ of HI (lv-Pai at UH);  student Joey Trisolini*, small business owner Karim Hammani*. 

US Rep Hirono* met with the Filipino Veterans Assn to discuss a bill to get equal benefits for them as US soldiers (v). 

 

FEB 27 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Mass Transit--The City Council has selected a route that runs from Kapolei through Salt Lake to Ala Moana Ctr (lv-Pai in 
the newsroom);  the route passed by a 5-4 vote;  Councilmember Cachola* says "It doesn't make sense to go to the HNL 
Airport at this time";  Mayor Hannemann* says "It's been a matter of compromising";  a Univ of HI-Manoa route was voted 
down. 

 

FEB 28 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

TALK STORY--Mass Transit: St DOT Director Barry Fukunaga(l*), City DTS Director Melven Kaku(l*), Oahu Metropolitan 
Planning Organization-OMPO's Gordon Lum(l*), and Univ of HI's Panos Prevedouros(l*) comment on yesterday's City 
Council transit vote (lv-Dashefsky at Cycle City);  Gov Lingle said yesterday that she doubts ground will be broken by 
2009 and does not support the route that was chosen yesterday because it bypasses HNL Airport;  Fukunaga says "We 
would obviously have preferred an airport alignment.  I think that, plus the University connection, would probably give us 
the best alternative";  Lum says the OMPO is responsible for coordinating transportation planning between the City and 
the State and will handle mass transit federal funds;  Prevedouros does not support rail and says he is happy that fewer 
Councilmembers voted in favor of mass transit yesterday than in December;  he says "I personally believe that the airport 
is a far bigger generator of trips, so any major transportation infrastructure of any type should actually connect to the 
airport";  Kaku says it is possible the approved route could change again;  the mass transit system is referred to as "rail" 
several times during the conversation;  Prevedouros points out that the fixed guideway system could be a bus route, but 
Kaku says that's not possible because the system must use "steel-on-steel or rubberized tires";  Lum says "Given the 
strength of our Congressional delegation, I don't think it's unreasonable to expect $1B for this particular effort from the 
federal government." 

City Budget--Mayor Hannemann* presented his proposed City budget proposal today (v);  it includes large City sewer fee 
increases;  he says he will ensure that last year's discharge of sewage into the Ala Wai Canal never happens again. 

TALK STORY--Mass Transit: St DOT Director Barry Fukunaga(l*), City DTS Director Melven Kaku(l*), Oahu Metropolitan 
Planning Organization's Gordon Lum(l*), and Univ of HI's Panos Prevedouros(l*) comment re transportation options and 
"double decker" buses (lv-Dashefsky at Cycle City);  Prevedouros is very much in favor of toll lanes, which he says would 
make it possible to travel from Kapolei to Hon in 14 minutes;  Fukunaga says toll lanes would be too expensive;  Kaku 
agrees with Fukunaga, and says toll lanes would be more expensive to build than the fixed guideway, due to the need to 
convert large parcels of land into ingress routes;  Lum says both systems are "not a silver bullet";  he says a single toll 
lane "definitely would not be able to handle our congestion problems". 

TALK STORY--Mass Transit: St DOT Director Barry Fukunaga(l*), City DTS Director Melven Kaku(l*), Oahu Metropolitan 
Planning Organization's Gordon Lum(l*), and Univ of HI's Panos Prevedouros(l*) comment on other transportation 
options, like the Wikiwiki ferry system, which used to be run by the State but will soon be operated by the City (lv-
Dashefsky at Cycle City);  Kaku says the system will stop at Aloha Tower Marketplace;  Prevedouros says he supports a 
ferry system in theory, but this particular system will have "too few routes, too few boats, and too little capacity...  It's really 
not going to make a dent, but it's an interesting start";  Kaku says the system will be a "demonstration effort" to explore 
ridership potential;  he says the system will be expanded if it is successful;  Fukunaga says it will be a "challenge" for the 
City to fund the system. 

TALK STORY--Mass Transit: St DOT Director Barry Fukunaga(l*), City DTS Director Melven Kaku(l*), Oahu Metropolitan 
Planning Organization's Gordon Lum(l*), and Univ of HI's Panos Prevedouros(l*) comment on transportation needs and 
"solving our traffic woes" (lv-Dashefsky at Cycle City);  Fukunaga says the State should continue its "capacity 
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enhancement" program;  Kaku wants to provide more choices to Oahu residents and says "Rail must be built";  Lum 
reiterates that "There is no one silver bullet";  Prevedouros again recommends a Leeward toll lane. 

TALK STORY--Mass Transit: St DOT Director Barry Fukunaga(l*), City DTS Director Melven Kaku(l*), Oahu Metropolitan 
Planning Organization's Gordon Lum(l*), and Univ of HI's Panos Prevedouros(l*) comment re yesterday's City Council 
transit vote (lv-Dashefsky at Cycle City);  Fukunaga predicts that the system will be changed again before it is 
implemented, and will also take longer to build than is currently scheduled;  Kaku predicts the system will be completed on 
schedule;  Lum agrees with Kaku;  Prevedouros says "I don't think it's going to happen.  The FTA will never fund this 
boondoggle." 

 

MAR 2 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature:  Lawmakers are considering a bill to provide more funding to improve pedestrian safety (lv-Uyeno in Kalihi);  
St Sen Baker*;  the bill will provide each county with funding to improve safety/  St DOE Nuuanu Elem students 
participated in Box Car City USA, which encourages pedestrian safety (v), teacher Linda Kato*. 

 

MAR 5 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

City's Kalanianaole Hwy Sewage Project near Niu Valley--A new underground pipe is now in place but not yet in service 
(v);  KFC's Miki Travis* discusses a drop in revenue due to the work. 

 

MAR 6 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature--Legislators are considering measures to improve pedestrian safety on Oahu (lv-Pai at the Capitol);  several 
proposals considered today are discussed;  St Rep Caldwell* discusses a pedestrians in crosswalks law/  Anchor Lum 
offers pedestrian safety tips (fv). 

The St DOT plans to clean up illegal garbage dumping on the H-3 Fwy (v). 

 

MAR 7 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature/ Duane "Dog" Chapman, HI Bounty Hunter, Arrested on Mexican Warrant--St Rep Ward introduced a non-
binding resolution to today opposing the extradition of Chapman* (v);  wife Beth Chapman*;  Ward has received over 1K 
letters supporting Chapman;  supporters Michelle Fisher* and unnamed*;  over 80 people testified today;  resident Bret 
Pruett* does not support the resolution, saying "If this happened to another bail enforcement agent, would we be having a 
hearing?";  if the resolution passes, it will be mailed to the Mexican govt, US Scty of State Rice and US Pres Bush.  

 

MAR 8 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature/  Bottle Law--St Senate lawmakers have passed a bill to require supermarkets to maintain redemption ctrs (lv-
Pai in Kalihi);  unnamed woman* and unnamed man* favor the measure;  Wal-Mart and Costco are mentioned;  the bill 
now moves to the St House. 

Legislature--A string of St DOE teacher drug arrests has prompted the St Senate to approve a drug testing requirement in 
cases of suspicion of drug abuse (v);  St Sen Hee* says "This bill will make schools safer";  the HSTA has a similar 
proposal. 

 

MAR 16 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The Big Island Press Club awarded the St DOE a Lava Tube Award for its lack of openness, and the Big Island 
newspaper West HI Today was given the Torch of Light Award for investigative reporting;  the awards were part of Natl 
Freedom of Information Day. 

 

MAR 20 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 
 
Legislature--Neighbor island medical professionals spoke at the State Capitol today to discuss the lack of resources for 
doctors (v);  Hilo Medical Center's Dr Lynda Dolan*;  HI Health Systems' Tom Driscol*;  some Maui residents have been 
trying for years to get a 2nd hospital. 

Legislature--Duane "Dog" Chapman was honored at the State Capitol today for his efforts in catching fugitives (v);  son 
Leland Chapman*;  wife Beth Chapman was also honored. 

 

MAR 21 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature-Adult Friends for Youth-AFY representatives visited the State Capitol today to inquire about funds that were 
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scheduled to be given to them to help stem youth gangs, but have yet to be distributed (v);  AFY's Malakai Maumalanga* 
spent time in prison for participating in a drive-by shooting;  he says "In those days violence was not an option, it was a 
way of life";  AFY's Telesia Taotofi*.   

 

MAR 22 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The St DOT gives tips for finding parking at HNL Airport during the busy Spring Break travel season (v), traveler 
Christopher Bonilla*. 

City's Discharge of Sewage into the Ala Wai Canal--The Sierra Club and other environmental groups are urging the City to 
repair sewer lines to avoid a similar spill as its one-year anniversary approaches (v);  SC's Jeff Mikulina* discusses a 
lawsuit against the City. 

Legislature--A St House cmte deferred a bill to make animal cruelty a Class C felony (v). 

Mayor Hannemann attended the March for Meals today to raise awareness about the problem of hunger for many senior 
citizens and the elderly (v);  demonstrator Florencia Gutierrez*;  300 seniors participated;  Meals on Wheels is discussed;  
volunteer Florence Pang Prescott* says "Many of them are really struggling";  300 people are on the Meals on Wheels 
waiting list;  Lanakila Meals on Wheels' Marlena Willette* discusses a lack of funding;  the Legislature isn't mentioned.  
[Simms]/  Lt Gov Aiona also addressed the crowd. 
 

MAR 23 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Kahuku Hospital Closure--The Legislature has passed a bill that will allow the hospital to stay open (v);  the bill now goes 
to Gov Lingle;  St DOH's Dr Chiyome Fukino*. 

 

MAR 25 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The City has given the homeless at Maili Beach Park in Leeward Oahu until Tuesday to leave the area for major cleanup 
and repair in the area (v);  a new homeless shelter is open in Waianae;  some homeless are upset and say the homeless 
shelter is not free;  Mayor Hannemann*. 

US Sen Akaka* hosted in Washington DC today the official roll-out of a book detailing the lives of Americans of Japanese 
Ancestry-AJA linguists during WWII called "Nisei Linguists" by Dr James McNaughton (v);  the book came about through 
joint efforts between Akaka and former WWII veteran US Sen Inouye. 

 

MAR 26 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

US Navy Admiral Timothy Keating* officially took control of the US Pacific Command following a change-of-command 
ceremony today (v);  US Defense Scty Robert Gates* attended;  Keating discussed his objectives. 

 

MAR 27 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

City's Leeward Park Renovations and the Homeless--The City and HPD conducted a homeless sweep at Maili Beach 
Park in Leeward Oahu this morning (lv-Sugimoto in the newsroom);  native Hawn Marlene Anduha* resisted leaving;  
HPD's Michael Moses*;  no one was arrested. 

 

MAR 28 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Mass Transit--The HI Hwy Users Alliance-HHUA protested against the current mass transit plan outside a public meeting 
today at Kapolei Hale (lv-Florino in the newsroom);  the HHUA wants elevated overhead managad lanes to be built 
instead of a fixed rail system;  HonoluluTraffic.com's Cliff Slater*, City DTS' Melvin Kaku*. 

 

MAR 29 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

US Army's WWII Weapons Dumping--The NOAA says military ordnance in waters off of Leeward Oahu poses no threat to 
public safety or marine life (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  NOAA's Michael Overfield(p*);  the ordnance may still be 
explosive. 

 

MAR 30 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature--A group of native Hawns and taro farmers held a protest today at the St Capitol in support of a St Senate bill 
that will ban genetic engineering of taro (v);  activist Walter Ritte*. 
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6:00pm News 

 

JAN 2 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 
City Council--Councilmember Marshall* will replace Councilmember Dela Cruz as City Council Chair (lv-Pai in the 
newsroom);  she voted against rail mass transit;  Mayor Hannemann*;  she also opposes Hannemann's proposal for 
property tax relief;  Councilmember Apo will become Vice Chair and head of the Budget Cmte, replacing Councilmember 
Kobayashi.   
 
Mass Transit--Business have converted their cash registers to include the general excise tax hike, which makes returning 
holiday shopping gifts bought under the old tax rate problematic (lv-Florino in the newsroom);  Pearlridge Center is visited;  
Nicky Shoe's April Cordell*, Hanai Bear's Matt Reynolds*, Razor Concepts' Reimar Muniz*.   

 

JAN 4 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Iraq War--US Sen Inouye called for a timetable for withdrawal from Iraq during a speech in Waikiki today (lv-Pai in the 
newsroom);  he has been suffering from a cold and received treatment at Tripler AMC;  he says "I don't intend to vote... to 
add to the troops in Baghdad.  I think it will just exacerbate the bad situation.  We should figure out some way to leave that 
place with honor";  he supports increasing the size of the military in general, but does not support sending more troops to 
Iraq;  Chamber of Commerce of HI signage is seen;  he says he was treated better when he was wounded in WWII than 
troops today who receive significantly worse injuries.   
 

JAN 5 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Mass Transit--Mayor Hannemann is expected to sign the recently-approved transit bill into law tomw (lv-Pai in the 
newsroom);  the complaints of people who oppose the project are examined;  Makakilo resident Nita Sawyer*;  Kapolei 
and the Univ of HI are mentioned;  Makakilo resident Nathan Soquena* says he would use HI's current mass transit 
system if it were as good as Colorado's;  Makakilo resident Chuck Cullison* doubts people will use the rail system and 
says it's too expensive anyway;  Waianae resident John Tabangcra* says its "kind of ridiculous" that the City bus system 
isn't simply being expanded, because other solutions will "just make more traffic."   

 

JAN 6 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Mass Transit--Mayor Hannemann* signed the mass transit bill into law today at Kapolei Hale (lv-Hillyer on Nimitz Hwy)/  
WEBPOLL--Do you feel mass transit will help relieve traffic on Oahu? (#s), MORE AT 10PM. 
 

JAN 8 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 
The City will provide $1M in grants to 19 non-profit organizations and $1M to improve parks in Waimanalo (fv);  Mayor 
Hannemann says this is compensation for living near the Waimanalo Gulch Landfill. 

 

JAN 10 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Gubernatorial Race--Green Party ex-candidate Jim Brewer* is complaining to the State Campaign Spending Cmsn-SCSC 
that incumbent HI GOP Gov Lingle and HI Democratic Party-HDP challenger Randy Iwase were the only candidates 
invited to a televised debate (fv). 

 

JAN 18 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Legislature--Tax relief and affordable housing proposals are previewed (lv-Pai at the St Capitol);  Kukui Gardens Tenants' 
Assn's Carol Anzai*;  St Rep Shimabukuro* has proposed giving affordable housing developers a 3-year exemption from 
permits and environmental laws;  Gov Lingle proposed returning $100 to most taxpayers;  St Rep Caldwell* says Gov 
Lingle's state budget proposal does not cover the State's expenses.   

 

JAN 19 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The "Let Hon Vote" group is beginning a petition to change the City Charter to require a public vote on all tax changes 
approved by the City Council, like property taxes (v);  petition organizer Paul Smith*;  City Councilmember Djou* supports 
the petition.   

 

JAN 20 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

St DOT Roadwork--The Hon-bound lanes of the Pali Hwy will be closed tonight for tunnel cleaning (lv-Traffic). 
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JAN 22 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Legislature--Gov Lingle's 2007 State of the State Address: Gov Lingle* gave her State of the State Address to lawmakers 
today (v);  she wants HI's state economy to focus on high-technology;  she says the State must continue to fund 
technology programs at the Univ of HI, and she wants to create a $100M HI Innovation Fund;  she also wants to provide 
more affordable housing and to provide a $100 tax rebate to some HI taxpayers;  she wants to make health care more 
affordable by reducing taxes on care providers;  she plans to submit 219 proposals this legislative session and called on 
the Legislature to hold public hearings on all of them.   

Legislature--Gov Lingle's 2007 State of the State Address:  Reaction to Gov Lingle's State of the State Address is 
examined (v);  St Rep Shimabukuro* supports Lingle's affordable housing initiatives;  Kukui Gardens Assn's Carol Anzai*;  
Shimabukuro also supports Lingle's call to shift HI's state economy away from land development;  she does not support 
all of Lingle's tax cut proposals.   

 

JAN 23 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

City Council--Councilmember Kobayashi* will propose tomw a bill that will authorize the City to clean private buildings of 
graffiti tagging if their owners won't clean it themselves (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  Kobayashi mentions the former 
Tower Records store as an abandoned building that the City is currently not authorized to clean;  Manoa resident Nancie 
Caraway*.   

Legislature--St Sen Hee* proposed a bill today to increase penalties for some cruelty to animal cases (lv-Kim in the 
newsroom);  the slaying of Island Air pet pig Porky involving Joseph Calarruda was 1 of 4 recent animal murders;  Kauai 
Humane Society photos are shown;  Hawn Humane Society's Pamela Burns*.   

The US Navy will be allowed to exempt itself from the Marine Mammal Protection Act to conduct underwater sonar 
training (fv). 

 

JAN 24 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

City Council--The Animal Care Foundation is opposing a bill that would require veterinarians to report aggressive animal 
behavior. 

 

JAN 25 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Bottle Law--The St Legislature is considering a bill that will place recycling ctrs at grocery stores (lv-Pai in the newsroom);  
consumer Sylvianne Yee* earned $32 by recycling;  St Sen Menor*;  the St DOH is mentioned;  Menor says residents are 
not recycling enough currently.   

 

JAN 27 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

A successful missile test was conducted on Kauai (v-courtesy DOD);  the Pacific Missile Range Facility-PMRF is not 
mentioned. 

 

JAN 29 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Legislature--The St Senate is considering 2 bills that would try to prevent the closure of the Kahuku Hospital-KH (fv);  1 bill 
would force the State to buy the hospital and assimilate it into the state-run HI Health Systems, and the 2nd would 
appropriate $950K to give to the hospital so it can operate it until a State takeover. 

Govt and private developers broke ground today on a project to extend Kamokila Blvd in Kapolei and alleviate traffic 
congestion in the area (v). 

 

JAN 30 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Mass Transit--Reaction to Mayor Hannemann's route announcement is examined (lv-Pai at the Univ of HI);  ASUH's Grant 
Teichman*;  the route will run from Kapolei to the Ala Moana Ctr;  the route will not initially have spurs to Waikiki and UH.  

 

FEB 1 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Legislature--The St Senate is considering a bill that would give same-sex couples the same benefits as married couples 
(v);  unnamed lesbian couple*;  St Sen Gabbard* opposes the bill, saying "Legalizing civil unions means legalizing 
homosexual marriage... It's an insult to the people of this state."   
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FEB 3 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

US Navy Admiral Timothy Keating has been nominated to be the next head of the US Pacific Command-USPC (fv). 

 

FEB 6 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Legislature--A proposed bill would require the HI Superferry-HSF to complete an environmental impact statement-EIS 
before it can begin services (lv-Pai at Sand Island);  St Rep Morita* says "They're trying to make up the rules as they go 
along";  HSF's Terry O'Halloran*;  the St DOT says HSF has received all its necessary permits;  an EIS would take 
months to complete.   

Disaster Preparedness--Mayor Hannemann* announced today that he wants to create a City Dept of Emergency 
Management, which would replace Oahu Civil Defense-OCD (v). 

 

FEB 7 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Legislature--A new bill would force the State to build a new stadium along the proposed mass transit route in West Oahu 
to replace Aloha Stadium-AS (lv-Pai at AS):  US Rep Abercrombie supports the bill;  2007 NFL Pro Bowl fans Malia 
Surell*, Allen Nakano* and Gary Evora* all support the bill;  the St DLNR opposes the bill.   

 

FEB 8 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Mayor Hannemann announced today that the City will sell its 12 affordable rental housing projects, beginning with the 
Kulana Nani Apartments in Kaneohe (v), Hannemann says prospective buyers would have to guarantee the units would 
remain affordable rentals;  he also wants to help low income renters by giving them a one-time $150 tax credit. 

 
FEB 10 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

US Presidential Race--Reactions from Punahou School teachers and classmates to Illinois US Sen Obama's presidential 
candidacy announcement are surveyed (v);  teachers Pal Eldredge* and Eric Kusunoki*, b-ball teammates Dan Hale* and 
Allan Lum*.   

 

FEB 13 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Mass Transit--The route proposed by Mayor Hannemann would connect the Univ of HI-West Oahu campus, UH-LCC and 
UH-HCC (fv);  the route was approved today by a City Council cmte;  ASUH Pres Grant Teichman* says "The emphasis 
should be on Manoa, because Manoa has over 27K commuters";  unnamed official* says "We have to start somewhere 
within the budget." 

 

FEB 20 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Legislature--US Sen Akaka and St Sen Hooser today urged HI residents to file their tax returns and to take advantage of 
the earned income tax credit (v);  Akaka plans to reintroduce the Tax Payer Abuse Preventative Act when he returns to 
Congress. 

 

FEB 21 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Mass Transit--US Rep Abercrombie told the City Council that federal funding would be jeopardized if it did not make a 
final decision on a route today (lv-Pai at Hon Hale);  the CC considered 3 routes and rejected all of them;  it will meet 
again on Tuesday to consider a 4th route from Kapolei to the Ala Moana Ctr that runs through Salt Lake rather than past 
HNL Airport;  this route was proposed by Councilmember Okino*, who says "Nobody is saying that we will not go to the 
Univ of HI-Manoa.  That is a must";  Mayor Hannemann* says "As far as I'm concerned, it's pau.  The decision is made, 
and therefore we have an MOS";  Councilmember Djou* says "Switching this route further solidifies that you simply cannot 
trust the administration.  That they will change the numbers, they will change the calculations to fit whatever political 
needs they so demand." 
 

FEB 22 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 
Mayor Hannemann's 2007 State of the City Speech--Mayor Hannemann* discussed curbside recycling in his speech 
today (lv-Dashefsky and Pai at Kewalo Basin);  Hannemann's proposal would replace 1 of the current 2 weekly City 
garbage pick-ups with a curbside recycling pick-up;  residents can still get 2 trash pick-ups per week if they pay $10 per 
month;  Hannemann plans to hold public hearings in March and April.   

Mayor Hannemann's 2007 State of the City Speech--Mayor Hannemann* announced today during his speech that his 
2008 City Budget will contain a sewer fee increase (lv-Dashefsky in the newsroom);  the City will spend more on the 
sewer system in the next 3 years than it has in the previous 10. 
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Mayor Hannemann's 2007 State of the City Speech--Mass Transit: Mayor Hannemann* also discussed mass transit 
during his speech today (lv-Dashefsky at Kewalo Basin and Uyeno at HNL Airport);  the City Council-CC will vote on a 
route on Tuesday that does not include a stop at HNL Airport;  resident Lori Daniels* says "I was disappointed" by the 
Council's decision to move the route into Salt Lake instead;  Salt Lake resident Steven Miyamoto* says "If you run it 
through Salt Lake, you have the majority of the working people around here";  an HNL Airport stop could still be added to 
the line, as could a stop at the Univ of HI-Manoa. 

Gov Lingle released $1.7M to make improvements to the H-1 Fwy's Kinau Street off-ramp near QMC (lv-Dashefsky at 
Kewalo Basin). 

 

FEB 24 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Legislature--A proposed bill would allow employers to use a saliva drug tests, which is far less invasive than a urine test 
(v);  St Sen Hee*, Pacific Resource Partnership's Kyle Chock*. 

 
Legislature--A proposed bill would cut St DOE funding to organizations that teach only 1 form of birth control (v);  
organizations that teach both contraception and abstinence would continue to receive funding;  Planned Parenthood HI 
and Try Wait both oppose the bill 

 

FEB 26 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Mass Transit--The City Council will vote tomw on a final route proposal (lv-Dashefsky at the Ala Moana Ctr);  a 5th route 
has been proposed, which will head through Salt Lake and end at the Univ of HI instead of the Ala Moana Ctr. 

Mass Transit--The Univ of HI route was voted down in the City Council last week after experts said it would not be cost 
effective (lv-Pai at the Univ of HI and Dashefsky at the Ala Moana Ctr);  Manoa small business owner Karim Hammani* 
hopes the City adds a transit stop in the neighborhood;  student Joey Trisolini*.  

Legislature--A bill that would approve the Gardasil Human Papilloma Virus-HPV vaccine is currently stalled (fv). 

US Rep Hirono plans to introduce bills that will grant benefits to Filipino WWII veterans and immigration visas for their 
families. 

 

FEB 27 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Mass Transit--The City Council has approved a final route from Kapolei to the Ala Moana Ctr and through Salt Lake rather 
than past HNL Airport (lv-Dashefsky on Nimitz Hwy). 

Mass Transit--Councilmembers Apo, Garcia, Cachola*, Okino and Tam voted in favor of the route (lv-Dashefsky on Nimitz 
Hwy and Pai at Hon Hale);  Mayor Hannemann*;  City planners say a route to the Univ of HI-Manoa would not have been 
cost effective;  UH student president Grant Teichman* says "If it doesn't go to UH Manoa, then it isn't a traffic solution";  
Councilmember Djou* says "I believe we are turning this major mistake into a gross mistake by failing to include the Univ 
of HI in the initial operating segment";  both HNL Airport and UH may be added to the transit system when money 
becomes available.   

St DOT Roadwork--Maui and Kauai also have traffic congestion problems (lv-Dashefsky on Nimitz Hwy);  2 hwys on 
Kauai may soon be widened;  Kapaa resident Gary Dias* says "You have to stay in traffic, and all sorts of things go 
through your mind.  You want to kill something";  Kauai Councilmember Rapozo would like to turn some cane haul roads 
into commuter roads. 

Mass Transit--The City Council has approved a final route from Kapolei to the Ala Moana Ctr and through Salt Lake rather 
than past HNL Airport (lv-Dashefsky on Nimitz Hwy). 

 

FEB 28 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

TALK STORY--Mass Transit: Many Oahu residents spend more time commuting than they spend with their families (lv-
Dashefsky at Cycle City);  Kaneohe resident Matt Keyser* says "It feels like the mainland";  Fed Ex signage is seen;  the 
St DOT says there is an average of 240K cars on Oahu roads every day;  Oahu hwy capacity is only 15.6K cars per hour;  
the Univ of HI morning rush hour is compared to the summer morning rush hour;  the number of registered vehicles 
increased 20% between 1998 and 2005;  the number of registered cars in HI is nearly equal to the number of residents 
statewide, including children;  Windward resident Vicky Fullard Leo*;  Keyser says he would use the mass transit system.   

TALK STORY--Mass Transit: The proposed fixed guidway route is featured (lv-Lum at Cycle City and Pai at the Ala 
Moana Ctr);  it will start at the Univ of HI-West Oahu campus, and will have stops at Pearl Highlands and Aloha Stadium 
before entering Salt Lake, but bypass HNL Airport;  it will have 3 stops on Dillingham Blvd before entering Downtown, and 
will have other stops in Hon before arriving at the Ala Moana Ctr;  the City estimates 95K residents will use the route 
every day by the year 2030;  however, this assessment was written for the HNL Airport route, and has not yet been 
revised for the new Salt Lake route;  Mayor Hannemann's proposed City budget includes $84M for mass transit.   

 
TALK STORY--Mass Transit: The Ewa commute is explored (lv-Lum at Cycle City and Uyeno in Mapunapuna);  Ewa 
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resident Alicia Maluafiti* leaves her house at 6am, but traffic is already at its peak;  Maluafiti complains about drivers 
stopping in the middle of intersections during red lights;  it takes her 20 minutes to get to Fort Weaver Road and another 
10 minutes to get out of Ewa;  she hits traffic congestion in Waikele and at Middle Street, and arrives at her destination 
downtown at 8:15am;  she says that due to the ongoing population boom, the St DOT roadwork project to widen Fort 
Weaver Road will only provide temporary relief;  she says the 2-hour commute she faces every day is "A complete waste 
of my time";  today's commute featured no stalled vehicles and no accidents, which could have added 30 minutes to the 
commute for each such incident;  Maluafiti doesn't say if she would use the proposed new transit system.   
 
TALK STORY--Mass Transit: The Wikiki Ferry service will begin in May (lv-Dashefsky at Cycle City);  it used to be run by 
the State, but will now be run by the City, which intends to seamlessly integrate it with the City bus system;  the system 
will start at Kalaeloa Harbor and terminate at the Aloha Tower Marketplace. 

TALK STORY--Mass Transit: Possible traffic congestion solutions are featured (lv-Lum at Cycle City and Makaula in the 
newsroom);  the H-1 and H-2 Fwy merge and Middle Street merge both routinely face traffic delays;  the DOT may add a 
4th lane to the H-1 Fwy, but the DOT's Brennon Morioka* says it could cost $40M-50M and talks about other St DOT 
roadwork projects;  the Kinau exit and Punahou offramp also face routine traffic delays.  [Makaula] 

 

MAR 2 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Legislature--A proposed bill would provide $3M to improve pedestrian safety (lv-Uyeno in Kalihi);  elderly pedestrian Lillian 
Foster*, St Sen Baker*;  each county would receive $200K to make local improvements, and $1M would be used to 
change traffic light timing to give elderly pedestrians enough time to cross the road.   

 

MAR 5 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

City's Kalanianaole Hwy Sewage Project near Niu Valley--The above-ground sewer pipe is slowly being removed (v);  Niu 
Valley resident Matt Tongg* says "It's about time";  Niu Valley resident Kim*;  KFC's Miki Travis* says her franchise has 
lost 20% of its revenue due to the project, but she says the City was very helpful during the process and kept her well-
informed.   
 

MAR 6 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Legislature--Several proposed pedestrian safety bills are examined (lv-Lum and Pai on the corner of Beretania Street and 
Punchbowl Street);  one bill calls for a study to determine whether City traffic lights give elderly pedestrians enough time 
to cross the street;  St Rep Caldwell*;  another bill would remind drivers that they must yield to pedestrians waiting at a 
crosswalk.   

The St DOT pedestrian safety tips are posted (lv-Lum at the corner of Beretania Street and Punchbowl Street). 

The St DOT says it plans to schedule an investigation into illegal garbage dumping along the H-3 Fwy (v). 

 

MAR 8 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Legislature/ Bottle Law--A proposed bill would require large retailers to have recycling stations, which would be open at 
least 35 hours per week (lv-Pai at Foodland);  recycler Jenn Brown*;  Wal-Mart and Costco are mentioned;  resident Paul 
Hamilton*;  the bill also requires recycling centers to count recycled material instead of simply weighing it.   

Legislature--The St Senate approved a bill today that will require testing for St DOE teachers (fv);  St Sen Hee* says "This 
bill will make schools safer";  HSTA's own drug testing proposal is similar. 
 

MAR 9 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 
The St DCCA's Office of Consumer Protection has opened an investigation after 39 boxes containing personal financial 
information about hundreds of residents that were dumped in a recycling bin in East Oahu (lv-Pai in the newsroom);  
Pacific Business News-PBN editor Jim Kelly* found and collected the boxes before a thief could find them;  resident 
Stephen Marn has reported that he held on to the documents 6 years after his unnamed real estate company closed, and 
believed that was long enough to satisfy legal requirements;  he therefore hired a handyman to pick up the boxes and 
take them to the dump;  he allegedly claimed he did not know about the new State identity theft law.   

MAR 15 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The State dedicated a new homeless shelter in Waianae today (lv-Dashefsky at the Next Step Transitional Shelter in 
Kakaako);  Maili homeless person Mildred* says the shelter at Barbers Point was too much "like a prison";  shelter 
resident Sandra Lee*;  the shelter is currently 20% full;  Gov Lingle plans to add $128M in funding for homeless issues 
soon. 

 

MAR 19 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Legislature--Legislators are considering 2 proposed pedestrian safety bills (lv-Kim on Ala Moana Blvd);  the 1st would 
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require drivers to stop for pedestrians in a crosswalk and bans pedestrians from crossing in front of cars without leaving 
enough room for them to stop;  the 2nd bill would appropriate funding to study intersection signal timing for elderly 
pedestrians;  both bills passed the St Senate Transportation Cmte today;  the AARP supports the 2nd bill;  accident victim 
Junior Buenconsejo*.   

 

MAR 20 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Legislature--A proposed bill would "localize the decision-making process" for neighbor island healthcare providers (lv-Lum 
at Pet's Discount in Salt Lake);  Hilo Medical Center's Lynda Dolan*;  HI Health Systems-HHS' Tom Driscol* says the bill 
will just create more bureaucracy;  HHS' Robert Valencia*.  

 

MAR 21 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Kahuku Hospital Closure--A proposed bill in the Legislature passed the St Senate Health Cmte today (fv). 

City's Discharge of Sewage into the Ala Wai Canal--The discharge occurred approximately 1 year ago (lv-Uyeno at Magic 
Island);  the emergency sewage bypass line installation project is updated;  City's Craig Nishimura*;  the new pipes are 
expected to last until after 2100.   
 
Legislature--Youth gang violence is noticeably increasing at St DOE schools (v);  Adult Friends for Youth-AFY held a rally 
at the State Capitol today to ask lawmakers about getting back funds that were taken away from the program (v);  AFY's 
Malakai Maumalanga* says he was a gang member until he was 25. 

 

MAR 23 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

St Atty General Mark Bennett* and US Atty Ed Kubo* announced the launch of Project Safe Childhood to crack down on 
child pornographers and internest sexual predatros (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  10 men were indicted on such charges;  
electronic enticement is discussed;  City Pros Carlisle is seen.   

Kahuku Hospital Closure--The Legislature today passed a bill to provide emergency funding to keep the hospital open (v);  
St DOH's Dr Chiyome Fukino*;  the bill now goes to Gov Lingle. 
 

MAR 24 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

City's Discharge of Sewage into the Ala Wai Canal--Today is the 1st anniversary of the discharge (lv-Florino on Ala 
Moana Blvd);  reactions of area residents are examined;  Waikiki Yacht Club canoe paddler Lorna Laaloa* says "We lost 
quite a few paddlers" due to the discharge;  surfer Akila Takabayashi* says he still avoids the contaminated area because 
the water still looks "a little different", and also smells differently.   

 

MAR 26 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

US Navy Admiral Timothy Keating* officially took charge of the US Pacific Command today (lv-Lum in Waikiki);  US 
Defense Scty Robert Gates* and Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman Peter Pace attended the ceremony at Camp Smith;  
Keating was at the Pentagon during the Sept 11th terrorist attacks.   

 

MAR 27 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

City's Leeward Park Renovations and the Homeless--Homeless residents at Maili Beach Park were evicted at 8am this 
morning (v);  homeless person Marlene Anduha* refused to leave and had to be escorted out by HPD;  HPD's Michael 
Moses*;  no arrests were made;  the park will now be closed overnight.   

The St DLNR plans to privatize the parking lot at the Ala Wai Boat Harbor (v);  2 possible plans are examined;  surfers are 
opposed to paying for parking;  surfer Aki Pago* says it's not fair to charge for parking there but not at other beaches;  a 
public hearing will be held at the Ilikai Hotel tomw. 

Harmony Air announced today that it will end its current flight services between HNL Airport and Canada on April 9th (fv);   

 

MAR 28 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The St DLNR is considering 2 proposals that would end free parking at the Ala Wai Boat Harbor-AWBH (lv-Dashefsky at 
the AWBH);  the first plan would be to manage parking, but keep it free for recreational users;  the 2nd proposal would 
manage all spaces, and require everybody to pay for more than 3 hours of stall use;  DLNR's Ed Underwood* says "We're 
nowhere near finalizing what's going to happen";  surfer Natsumi Tamura* says "I come to this beach because it's free 
parking";  a public meeting is being held at the Ilikai Hotel. 

Mass Transit--Protests were held by the HI Hwy Users Alliance today in favor of elevated overhead toll lanes instead of a 
fixed rail system (lv-Florino in the newsroom);  HonoluluTraffic.com's Cliff Slater*;  a City study shows that traffic 
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congestion will be worse in 2030 with or without a fixed guideway mass transit system;  City DTS' Melvin Kaku* says the 
elevated managed lanes are "not a viable alternative";  Slater says "They're in love with trains, and it's what we call a 
faith-based initiative";  Slater says there is no city in the US where a fixed guideway transit system has worked.   

The City Council Budget Cmte considered 10 proposals to reduce City property taxes today (lv-Dashefsky at the Ala Wai 
Boat Harbor);  2 were passed to public hearings, while the other 8 were deferred;  Tax Foundation of HI's Lowell Kalapa* 
recommends cuts to Mayor Hannemann's proposed City budget. 

 

MAR 29 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

US Army's WWII Weapons Dumping--NOAA surveys off of the Waianae Coast that were conducted last June did not find 
anything harmful (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  survey chief Michael Overfield(p*) says "This observation suggests that 
little contamination of the Ordnance Reef area is derived from discarded military munitions";  US Army's JC King(p*);  no 
clean-up is planned for the munitions. 

 

MAR 30 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The US Navy's USS Carl Vincent will not be homeported at Pearl Harbor (fv). 

Legislature--100 people protested at the State Capitol today in favor of a bill that would ban genetic engineering of taro 
(v);  activist Walter Ritte*;  Univ of HI's Kevin Kelly*;  genetic engineering could help fight the spread of a crop disease in 
the South Pacific;  HI Agriculture Research Center's Stephanie Whalen* says "We are at great risk to have this disease 
come to HI."   

 

MAR 30 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Operation Crushed Ice, HPD Undercover Crystal Meth Drug Arrests in Kalihi--Akepo Lane residents voice relief after the 
arrests (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  resident Rosario Edquid*, Sweet Leilani Florist's Frances Ochoa*;  HPD's Kurt 
Kendro* says they will keep the area drug free. 

MAR 31 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

US Presidential Race--Illinois US Sen Obama broadcast a speech today on the Internet (lv-Florino in the newsroom);  
house parties were held to watch the webcast in 9 HI locations;  HawaiiForObama.org's Brian Schatz*, HI Obama 
supporter David Fry*;  today's events were set up as part of the HI For Obama campaign.   

 

 

 
 
 
 

10:00pm News 

 

JAN 3 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

US Rep Elect Hirono will be sworn in tomw into the US House of Representatives along with others in Washington DC (v), 
network soundbite. 

 
JAN 6 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Mass Transit:  Mayor Hannemann, Kapolei  +  NEW REPORT:  More of Hanneman's speech is heard (lv-Hillyer in the 
newsroom);  bus rider Katherine Victor*, moped rider Will Riley*;  the plan also includes an expanded bus system and a 
ferry from West Oahu to Hon;  unnamed man* doesn't like the ferry because it "sounds too old";  bus rider Lei Asato*.  
[Hillyer]/  WEBPOLL--Do you feel mass transit will help relieve traffic on Oahu? (#s);  of 103 responders, 67% say "No, it 
is a waste of money." 

 

JAN 10 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Iraq War: Pres Bush announced that he is deployeing 20K more troops to Iraq (v), network report by Steve Handelsman  
+  LOCAL ANGLE--Some local retired military residents gave their opinion on Pres Bush's speech tonight (lv-Drewes in 
the newsroom) Bud Williams*, who is retired Navy, says that "He's calling up troops that are already on duty, and he's 
commander in chief, if he thinks we need it, we should go along with it";  Rick Nelson*, who is retired Air Force, also 
supports Bush;  an unnamed veteran* says that he would reconsider his support of Pres Bush's position if the situation 
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continues as it is;  Nick Sporic*, who is retired Air Force, says he definitely supports the troops, but thinks they should be 
out of Iraq, one unnamed army soldier* voiced support of Ehren Watada, the HI-born army officer, who refuses to deploy.   

 

JAN 23 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 
 
US Pres Bush’s 2007 State of the Union Address--Bush gave his State of the Union address today, touching on global 
warming, health care, and most notably, the Iraq War (v), network report by Steve Handelsman  +  LOCAL ANGLE: US 
Sen Inouye(p*) says "We're going to give Pres Bush's proposals a fair shake, but at the outset, I must say that some of his 
suggestions just don't balance out";  US Sen Akaka(p*) said that we did not learn anything new about Bush's plans in Iraq, 
and objected to "Sending 20K more troops without any measurable goals and a timetable for achieving those goals does 
not improve our chances for success." 

JAN 30 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

US Army's HI Stryker Brigade--The US Army continues to push for a Stryker Brigade in HI, and tonight held a meeting in 
Nuuanu to collect public opinion (lv-Drewes in the newsroom), Army Environmental Command's Bob DiMichele* says the 
purpose of this style of public meetings is to collect public opinion to include in the environmental impact statements-EIS 
written on the potential impact of a Stryker Brigade;  concerned citizen Jim Haley*;  concerned resident Kyle Kajihiro* says 
"this is not a forum, this is not a dialogue".  [Drewes]/  There will be additional public meetings the next three nights in 
Haleiwa, then on the Big Island;  the supplemental EIS is expected to be completed in the fall of 2007. 

 

FEB 8 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Gov Lingle unveiled a new plan to deal with homelessness on the Leeward Coast of Oahu today (lv-L Kim in the 
newsroom);  some residents remain skeptical of Lingle's new plans for a homeless shelter in Waianae, which is set to 
open this spring;  homeless Maili resident Yvonne Lowe* explains how she and her family ended up living on the beach;  
Lowe was one of the people in attendance tonight for Gov Lingle's community meeting, but still feels that the only true 
solution is truly affordable housing.  

 

FEB 14 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

The City will present the HI Bicycling League with a $150K grant during a ceremony at Kaimiloa Elem School (v);  last 
year, voters approved a City Charter amendment to become more bicycle friendly;  the league will use the money toward 
bicycle safety programs for students at St DOE schools;  league member and dentist Kristie Schulenberg*. 

City's Kalanianaole Hwy Sewage Project near Niu Valley--Crews wrapped up work on the new sewer line earlier than 
expected (fv);  the pipe still needs to be tested. 

 

FEB 17 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

US Sen Akaka(p*) voted in favor of a resolution denouncing US Pres Bush's Iraq War "sustained surge" troop deployment 
plan, but it fell 4 votes short of the 60 it needed to pass (fv). 

 

FEB 22 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Legislature/  Smoking Ban--Some bar owners testified tonight to get lawmakers to rethink the ban (lv-Hillyer at the Sand 
Island Sports Club);  they want lawmakers to create a new liquor license that would allow bar owners to decide whether or 
not to allow smoking in their establishment;   the St House Judiciary Cmte decided to not vote on the measure, which may 
mean the proposal may not survive this year's session;  Pigskins bar owner Lance Gomes* allows smoking in his bar 
because he says the new law was negatively affecting his business;  ban opponent Kawika Crowley*;  Coalition for 
Tobacco Free HI's Deborah Zysman* discusses the dangers of second hand smoke.   

 

FEB 27 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Mass Transit--Univ of HI students and Salt Lake residents react to the City Council's decision to approve a route from 
Kapolei to Ala Moana via Salt Lake and bypassing HNL Airport and UH-Manoa (lv-Drewes in Manoa);  Salt Lake residents 
Sammy Baurile*, Nanita Andrada-Jose* and Tony Agao*;  UH students Katrina Menor* and Gerald Penaflor* are 
disappointed and say the system would helped the campus re parking and high gasoline prices.   

St DOT Roadwork--Maui and Kauai traffic congestion problems  +  NEW REPORT--The neighbor islands are also 
suffering from congestion on the roadways (v);  the St DOT's $316M Kauai  road improvement project includes plans to 
widen Kaumualii Hwy and Kuhio Hwy and adding more lanes along the Wailua Bridge;  the decade-long project is set to 
begin this summer;  Kapaa resident Gary Dias* says traffic has been a problem for 10 years and his world around it;  
unnamed resident*;  Kauai Councilmember Mel Rapozo* also wants to stagger work schedules.  [Ako]/  Transportation for 
this report was provided by NCL America;  KHNL's Talk Story special tomw at Cycle City re transportation is promoted. 
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MAR 5 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

AMC Cmdr Maj Gen Carla Hawley Bowland*/  In light of the recent investigation into poor conditions and poor treatment at 
the military's Walter Reed Army Medical Ctr in Washington DC, treatment at Tripler AMC is examined (lv-Hillyer in the 
newsroom); Army Special Forces soldier Tim Friedrich*, who was injured while deployed, discusses his treatment at 
Tripler AMC, which he calls "first class";  he feels he received the best medical attention;  his hospital room is equipped 
with a refrigerator, TV, DVD player and microwave;  he will be forced to retire due to his injury.   

MAR 12 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 
 
Admiral William Fallon relinquished leadership of the US Pacific Command-USPC in a ceremony at Camp Smith (p);  he 
will now head the US Central Command, which oversees the War on Terror;  Lt Gen Daniel Leaf will take over until a new 
USPC commander is confirmed by the US Senate. 

 

MAR 19 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Legislature--Lawmakers consider 2 pedestrian safety bills  +  NEW REPORT--Both bills passed with minor changes 
through a St Senate Cmte this afternoon (v);  the 1st would require drivers to stop for pedestrians in a crosswalk and bans 
pedestrians from crossing in front of cars without leaving enough room for them to stop;  the 2nd bill would appropriate 
funding to study intersection signal timing for elderly pedestrians;  ax victim Junior Buenconsejo*;  AARP's Barbara Kim 
Stanton*.  [Kim]/  Fines are noted. 

 

MAR 20 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Legislature/ Copper Thefts--Bill proposes to make it difficult for thieves to sell copper to scrap dealers: Schnitzer Steel  

 

MAR 25 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

City's Maili Beach Park Closure Displaces the Homeless  +  NEW REPORT--Homeless have until Tuesday to move from 
the park, but some refuse to leave (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  homeless Alice Greenwood* has moved to the Waianae 
shelter;  she believes there may be a standoff at the beach on Tuesday;  Mayor Hannemann*.   

 

MAR 26 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

City's Leeward Park Renovations and the Homeless--Tomw is the deadline for the homeless to vacate Maili Beach Park 
as City crews begin renovation and cleanup work there (lv-Drewes in the newsroom);  some homeless refuse to leave;  
some don't want to go to the new Waianae homeless shelter because they will have to leave their pets and belongings 
behind;  some say the beach is their only home;  homeless people Brennen Balancio* and Marlene Anduha*. 

 

MAR 27 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

St DLNR proposes to privatize parking at Ala Wai Boat Harbor   +  NEW REPORT--The State plans to privatize the 
parking lot at the Ala Wai Boat Harbor (lv-Drewes in the newsroom);  competition between surfers, fishermen and 
employees in the area has the state looking at 2 possible plans;  surfers Kent Ragan* and James Kalinger*;  a public 
hearing will be held at the Ilikai Hotel tomw.  

 

MAR 28 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

St DLNR's Ala Wai Harbor parking fee proposal  +  NEW REPORT--A public meeting was held at the Ilikai Hotel tonight 
(v);  2 options were discussed;  the St DLNR says the fee is to ensure safety in the area and generate revenue to maintain 
facilities; 2 unnamed*;  St DLNR's Ed Underwood*.   

 

MAR 29 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Brown Tree Snake  +  NEW REPORT--The reptile critter runs rampant on Guam and without the funding for the US Fish 
and Wildlife Service, inspectors on Guam who inspect cargo enroute to HI will be out of a job and HI may be in danger (lv-
Hillyer in the newsroom);  alien pest monitor Christy Martin* says the program is supported by the US DOD as a 
Congressional add-on, but US Congress has ruled no add-ons this year;  US Abercrombie says he will work to re-program 
money;  US Sen Inouye is seen.   
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PROGRAM:   THINK ABOUT IT 

 

DATE/TIME AIRED:  Mondays, 6:30pm 

Tuesdays, 6:00am and 5:30pm 

Wednesdays, 7:00am and 6:30pm 

Thursdays, 6:00am and 5:30pm 

Fridays, 7:00am 

(See scripts for exact dates.) 

 

DURATION:   60 – 90 seconds 

 

SUMMARY/SCRIPT: 

 

Plenty To Do          January 29, 2007 (Editorial # 1) 
 

With the words from the Governor last week about the state of our state, and with the 

legislature back in session, the annual game is on to see what truly gets done this year on the 

government front in Hawaii. Taking care of the homeless, building our educational 

backbone, handling tax issues for individuals and property owners- these are just some of the 

issues that need to be not only addressed, but resolved in some way this year.  

 

Maybe giving $ 100 or $ 25 back to people as a one-time rebate is too much. Maybe some of 

that money could buy books or air-conditioning for under-served schools, food or shelter for 

the truly needy. Maybe changes in medical insurance will be put in place. A lot of broad 

themes and issues needing resolution came up in the State of the State speech.  

 

Ask around, people are tired of partisanship locally and nationally, and they should be. It 

leads to apathy, cynicism, distrust, and more rhetoric. Doing something concrete must be the 

new reality and mandate, rather than simply pontificating for the media and aspiring suck-

ups. We all need words and hope to result in strong action on many fronts this time around. 

Think about it… 

 

 

Ho Hum         January 31, 2007 (Editorial # 2)  
 

It’s fascinating to look at the local style philosophy of not making waves, not sticking out 

and not stepping up.  A friend of mine who grew up here clued me in when he said how 

when his generation grew up here, you were to be seen and not heard.  His father’s 

generation did not believe that speaking up too loudly or vociferously was prudent or 

dignified.  

 

Hence the local way is often to complain amongst the brethren while avoiding the glare and 

discomfort of the spotlight.  Unfortunately, in the real world sometimes the spotlight is the 

only place to accomplish what  must be done- when things don’t change, when education 

doesn’t get better, when traffic issues arise and frustrate us but then pass quickly without 

change because nobody takes action.  You think? 
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It’s easier to sit back and complain to friends, co-workers, and family. Going forward takes 

time and it takes moxie; it takes speaking up and speaking out, and we don’t tend to reward 

that locally. Stay in line, go with the flow, worry about it tomorrow, not my problem, you 

know the routine. OK, got it. But maybe this legislative session we can stop the whining and 

start the winning by taking action, by massing our forces to talk to the people who can 

impact traffic, who can re-create a better model for educational development in a place with 

unique problems and issues. Perhaps we can force immediate action to attack homelessness, 

to suggest where excess tax revenue goes now. 

 

Or else, we can continue to simply complain to each other, which we do quite well, thus 

ensuring that the powers that be never hear from their bosses- you and I. Think about it… 

 

No Road Kill          February 5, 2007 (Editorial # 1) 
 

The State of Hawaii has now suggested building a toll road from Kapolei to Honolulu to 

supplement the city of Honolulu’s rail system. Somehow, the thought of paying to run our 

cars on roads that already exist (like the HOV or “zipper” lane) doesn’t seem to be a fair use 

of our roadways and taxpayer money on first glance. A double-decker lane for through traffic 

into town by the airport and Nimitz Highway is an idea we’ve heard about before, and will 

probably hear about again, and it might be the best answer. 

 

Right now, it’s all a lot of talk, and one can only hope that concrete decisions, literally 

“concrete”, are formulated and worked out before our grandchildren listen to this same 

discussion 20-years from now. A thorough survey of what works and doesn’t work in other 

metropolitan areas is certainly a good place to start before funds are allocated and 

politician’s legacies are drawn up. 

 

At this point in time, it looks like people in power are asking for public comment and trying 

to expedite the projects that will affect all of our intra-island travels in the years to come. 

And that’s great. Let’s not get de-railed or let egos get in the way of a necessary fix, soon. 

Think about it… 

 

Coming Together          February 12, 2007 (Editorial # 1) 
 

Did it ever occur to you that our legislature is a lot like the Pro Bowl... a bunch of people 

from different places, coming together to try and work as a team to accomplish a number of 

goals.  Legislators wear different hats, football all-stars wear different helmets, but their 

relative success is measured by what they accomplish as a group, putting egos and personal 

differences aside to focus on the big issues, play after play, day after day. 

 

So then why do our local legislators annually feel obligated to throw in any and every idea 

that floats their way? Is it really necessary to put a bill into play, and then disassociate 

yourself from it by saying, “oh, that came from a constituent”, or “I was just doing someone 

a favor”. A private plane? A stadium further out of town? Spare us the political pandering, 
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stop wasting time and space. Let’s see if we can solve the big issues, and then we can deal 

with manini stuff.  

 

Have you got a concern or question about legislative ideas being floated about? Then contact 

your legislator now before some of this extraneous stuff kills more trees as the paperwork 

piles up. Think about it… 

 

Super Silly          February 19, 2007 (Editorial # 1) 
 

What is up with the continuing badgering of the Hawaii Superferry? The soon-to-be here 

ship has handled state and federal lawsuit attempts regarding an environmental impact 

statement, but now some state senators are dredging up the thought to require an 

environmental study… again! At least the State House had the sense to kill such an idea 

before it gained momentum. 

 

We have more cruise ships, boats, and barges floating around our docks, harbors, and waters 

than ever before, so is there really some ulterior motive or plot to deny access to this single 

new Neighbor Island transportation link? Are there other business entities behind the scenes 

in this last-ditch effort to sink the Superferry’s chances of docking for business by 

summertime? Concerns about dirty cars and alien species? OK, then what about local people 

flying for 50-years with dirty slippers or sailing with various items? And we wonder why 

more businesses don’t find Hawaii inviting? 

 

So let’s be reasonable here. This floating venture has passed myriad legal tests again and 

again, and it deserves a fair shot at running a viable business. For all those still complaining, 

yes, make sure the business complies with the rules and lives up to its promises, but let it go 

for now. You’ve missed the boat. Think about it… 

 

The Business of Government    February 28 2007 (# 2)  
 

The price of government always seems to go up. People are asked to pay more for school 

services, sewer upgrades, recycling programs, gasoline taxes, park maintenance, rapid transit 

or fixed-guideway or rail systems- whatever it may be- etc, etc. Maybe we’ll get a tax credit 

for family members or home ownership once in a while, but we understand that maintaining 

or improving things invariably costs money. 

 

OK, but the other side of the equation is that government must be held accountable for its 

accounting. Government truly is big business, and must run itself efficiently and wisely. 

Simply charging the customers- that’s us, folks- every time something comes up makes sense 

only as long as all facets of the government system are working in fiscal harmony. Are all 

areas performing effectively, is there accountability based on performance, or do people 

simply have to show up every day? That’s what the private sector asks every day- are 

employees contributing to the betterment of the organization and its co-workers, or do people 

believe that they are owed a job?  
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When people and systems work in harmony and truly make positive, pro-active efforts, 

businesses have a good chance to grow. Government at all levels should be held to the same 

level of expectation. Yes, things do cost more over time, in many facets of life. But let’s 

make sure the efficiency is there before we all get asked to pay more time after time. Think 

about it… 

 

 

 

 

 

PROGRAM:    MEET THE PRESS 

 

DATE AIRED:  Various (See scripts for exact dates.) 

 

TIME/DURATION:  60 Minutes 

 

SUMMARY/SCRIPT: 
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HEALTH, Education and resources available. 

 

Local News (Morning) 
 
JAN 1 
EVERY YEAR, PEOPLE IN HAWAII AND ACROSS THE COUNTRY MAKE NEW YEARS 
RESOLUTIONS TO LOOSE WEIGHT. AND WITH A LITTLE CHANGE TO YOUR EXERCISE 
ROUTINE, YOU CAN PREVENT WEIGHT GAIN.. KHNL NEWS EIGHTS DIANE AKO HAS 
SOME TIPS. 
HONOLULU CLUB PILATES TEACHER AND FITNESS MODEL DANA HERSHMAN HAS 
COME TO RECOGNIZE A TREND IN GYM ENROLLMENTS. 
"most people, their resolution is to get fit and be healthy. That means signing up at the gym or a 
workout program." 
IN HER DECADE WORKING IN THE FITNESS FIELD, SHE'S NOTICED A SPIKE IN 
MEMBERSHIP AT THIS TIME OF YEAR. 
"our membership has gone up in January."  
"then usually a couple months later it drops off. People aren't as consistent in class or private 
sessions." 
ONE COMMON MISTAKE, SHE SAYS, IS OVERDOING IT. 
"lot of people think that you go hardcore, extreme diet and exercise, will get you in a sense fit. But 
fitness is a lifelong commitment." 
CONSISTENCY IS KEY. 
"Has to be a daily habit. Whether it's food, exercise, and the exercise doesn't have to be 
hardcore. It can be walking or stretching, anything to keep your body moving and supple and 
flexible." 
SHE ALSO RECOMMENDS EXERCISING YOUR SOUL! 
"I even recommend meditative work where you're internally focusing on yourself because I feel 
that's part of fitness too." 
A SMALL CHANGE- BUT IN A YEAR, IT COULD ADD UP TO A BIG DIFFERENCE! 
 
JAN 3 
TOPPING THIS MORNINGS HAWAII HEALTHCAST.  A NEW STUDY SHOWS  HEAVY 
COUGHING AND PHLEGM COULD BE EARLY MARKERS FOR CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE 
PULMONARY DISEASE.  OR WHATS KNOWN AS "C-O-P-D."  
THE STUDY COMES FROM ITALY AND FINDS CHRONIC COUGH AND PHLEGM TO BE 
INDEPENDENT PREDICTORS OF C-O-P-D.  PEOPLE  INVOLVED IN THE STUDY RANGED 
IN AGE FROM 20 TO 44 YEARS OLD AND-- HAD "NORMAL" LUNGS AT THE BEGINNING OF 
THE STUDY.   
BUT-- FOR THOSE WHO LATER DEVELOPED THE HACKING COUGH AND PHLEGM, THEIR 
RISK FOR C-O-P-D INCREASED FOUR TIMES!     
IN ANOTHER STUDY-- RESEARCHERS FROM ENGLAND DISCOVERD THAT MEN WHO 
BEGAN EXERCISING LATER IN LIFE REDUCED THEIR RISK OF METABOLIC SYNDROME 
BY ABOUT 24 PERCENT!   
 METABOLIC SYNDROME INCLUDES HEALTH CONDITIONS SUCH AS HIGH 
CHOLESTEROL AND BLOOD PRESSURE -- WHICH INCREASE THE RISK FOR DIABETES 
AND HEART DISEASE.   
 MORE THAN 3-THOUSAND MEN-- RANGING FROM 69 TO 70 YEARS OF AGE--
PARTICIPATED IN THE LONG-TERM HEART DISEASE STUDY  
AND FINALLY--NEWS FOR SURFERS!  A NEW STUDY SHOWS "SURFING" CAN BE ONE OF 
THE SAFEST SPORTS! ACCORDING TO AN EMERGENCY MEDICINE PHYSICIAN--  
COMPETITIVE SURFING REPORTS LESS INJURIES THAN ANY OTHER SPORT SUCH AS 
COLLEGE BASKETBALL AND SOCCER! RESEARCHERS FOUND SURFING TO HAVE A 
RELATIVELY LOW RISK OF INJURY.  KNEE INJURIES AND SPRAINS TO LOWER PARTS OF 
THE BODY ARE THE MOST COMMON TYPE OF INJURIES IN THOSE WHO SURF. 
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JAN 10 
AS AMERICA'S OBESITY EPIDEMIC GROWS,  MORE WOMEN WHO WANT TO BECOME 
PREGNANT ARE HAVING PROBLEMS CONCEIVING. NESITA KWAN REPORTS, SOME 
DOCTORS ARE  PROMOTING A FERTILITY TREATMENT THAT TAKES LITTLE MORE THAN 
WILL-POWER: THE COMMITMENT TO LOSE WEIGHT.   
AT 39 YEARS OF AGE, FRAN CAREY IS WORKING HARD TO GET IN SHAPE.   
"Stronger, fitter. I've lost like a bunch of inches."    
BUT SHE ISN'T TONING UP TO RUN A MARATHON OR DROP A DRESS SIZE. FRAN'S 
GETTING FIT SO SHE'LL BE FERTILE.    
"I feel like I'm trying to get my body in the best condition it can be for having a baby."    
AND FRAN'S NOT ALONE. SHE'S PART OF A GROUP OF WOMEN WHO HOPE THAT DIET 
AND EXERCISE WILL HELP THEM BECOME PREGNANT, WHERE OTHER FERTILITY 
TREATMENTS HAVE FAILED.    
ALONG WITH DIETING TIPS, THEY'RE GIVEN WEIGHTED EXERCISE VESTS AND TOLD TO 
WORKOUT 30 MINUTES, TWICE A DAY, EVEN IF IT'S JUST DOING THE HOUSEWORK, OR 
WALKING AROUND THE BLOCK.   
EXERCISE GURU GEORGE MORRISON SUPPLIES THE VESTS AND THE TRAINING. BUT 
THE IDEA FOR A FITNESS GROUP COMES FROM REPRODUCTIVE ENDOCRINOLOGIST 
LAURENCE JACOBS.    
"It's exciting because these are poor prognosis patients. These are women that are not easy to 
get pregnant." 
DOCTOR JACOBS SAYS WOMEN WHO ARE OBESE, OR HAVE A SPECIFIC CONDITION 
CALLED POLYCYSTIC OVARIAN SYNDROME, WIND UP WITH TOO MUCH INSULIN IN 
THEIR BODIES TO BECOME PREGNANT. LOSING WEIGHT, HE SAYS, CAN IMPROVE THE 
ODDS.    
"Doctors have known about the association with obesity and fertility for almost a hundred years."    
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO FERTILITY SPECIALIST DAVID COHEN SAYS IT'S COMMON TO 
ADVISE OBESE PATIENTS WITH IRREGULAR PERIODS TO LOSE WEIGHT, BUT FEW 
PHYSICIANS HAVE GONE SO FAR AS TO FORM FITNESS CLASSES LIKE DOCTOR 
JACOBS.   STILL, DOCTOR COHEN SAYS DOCTORS NEED TO TEST FOR INSULIN 
RESISTANCE, AND MAKE SURE IT'S NOT CAUSED BY SOMETHING ELSE.    
"You can't assume that the person is not having regular periods based on their weight and you 
can't assume that it's because they're eating too much."    
DOCTOR JACOBS ADMITS SOME OF HIS PATIENTS MAY HAVE ADDITIONAL REASONS 
FOR THEIR INFERTILITY.   BUT OF THE FIRST 17 WOMEN WHO'VE STAYED WITH HIS 
PROGRAM, HE SAYS EIGHT BECAME PREGNANT. NAOMI SCIANNA IS ONE OF THEM.    
"I actually cheated and did my pregnancy test a couple of days early, and then told my husband 
and we can't tell anybody until we're sure we can have have it confirmed at the doctor's office. It 
was. It was a miracle."    
 
 
JAN 22 
SWIMMERS, ON WINDWARD OAHU, ARE BEING WARNED OF POLLUTED WATERS.. 750 
GALLONS OF WASTE-WATER "SPILLED" FROM AIKAHI TREATMENT PLANT, YESTERDAY 
MORNING. ACCORDING TO THE "STATE OF DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH," ABOUT 200 
GALLONS LEAKED INTO THE NEARBY FISHPONDS, AS WELL AS KANEOHE BAY. 
 
FEB 1 
DEVELOPING A GOOD RELATIONSHIP WITH YOUR DOCTOR CAN HELP BOTH YOU AND 
YOUR DOCTOR. BUT, FOR MANY PEOPLE, FINDING THE RIGHT MATCH ISN'T ALWAYS 
EASY. NBC'S NANCY SNYDERMAN TAKES A LOOK AT SOME ISSUES FACING PATIENTS 
AND DOCTORS, WHEN IT COMES TIME FOR A VISIT. 
"Having a good relationship with your patient definitely improves their quality of care."    
DOCTORS FEEL IT AND SO DO THEIR PATIENTS.    
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"My personal connection with her has just been amazing. Been more than just a doctor/patient 
relationship."    
BUT FINDING THE RIGHT MATCH ISN'T ALWAYS EASY.    
"I went to a new doctor to get a prescription. I had never met her before and I had went into her 
office and within five minutes she had written me the prescription. She hadn't looked at me once. 
If I called her in two days, she probably wouldn't know who I was."    
NEW YORK PUBLICIST KATE SULLIVAN NOW DRIVES ALL THE WAY TO RHODE ISLAND 
TO SEE A DOCTOR SHE LIKES.   NATS   BUT NEW JERSEY MOM CATHY BALSAMO 
WOULDN'T TRADE HER PRIMARY DOCTOR FOR ANYTHING.    
"I mean, he's just - listens to everything you say. He could spend an hour with you in the room for 
a 15-minute blood checkup. You know, he's just wonderful."    
BUT GETTING THAT OLD FASHIONED KIND OF ATTENTION FROM A PHYSICIAN IS 
GETTING MUCH HARDER.    
"Unfortunately, that bond has become - let's say shattered over the last 20 years with all the 
changes in health care. And probably the most important aspect of treating a patient is - trust and 
mutual respect and - and throw in honesty."    
THE NUMBER ONE GRIPE OF PATIENTS SURVEYED BY CONSUMER REPORTS 
MAGAZINE? BEING KEPT WAITING.    
"I've been told it's worse elsewhere, but I do keep patients waiting."    
OTHER ISSUES: 19 PERCENT HAD TROUBLE MAKING A FAST APPOINTMENT. 9 
PERCENT COMPLAINED OF FEELING RUSHED.   THE TOP CONCERNS OF DOCTORS 
SURVEYED? THAT PATIENTS DIDN'T STICK TO TREATMENT.    
"I think it is very hard to follow the advice of the doctor if there's not a personal connection." 
ANOTHER ISSUE: OVER THREE QUARTERS OF THE DOCTORS SAID THAT PATIENTS 
ASKED THEM TO PRESCRIBE DRUGS THEY SAW ON T.V.    
"Rather than come in with a problem at hand, they'll ask about a toenail fungus that they don't 
have or GIRD that they don't have rather than the mole that's on their back that brought them in in 
the first place."    
BUT MORE THAN ANY PILL, IT SEEMS WHAT PATIENTS WANT MOST ... IS A LITTLE 
QUALITY TIME.    
"I hope that there's a way that people, doctors can take note of this."    
"Whether it's slow down a little bit, or just you know, to pay a little bit more attention, people like 
myself really notice that and they appreciate it. And it makes them want to come back." 
 
FEB 1 
YOU'VE SEEN THE ADS FOR ITEMS LIKE ORANGE JUICE WITH CALCIUM.. AND CEREALS 
WITH OMEGA-3s.  BUT, ARE THEY REALLY GOOD FOR YOUR HEALTH? OR JUST A 
MARKETING COME-ON?  NBC'S JANICE LIEBERMAN HIT THE STORES TO FIND OUT. 
Tropicana: Amazing how lifting just 8 oz. a day can help keep your bones strong. Tropicana Pure 
Premium with calcium, the best 9.3 seconds you can possibly spend on yourself.   (montage of 
functional foods)   (music)   FUNCTIONAL FOODS OR FOODS WITH A HEALTH BOOST ARE 
QUICKLY DEVELOPING INTO BILLIONS OF DOLLARS FOR THE FOOD INDUSTRY. FIRST IT 
WAS CALCIUM, THEN AN ALPHABET OF VITAMINS AND NOW THINGS LIKE OMEGA-3 ARE 
BEING ADDED TO EVERYTHING FROM BREAKFAST CEREALS, TO SNACK ITEMS AND 
DESERTS. BUT ARE THESE HEALTH CLAIMS MAKING A DIFFERENCE? DR. MARC SIEGEL 
ISN'T SO SURE.   
"There's certainly some science that backs up some of these products at higher doses. The 
problem with the fortified foods is that a lot of times the dose is too small to really make a 
difference."   I BOUGHT SOME FORTIFIED PRODUCTS AT MY LOCAL GROCERY STORE 
AND GAVE THEM TO OUR DOCTOR TO CHECK OUT.   
"All right Doctor, if you have a choice of fortified orange juice with antioxidants or calcium, would 
you go for that over the plain?"  "If you're not gonna get your supplements elsewhere, then I 
would go for this over one that isn't supplemented."   (music)   
 "All-Bran cereal, sounds pretty healthy with yogurt."  "You know, the bran part, the fiber part, is 
very good for you. But this is not the way to get your yogurt, that's the gimmick, 'cause this yogurt 
is loaded with sugars and fats. There's much healthier yogurt out there."  "Vitamin water?"  "It's 
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an improvement over soft drinks, but you're better with a vitamin pill."   (music)   AND MOST 
IMPORTANTLY? DR. SIEGEL SAYS BEWARE OF WHAT YOU ARE EATING.   (music)   
"I like the idea of fortifying things that are healthy to begin with. My concern is attaching it to 
products that may be bad for you. If we add Omega-3s to ice cream, people are gonna be eating 
ice cream that don't need ice cream." 
 
FEB 15 
THOSE WHO CARE FOR AN ELDERLY SPOUSE, OR AGING PARENT, "LIVE WITH THE 
CONSTANT WORRY" OF MAKING SURE THEY TAKE THEIR MEDICINE, OR THAT THEY 
HAVEN'T HURT THEMSELVES, ACCIDENTLY. 
NEW TECHNOLOGY NOW HELPS CAREGIVERS CHECK-IN ON THEIR AILING LOVED 
ONES WHO ARE ALONE.  ALL IT TAKES IS A CLICK ON THE INTERNET TO MAKE THE 
CONNECTION AND CHECK IN ON THEM. NBC'S TOM COSTELLO EXPLAINS. 
FOR SENIORS DETERMINED TO LIVE INDEPENDENTLY, THEY ARE HIGH-TECH LIFE-
GUARDS: SENSORS, CONSTANTLY WATCHING FOR SIGNS OF TROUBLE. --FOR MANY 
PRIMARY CAREGIVERS , IT CAN MEAN A NON-INTRUSIVE WAY TO KEEP A WATCHFUL 
EYE ON AN AGING PARENT.    
"You can live in California, your mother can be in Virginia, you'll be sitting at your desk and you'll 
get an email that comes across, as well, that will be an alert."   EXAMPLE --ALARM.COM:  ITS 
SENSORS FIRST ESTABLISH SOMEONE'S TYPICAL DAILY ROUTINE-- THEN SEND OUT 
AN ALERT WHEN THE ROUTINE IS BROKEN.    
"This system is gleaning data all the time and sending it wirelessly from the home."   AND QUIET-
CARE: CAREGIVERS CAN GO ONLINE TO CHECK WHETHER A LOVED ONE HAS EATEN A 
SCHEDULED MEAL.    
"And then there's the Where-i-fone cell phone: originally designed for parents to give children, it 
has a GPS tracking unit so parents never lose track of their kids. And now - to make sure an 
elderly parent doesn't slip away."   NATION-WIDE, SOME 19 MILLION AMERICANS CARE FOR 
SOMEONE 75 OR OLDER...EACH DAY.   AND WHILE TECHNOLOGY CAN HELP BRING 
SOME PEACE-OF-MIND TO CAREGIVERS, EXPERTS CAUTION IT SHOULD NEVER BE A 
SUBSITUTE FOR HUMAN INTERACTION.    
"There's got to be somebody on that other end who's qualified, a human interface, who's qualified 
and really going to support this electronic system."   BUT PRECISELY WHO SHOULD BE 
MONITORED 24/7-- AND WHAT ABOUT ALL THE PERSONAL DATA THAT'S COLLECTED.    
"We're nervous about the passwords we use just to protect our money. We should be very 
nervous about using those same systems to protect what's more important to us, our parents or 
our children."   THEY ARE THE TRADE-OFFs OF TECHNOLOGY THAT ALLOWS 
INDEPENDENCE, BUT WITH A WATCHFUL EYE.    
 
FEB 15 
IN THIS MORNING'S HAWAII HEALTHCAST, PEANUT BUTTER IS BEING BLAMED FOR THE 
LATEST ROUND OF SALMONELLA POISONING. SO FAR 300 PEOPLE HAVE GOTTEN SICK 
ON THE TAINTED PEANUT BUTTER. IT'S PROMPTING A NATIONWIDE RECALL ON PETER 
PAN AND GREAT VALUE BRANDS.  
PEANUT BUTTER. A FAVORITE OF CHILDREN. 
"i eat peanut butter and jelly sandwiches!"   
AND ADULTS TOO 
"i love it. i put it with ketchup. on crackers."    
BUT NOW, WORD PEANUT BUTTER IS LINKED TO AN OUTBREAK OF SALMONELLA, A 
BACTERIA USUALLY SPREAD OTHER FOODS LIKE UNCOOKED CHICKEN. IT CAN MAKE 
YOU SICK.    
"you get terrible cramping and vomiting and then, you know, diarrhea for a couple of days. it 
usually passes within four or five days after that."    
HEALTH EXPERTS SAY THIS WOULD BE THE FIRST TIME IN U-S HISTORY OF 
SALMONELLA IN PEANUT BUTTER. 
"some people don't get that sick from it. some get terribly sick. and there are even actually 600 
deaths a year in the united states.."    
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AND NOW, ONE MANUFACTURER HAS ISSUED A RECALL.   THE MAKER OF PETER PAN 
AND GREAT VALUE PEANUT BUTTER SAYS THE RECALL ONLY INVOLVES THOSE JARS 
WITH THE PRODUCT CODE BEGINNING WITH THE NUMBERS 2111. THE CODE IS FOUND 
ON THE LID   IF YOU HAVE A JAR OF PEANUT BUTTER WITH THAT PRODUCT CODE ON 
TOP, YOU ARE BEING ADVISED TO THROW THE JAR AWAY. 
ONCE AGAIN, THE PRODUCT CODE BEGINS WITH THE NUMBERS 2-1-1-1.   
 
FEB 16 
A MAUI RESIDENT IS ONE OF AMERICA'S LEADING HEALTH FOOD ADVOCATES. FOR 
MORE THAN 25 YEARS, GEORGE MATELJAN HAS CREATED ORGANIC, WHOLE GRAIN 
FOODS AND RECIPES.  AND HE HAS A NEW BOOK CALLED, "THE WORLD'S HEALTHIEST 
FOODS." 
1.  GEORGE, THIS 880-PAGE BOOK IS AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE MOST NUTRITIOUS 
FOODS ON EARTH.  WHAT ELSE IS IN IT? 
<color photos, step by step cooking instructions, scientific backed info, along with guidelines for a 
healthy 4 week turnaround diet and more than 500 fast and easy recipes that can be made within 
15 minutes.> 
2.  YOU BROUGHT EXAMPLES OF SOME OF THE HEALTHIEST FOODS. 
     ***(AD LIB DEMONSTRATION)*** 
3.  SOME FOODS HAVE INCREDIBLE THERAPEUTIC PROPERTIES. 
     WHAT ARE THE BEST FOODS FOR DRY SKIN? 
4.  WHAT ABOUT BRITTLE NAILS? 
5.  WORKING THIS EARLY, I OFTEN NEED AN ENERGY BOOSTER. WHAT IS THE BEST 
FOOD FOR THAT? 
5.  WHAT ARE THE BEST FOODS AVAILABLE IN HAWAII? 
6.  YOU NOW HEAD A FOUNDATION BEARING YOUR NAME. 
     WHAT IS THE MISSION? 
     <provides unbiased, scientific studies and information on nutrition> 
THANK YOU GEORGE FOR BEING HERE. THE BOOK IS CALLED "THE WORLD'S 
HEALTHIEST FOODS." 
 
MAR 28 
IN THIS MORNING'S HEALTHCAST. RESEARCHERS SAY M-R-I SCANS MAY HELP FIND 
HIDDEN CANCERS IN WOMEN WHO HAVE JUST BEEN DIAGNOSED WITH BREAST 
CANCER. NBC'S HELEN CHICKERING EXPLAINS HOW THIS HI-TECH CHECK-- COULD 
SAVE YOUR LIFE.  
DR. BETH ROSENBERG IS A HEART SPECIALIST AND A BREAST CANCER SURVIVOR.    
"Not invasive fortunately i'm doing fine, I'm back in practice"    
CANCER CAUGHT EARLY WITH A MAMMOGRAM A PROVEN TOOL, BUT ONE THAT CAN'T 
CATCH EVERY TUMORTHAT'S WHERE MRI STEPS IN.    
"There's been a lot of literature MRI can find breast cancers that mammography is not finding."    
ENOUGH PROOF THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY IS NOW RECOMMENDING MRI FOR 
WOMEN WITH A GENETIC RISK OR STRONG FAMILY HISTORY OF BREAST CANCER.    
"We absolutely do know breast cancer survival rates are impacted by early detection."    
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA RADIOLOGIST DR. ETTA PISANO HELPED CRAFT THE 
NEW GUIDELINES AND CONDUCTED NEW RESEARCH THAT FINDS MRI CAN ALSO 
DETECT DISEASE MAMMOGRAMS MISS IN WOMEN NEWLY DIAGNOSED WITH CANCER 
IN ONE BREAST.    
"We found in three percent of women - there was a breast cancer in the opposite breast that's an 
enormously high number."    
THE STUDY FOUND MORE THAN HALF OF THE CANCERS PICKED UP BY M-R-I WERE 
INVASIVE.    
"Those are the kind that kill women so it is important to find those cancers and treat them.     
"Dr. Pisano says while the study provides strong evidence that newly diagnosed patients should 
be evaluated with MRI she says it is important to note,that doesn't mean mammogram is out of 
the picture."    
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MRI CAN'T SEE CALCIFICATIONS THE EARLIEST SIGNS OF BREAST CANCER AND THERE 
IS THE CHANCE OF A FALSE POSITIVE FINDING.   BOTTOM LINE - EXPERTS SAY THE HI-
TECH TEST ISN'T FOR EVERYONE, AND ENCOURAGE EVERY WOMAN TO DISCUSS 
THEIR OWN RISK WITH THEIR DOCTOR.  
 
MAR 29 
WHEN IS THE LAST TIME YOU GOT FREE MEDICAL ADVICE?  IF IT'S BEEN AWHILE,  
"HEAD ON DOWN" TO THE BLAISDELL TODAY. THERE'S A FREE EVENT THAT YOU WON'T 
WANT TO MISS.  IT'S THE PRIMETIME WELLNESS FAIR.  DOCTORS AND PHARMACISTS 
WILL GIVE FREE ADVICE, AND DO FREE MEDICAL SCREENINGS.   
KHNL NEWS 8'S MARY SIMMS, IS LIVE, AT THE NEAL BLAISDELL EXHIBITION WITH 
MORE. 
WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME, YOU "INVESTIGATED" YOUR HEALTH? TODAY, COULD BE 
YOUR BIG CHANCE. THE OAHU "PRIME-TIME WELLNESS FAIR" IS SET TO KICK-OFF, 
LATER THIS MORNING. IT FEATURES "MEDICAL ADVICE", AND HEALTH SCREENINGS. 
AND BEST OF ALL -- IT'S FREE OF CHARGE. 
 
 
 
 
 

5:00pm News 

 

JAN 1  

The new child booster seat law took affect today (fv);  a new underage drinking law and the general excise tax hike to pay 
for mass transit improvements also took affect today, and the general excise tax exemption for ethanol expired today, 
increasing gasoline prices. 

HEALTHCAST--A new study shows childhood lack of sleep may be a sign of depression (v)/  A new study shows that 
vigorous housework can decrease the risk of colon cancer (v)/  A new study recommends that parents exercise with their 
children  

 

JAN 2 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

HEALTHCAST--A new CDC study shows that high school students often binge drink (v)/  Abused children may be 
depressed as adults (v)/  Homesickness is a treatable condition  

 
JAN 3 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

HEALTHCAST--A new study shows chronic coughing may be an early sign of Chronic Obstructive Pulminary Disorder-
COPD (v)/  Exercise can reduce the risk of metabolic syndrome (v)/  A new study shows that professional surfing is safer 
than any other sport  

The American Lung Assn-ALA relaunched its Kick the Butt this morning at the Pali Safeway (v);  ALA's Debbie Odo*. 

 

JAN 4 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 
HEALTHCAST--The makers of noted diet pills have been fined for false advertising (v)/ Fathers who only have daughters 
may be at a higher risk for prostate cancer (v)/ Herpes may interact with a gene that increases the risk of Alzheimer's 
Disease  

 

JAN 5 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

HEALTHCAST--New studies show that those who counsel disaster victims are at a higher risk of post traumatic stress 
disorder (fv)/  Online prayer groups may help breast cancer patients  

 

JAN 8 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Tips on avoiding post-holiday depression are examined (lv-Kim in the newsroom);  some are affected by depression after 
the emotional holidays have passed;  resident Alice Kauhane says "I can't sleep, it gets you down";  HI Psychological 
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Assn psychologist Dr Tyler Ralston* discusses symptoms;  tips on reducing holiday stress risks are posted.   

HEALTHCAST--Research indicates that significant weight gain may increase the risk of death from prostate cancer (v)/  A 
new study indicates that mothers with higher income and more schooling are less aware of their children's immunization 
needs (v)/  A study shows that kids with low intelligence test scores are at higher risk of poor health  

 

JAN 9 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Smoking Ban--The State received an "A" for being smoke free air from the American Lung Assn (v);  ALA's Jean Evans* 
says "There's plenty more to do." 

HEALTHCAST--A prescription blood thinner may be linked to bleeding in the brain (v)/  Women with chronic headaches 
are more likely to suffer from fatigue (v)/  Black tea has beneficial effects on heart health (v).   

 

JAN 10 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

HEALTHCAST--Teenagers who eat fast food instead of breakfast are more likely to gain weight (v)/  Families who eat fast 
food more often are more likely to also eat other unhealthy foods and to be overweight (v).   

 

JAN 15 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

HEALTHCAST--Researchers are investigating a genetic link to Alzheimer's Disease (v)/  Low doses of aspirin may lower 
asthma risks (v).   

 

JAN 18 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

HI Medical Ctr, formerly known as Saint Francis Medical Ctr, held a blessing ceremony today (v);  it is HI's 1st physician 
owned hospital;  CEO Dr Danelo Canete*;  Cardiovascular Hospitals of America's Dr Badr Idbeis* says "Our first covenant 
is toward our patients." 

HEALTHCAST--A new report indicates that nicotine levels in cigarettes are increasing (v)/  Daily calcium supplements 
may reduce colon cancer risks (v).   
 

JAN 21 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

750 gallons of wastewater leaked into the fish ponds and subsequently into Kaneohe Bay on Oahu's Windward side 
today, according to the St DOH (v). 

Cleaner deisel fuel is a welcome change for HI's roadways and environment versus gasoline (v);  EPA's Dean Higuchi* 
says that diesel trucks tend to put out a lot of pollution;  reformulated diesel is now being sold in HI which has ultra low 
sulfur levels. 

 

JAN 23 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

100 automated external defibrillators-AEDs are now on hand for use at all St DOT airports (v);  heart attack survivor's wife 
Carol Keale* says the device saved her husband's life. 

HEALTHCAST--Early onset dementia is battled in a NYC "Let's Do Lunch" outreach program (v), network report by Perry 
Peltz. 

JAN 25 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Smoking Ban--The HI Bar Owners Assn seeks an amendment to the ban and some owners now allow smoking in their 
bars (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  Pigskins owner Lance Gomes* opposes the ban but does not smoke;  the St DOH is 
issuing warnings only in the 1st year of the law until penalties and enforcement policies are established. 

The St DOH says 11K HI families may be at risk of identity theft due to a security breach at the Wahiawa Women, 
Children and Infants Ctr (v);  an employee may have accessed personal info to open credit accounts and make 
purchases;  5 families have been affected thus far. 

TALK STORY--Therapy dogs are used in Tripler AMC's Human Animal Bonding Program (v);  parent Geoffrey Wilson* 
discusses the positive effect the dogs have on his infant son;  the Red Cross sponsors the program. 

 
JAN 28 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The first canoe paddling team made up of breast cancer survivors in HI has been launched on Maui (v-Courtesy of Pacific 
Cancer Foundation), 4 unnamed cancer survivors*;  the Pacific Cancer Foundation urges cancer survivors to be active. 
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JAN 29 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature/ Kahuku Hospital-KH Closure--The St Senate Health Cmte considered 2 bills to save KH from closure (fv). 

 

JAN 30 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

HEALTHCAST--Smoking may increase kidney disease risks (v)/  Genes may help determine one's choice in a mate (v).   

 

FEB 2 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

HEALTHCAST--New research indicates binge eating affects 3% of women (v)/  A new report indicates that 2nd hand 
smoke increases lung cancer risks (v).   

 

FEB 4 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

3-year-old Sarah Garland was treated for cancer the first two years of her life (v);  mother Cindy Garland*, Sarah and her 
family were honored guests at this weekend's "Hike for Discovery" on Maui, a benefit for the Leukemia and Lymphoma 
Society, which funds research and treatment of blood cancers, and supports families like Sarah's/  85 hikers, each raising 
at least $3K for the fight against blood born cancers, enjoyed the extraordinary views at Waihee Ridge on Maui (v);  Oahu 
hiker Gillian Williams*;  St Louis resident Michelle LeBeau* talks about her grandmother;  Oahu resident Liane Rawlings*.  
[Dennison]/  $300K raised by the hike will stay in HI, and another hike is already being planned for Kauai. 

PRIDE OF HI--Maui's Dr Peter Galpin* says he was the first surgeon in the world to go through medical and surgical 
school as a paraplegic (v);  Dr Galpin served in Vietnam, and then was in a horrible medical accident in California upon 
coming home from Vietnam;  Dr Galpin was honored this year in Washington DC for his achievements on the anniversary 
of the Americans with Disabilities Act, but he feels that the most important contributions he makes are in his family and the 
community;   

 

FEB 5 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

HEALTHCAST--The US CDC says birth rates for women over 30 are at the highest number in 30 years and teen 
pregnancy is at almost its lowest level ever (v)/  Watching less TV may not necessarily correlate with increased exercising 
(v)/  Sleep disturbances may cause low grades in school (v).   

 

FEB 6 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

HEALTHCAST--The suicide rate among teenagers increased 18% from 2003-2004 (v)/  A new study showed that mothers 
who were divorced increased their risk for mental illness (v).   

 

FEB 8 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

HEALTHCAST--The FDA has approved an OTC-over-the-counter diet drug (v)/  A gene has been linked to deep-vein 
thrombosis (v).   

 

FEB 9 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

City's Discharge of Sewage into the Ala Wai Canal--The 2nd phase of the sewage emergency bypass line project began 
today (fv);  Iseki signage is seen. 

 

FEB 11 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

City DES-Dept of Environmental Service crews are warning that nearly 1K gallons of raw sewage escaped into Kewalo 
Basin this morning (v);  diver Sam Bouram*;  warning signs are posted and surfers and swimmers are being asked to 
avoid the area. 

 

FEB 12 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

HEALTHCAST--A new study indicates that regular mid-day naps may lower heart disease risks (v). 

 

FEB 13 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The St DOH says a sewage spill at Kalihi Stream has affected waters at Keehi Lagoon (v). 
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FEB 15 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The FDA is recalling certain jars of Peter Pan and Great Value peanut butter due to salmonella and food poisoning 
concerns (v);  network soundbite  +  LOCAL ANGLE: The St DOH has asked stores to pull the brands from shelves. 

 

FEB 16 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

US Pres Bush's new budget proposal may cost HI hospitals $47M in Medicare payments (lv-Pai in the newsroom);  
Healthcare Assn of HI's Rich Meier* discusses the potential impact on Medicare patients;  the Queen's Medical Ctr-QMC 
could lose $13M. 

 

FEB 19 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

HEALTHCAST--Tips on preventing heart disease in women are examined (v), network report by Helen Chickering. 

 

FEB 20 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The St DOH is launching a new program to ensure children are properly immunized using a new computer system paid 
for by a $598K HMSA Foundation grant (lv-Pai in the newsroom, oops, audio problems);  St DOH epidemiologist Paul 
Effler*, HMSA's Cliff Cisco*. 

 

FEB 21 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

TALK STORY--A woman is currently discussing a story about the Race For Life with KHNL reporters (lv-Dashefsky at 
Windward Mall-WM);  IHOP, Ruby Tuesday and the Farrell's restaurants attract many customers to WM;  customers 
Kulani Lapan* and Tiare Grundleger*;  the former JC Penney's will soon become a Borders book store. 

 

FEB 23 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Legislature--A bill under consideration will cut funding to St DOE schools that teach either an abstinence or contraception 
sex education curriculum exclusively (v);  "Try Wait" Dir Lisa Jensen* opposes the bill because they only teach 
abstinence;  Planned Parenthood's Annelle Amaral*;  unnamed teacher addresses her students;  Moanalua MS Principal 
Caroline Wong*.   

 

MAR 14 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

3100 gallons of City sewage spilled from a sewer main near Kaneohe Bay yesterday (v);  the St DOH says an 
undetermined amount actually entered the Bay. 

The Hon Clean Cities Partnership received a $100K federal grant today to study making bio-diesel fuel from avocados, 
kukui nuts, palm oil, coconuts and castor beans and other agricultural farm crops as a replacement for gasoline. 

 

MAR 15 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Kulana Malama-KM, a medical ctr for children with special needs, opened today in Ewa Beach (v);  KM's Paul Bersey* 
discusses patients with specific medical needs;  it is the 1st facility of its kind in the Pacific region.  
 
TALK STORY--Kapiolani Medical Center now has a specially trained assisted therapy dog named "Tucker" (v), patient 
Kassian Neal* says "He makes me feel good";  the dog is on loan for 10 years. 

 

MAR 16 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

TALK STORY--The HI Cord Blood Bank-HCBB accepts umbilical cord blood for medical uses (lv-Ako in the newsroom);  
donor Selena Flickinger* says "Why not help somebody?";  the cord blood can be used in transplant procedures;  the 
HCBB has made 19 successful matches. 

The Da Vinci surgical robot at QMC will benefit surgery patients by reducing complications (v);  Dr Bill Yarbrough*;  the 
robot can make smaller incisions than can be made by hand. 

 

MAR 20 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 
Legislature--Neighbor island medical professionals spoke at the State Capitol today to discuss the lack of resources for 
doctors (v);  Hilo Medical Center's Dr Lynda Dolan*;  HI Health Systems' Tom Driscol*;  some Maui residents have been 
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trying for years to get a 2nd hospital. 

The number of flu-related deaths in Hon is on the decline (fv). 

 

MAR 21 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

City's Discharge of Sewage into the Ala Wai Canal--The spill occurred almost 1 year ago (lv-Uyeno on Magic Island);  City 
crews are currently working on phase 2 of the emergency bypass project;  City's Craig Nishimura*;  phase 2 is scheduled 
to be completed in October. 

 

MAR 22 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Bird Flu--A new report indicates that a hypothetical pandemic could cost HI thousands of lives and billions of dollars (lv-
Kim at HNL Airport);  the St DOH is launching a public awareness campaign;  HI's location in the Pacific could make it 
vulnerable;  Lt Gov Aiona*, DOH's Dr Chiyome Fukino*. 

City's Discharge of Sewage into the Ala Wai Canal--The Sierra Club and other environmental groups are urging the City to 
repair sewer lines to avoid a similar spill as its one-year anniversary approaches (v);  SC's Jeff Mikulina* discusses a 
lawsuit against the City. 
 

MAR 23 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

Kahuku Hospital Closure--The Legislature has passed a bill that will allow the hospital to stay open (v);  the bill now goes 
to Gov Lingle;  St DOH's Dr Chiyome Fukino*. 

 

MAR 28 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The EPA says the City's Honouliuli Sewage Treatment Plant does not meet environmental standards and must upgrade to 
reach compliance (v);  Mayor Hannemann* says "The EPA has been unwilling to acknowledge our administration's 
efforts";  the upgrades could cost $400M. 

 

MAR 29 5:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 5 

The Univ of HI School of Medicine received a grant from HMSA to provide healthcare training at Hilo Medical Center on 
the Big Island (v);  Residency Program Director Alan Hixon*, medical student Tracy Masaki Tesoro*. 

The First Hawn Bank-FHB 2007 Primetime Wellness Fair for senior citizens is being held at the Blaisdell Center (v), event 
coordinator Ed Char*. 

 

 

 

 

6:00pm News 

 

JAN 8 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Post-holiday depression tips are given (v);  psychologist Tyler Raltson*. 

 
JAN 11 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Lasik surgery to correct a person's vision is featured (v);  surgeon Stephen Gee*;  patient Cora Speck* says "There was 
never any pain at all." 

 

JAN 12 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The St DOH is warning residents to stay out of the water at Kualoa Beach Park due to an increase in bacteria levels (lv-
Simms in the newsroom);  the St DOH believes sewage may be leaking from a City park restroom;  Windward resident 
Pam Potter*, Seattle visitor Stacy Lessor*;  the park has not been closed. 
 

JAN 19 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Kahala Urgent Care will hold a flu shot clinic tomw at the Kahala Mall near Longs Drugs (#s). 
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JAN 20 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Experts say 90% of HI child booster car seats are improperly installed (v);  Geico passed out informational flyers at the 
Keiki Injury Prevention Coalition-KIPC's free booster safety seat checkpoint at the St DOH;  QMC signage is seen;  
KIPC's Karen Tessier*. 

Kahala Urgent Care set up a flu shot clinic at the Kahala Mall today (v);  Kahala Urgent Care's Robert Ruggieri*. 

 

JAN 25 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Smoking Ban--The HI Bar Owners Assn is starting a petition to allow smoking in bars (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  
Pigskin Bar owner Lance Gomes* says half his customers left due to the ban;  he now lets customers smoke in his bar 
despite the ban;  4K signatures have been gathered in the previous month;  the St DOH is still considering punishments 
for those who violate the ban.   

 
JAN 26 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The St Atty Gen's office says Richard Velasco used a loophole in HI's medical marijuana law to sell marijuana drugs (lv-
Pai in the newsroom);  he obtained a marijuana caregivers license in 2004 despite his prior felony drug conviction;  US 
Atty Ed Kubo*;  Velasco was indicted last month for cultivating marijuana plants;  the Legislature's St Rep Waters* is 
willing to work with Kubo to close the loophole. 

 

JAN 27 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The Hike for Discovery is being held today to benefit the Leukemia and Lymphoma Society of America-LLSA (v);  LLSA's 
Alicia Aragon*. 

The Hon Club's 2007 Spinfest raised several thousand dollars for the Epilepsy Foundation of HI (v);  the 2007 Sharon's 
Ride will be held tomw at the Univ of HI-KCC. 

 

FEB 1 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

City Dept of Environmental Services is repairing a sewer main rupture on Farrington Hwy caused by a sinkhole the size of 
a car (sv);  warning signs are posted;  there are not yet any signs of ocean contamination. 

 

FEB 2 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

HFD investigated a possible Hazmat odor at the Hokua highrise condominium (v);  it may have been a low amount of 
sewer gas. 

Autism may be the fastest-growing health problem in the US (v);  Julianne King* discusses her 6-year-old child, who is 
autistic;  father Don King*;  the Kings have filmed a documentary about their child called "Beautiful Child".  [Pai] 

 

FEB 7 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

City's Discharge of Sewage into the Ala Wai Canal--The 2nd phase of the sewage emergency bypass line project will 
begin on Fri (lv-Uyeno in the newsroom);  contractor Frank Coluccio Construction's Franco Coluccio*, City Dept of 
Design's Craig Nishimura*;  this phase is expected to take 2 weeks.   

TALK STORY--Damien prep footballer Chad Kolomalu* recalls the swimming accident that broke his neck, paralyzing him 
from the neck down (v);  he returned to the accident site with his rescuer for the 1st time today;  EMS specialist Chester 
Sukekane*.   

 

FEB 9 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

1 out of 150 children in the US suffer from autism, according to the US CDC (lv-Pai in the newsroom);  4-year-old autistic 
child Kainoa Chorman*, mother Tina Chorman*, father Tommy Chorman*;  the Chormans credit their use new diet 
involving the use of casein and gluten-free powdered milk and food;  the diet was developed by Defeat Autism Now.  

 
FEB 10 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The American Heart Assn-AHA held a blood pressure screening at Kahala Mall today as part of the Go Red For Women 
campaign (v);  AHA's John Tsujimura*;  Macy's signage is seen. 
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FEB 12 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Kyle Monette*, a student at the St DOE's Mililani HS, leads Kids Helping Kids With Diabetes, a fundraiser for diabetes 
research (v);  he was raised $40K so far;  HWAP-Hawn Waters Adventure Park signage is seen, MORE AT 10PM. 

 

FEB 13 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The St DOH says 120 gallons of sewage spilled into Kalihi Stream near the Marukai Market today (v). 

PRIDE OF HI--A group of Maui residents is pushing for the construction of Malulani, a 2nd hospital on Maui, even though 
construction applications have been turned down multiple times (v);  Maui resident Emma Starr* says her baby was born 
3 months premature;  Maui Memorial Medical Ctr-MMMC has no facilities for premature babies;  the hospital would be 
called Malulani Medical Ctr;  People United to Support a Second Hospital footage is seen;  Gov Lingle* supports the 
hospital, but the State has said that the 2nd hospital would "negatively affect" MMMC;  unnamed man* says Maui doesn't 
have enough doctors for 2 hospitals;  Lingle says "The criterion should be additional services for the public, not the impact 
on an institution or on a building or on a facility";  Lingle is asking the Legislature to change the way it processes hospital 
construction permits in order to allow Malulani to be built.   

 

FEB 15 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

A woman committed suicide today by hanging herself from a building that was still under construction (v);  this is the 3rd 
public suicide on Oahu this week, SEE NEXT. 

The St DOH is making suicide prevention a priority (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  only traffic axs kill more HI residents than 
suicide;  DOH's Eric Tash*;  the Legislature is considering more funding for suicide prevention programs;  MORE AT 
10PM, SEE NEXT. 

Possible suicide symptoms are posted (#s);  American Assn of Suicidology signage is seen. 

The St DOH is warning residents about a natl recall of certain jars of Peter Pan and Great Value peanut butter due to 
possible salmonella contamination and food poisoning concerns;  the DOH has received no confirmed reports of 
salmonella in HI. 

 

FEB 16 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

US Pres Bush's new federal budget could take $47M from HI hospitals (lv-Pai in the newsroom);  Healthcare Assn of HI's 
Rich Meiers* says HI hospitals are already underfunded;  he says "As the Medicare reimbursements are reduced by the 
federal govt, we'll have more and more physicians not wanting to take no new patients";  Straub signage is seen;  Meiers 
says "QMC stands to lose the most" and "The healthcare system in HI is basically broken, and so much of it is tied to 
reimbursements."   

The FDA is now recommending that consumers throw out all Peter Pan-PP and Good Value-GV jars of peanut butter 
purchased after May 2006, regardless of their serial numbers (v);  there are 300 confirmed salmonella bacteria and food 
poisoning cases in 39 states so far;  there are no confirmed cases in HI, but some residents believe the peanut butter has 
made them sick;  Nanakuli residents Charles Fisher* and unnamed* say they got sick from peanut butter they bought at 
the Nanakuli Sack n Save, which has since taken all PP and GV peanut butter off of its shelves. 

 

FEB 17 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The 2007 Great Aloha Run Sports, Heath and Fitness Expo is underway at the Blaisdell Ctr (v);  runner Bradley Chang*. 

 

MAR 13 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 
 

A broken City wastewater pipe spilled 3100 gallons of raw sewage into Kaneohe Bay today (map). 

 

MAR 15 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The Kulana Malama health center for medically fragile children opened today in Ewa Beach (v);  KM's Paul Bursey* 
explains the hospital's "enchanted forest" theme. 

 

MAR 16 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

TALK STORY--Parents can donate their baby's umbilical cord blood to the HI Cord Blood Bank-HCBB, which is run 
almost entirely by volunteers (lv-Ako in the newsroom);  donor Selena Flickinger*;  umbilical cord blood can be harvested 
after birth for its stem cells, undonated cord blood is just thrown away;  the HCBB says only 20% of new mothers at the 
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Kapiolani Medical Center donate cord blood;  HCBB volunteer Lisa Wong Yamamoto*.   

QMC's new Da Vinci surgical robot is featured (v);  urologist Bill Yarbrough*;  the robot is able to make smaller incisions 
than the human hand can. 
 

MAR 19 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 
 
Sera Okutani, 3-Year Old Child, Dies After Left Unattended in a Car in Makiki--The Hon Medical Examiner says Okutani 
died due to extreme heat and has classified the death as an accident (lv-Florino in Kalihi);  the Legislature is considering a 
bill that will punish parents who leave their children in unattended cars;  Florino sits in a car with the air conditioner turned 
off to see what happens;  the thermometer he brought with him reads 80 degrees when he enters the car, 100 degrees 
after 5 minutes and 106 after 10 minutes;  pediatrician Nadine Salle* says a temperature of 104 degrees or higher can 
cause a children to enter a coma and have convulsions;  the Child Advocacy Group says 29 children died in the US last 
year due to being left unattended in vehicles;  HPD will not charge Okutani's father because they do not suspect any 
criminal intent.   

 

MAR 20 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The proportion of HI residents killed by pneumonia and the flu during the week of March 4th was lower than the natl 
average. 

 

MAR 21 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Kahuku Hospital Closure--A proposed bill in the Legislature passed the St Senate Health Cmte today (fv). 

 
MAR 22 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Bird Flu--A new report indicates that HI stands to lose billions of tourism dollars and up to 10K lives in the event of a 
hypothetical pandemic (lv-Lum and Kim at HNL Airport);  the St DOH has plans to launch a public awareness campaign;  
tourists Millie Johnson* and Brian Lemercier*, Lt Gov Aiona*, St DOH's Dr Chiyome Fukino*;  HI is particularly vulnerable 
to a bird flu pandemic.  [Kim]/  The CDC has a quarantine station at HNL Airport. 

 

MAR 23 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Kahuku Hospital Closure--The Legislature today passed a bill to provide emergency funding to keep the hospital open (v);  
St DOH's Dr Chiyome Fukino*;  the bill now goes to Gov Lingle. 
 

MAR 24 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

City's Discharge of Sewage into the Ala Wai Canal--Today is the 1st anniversary of the discharge (lv-Florino on Ala 
Moana Blvd);  reactions of area residents are examined;  Waikiki Yacht Club canoe paddler Lorna Laaloa* says "We lost 
quite a few paddlers" due to the discharge;  surfer Akila Takabayashi* says he still avoids the contaminated area because 
the water still looks "a little different", and also smells differently.   

 

MAR 28 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

A group called REAL held a pro-Smoking Ban protest at the St Capitol today (lv-Dashefsky at the Ala Wai Boat Harbor);  
REAL's Alex Halley* and unnamed*;  Lt Gov Aiona is seen;  signage for the Coalition for a Tobacco Free HI and the 
American Cancer Society is seen.  

 

MAR 29 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

Kahuku Hospital Closure--Gov Lingle has signed a bill passed by the Legislature that will provide emergency funding for 
Kahuku Hospital (fv). 

The Univ of HI School of Medicine received a $535K grant from HMSA to begin rural residency training for physicians on 
the neighbor islands (v);  Hilo doctor Greg Shikuma*;  most medical students end up working in the same area they 
attended medical school in;  residency program director Alan Hixon*, medical student Tracy Masaki Tesoro*;  estimates 
show that the Big Island is currently short 20 family doctors.   

MAR 31 6:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 6 

The 2007 Cancer Information Day was held at the Univ of HI School of Medicine today (v);  Dr Carl Wilhelm Vogel* says 
"1 in 3 individuals will be diagnosed with cancer in their lifetime";  HI has a lower rate of cancer than the natl average. 
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10:00pm News 

 

JAN 22 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Laughter Yoga has been taught in more than 50 countries and is now taught in HI (lv--Kim in the newsroom), local student 
Cate Smith*;  intl student Jong Hoon Chae*;  Vice Chancellor of HI Tokai International College, Dr Douglas Fuqua* says 
that "Laughter is universal";  intl student Yusuke Kawanishi*.   

 

JAN 23 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 
 
A regional summit to discuss random student drug testing will be held in Hon in March (fv);  attendees will learn about 
existing drug-testing programs, research, technology, and legal issues related to them;  1K schools across the US have 
implemented such programs;  no mention of St DOE or HI private schools is made. 

JAN 24 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Univ of HI Emeritus Professor Dr Kekuni Blaisdell* was honored today for his lifetime of service, education and 
mentorship in the Native Hawn community (v); he says that health care work "goes beyond traditional Western ideas 
about healthcare";  tonight's event was part of the inagural Kekuni Blaisdell Leadership Conference at the Univ of HI's 
John A Burns School of Medicine's Native Hawn Center of Excellence. 

JAN 27 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

HI health officials are getting set to board the Queen Elizabeth II cruise ship when it docks to inspect the 300 passengers 
on board who have caught the Norovirus (v), the St DOH is not mentioned by name. 
 

JAN 30 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Hashish and Marijuana Drug Bust on the Big Island--Police estimate the value of all the drugs at over $1/2M (p);  the 
property owner and his wife are in custody and had a valid medical marijuana permit. 

 

FEB 2 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Local artist Peggy Chun, the victim of Lou Gehrig's Disease, continues to create paintings with the help of her caregiver 
and her nose while communicating with her eyes and a computer (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  caregiver Marvel 
Armitage* shows how the paintings are created;  her original nose paintings are available for sale at the studio.   

 

FEB 7 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Legislature--Physician Assisted Suicide, or "Death with Dignity" as supporters refer to the practice, was debated at the St 
Capitol today (lv-Drewes in the newsroom);  Lanikai resident Andie* (ns) says she has prepared herself with a lethal dose 
of pills in case she is no longer able to enjoy the quality of life she is accustomed to;  Dr John McDonnell* opposes the bill 
and feels strongly that the physician's responsibility is to relieve pain and improve a patient's quality of life, so this bill 
should not be necessary;  unnamed supporter* of the bill;  Patricia Lockwood* opposes the bill says her concern is that 
people assume that disabled people have a diminished quality of life, and don't live full lives;  Hospice HI's Kenneth Zeri*; 
lawmakers voted to withhold the measure, which basically kills the initiative before it can reach the full St House.  
[Drewes]/  The only state in the US with a "Death with Dignity" law is Oregon, which passed theirs in 1997. 

 

FEB 8 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Anchor Dashefsky worked for the Tumble Bus (lv-Ben Voss in the studio);  Kalihi Union Church and HMSA signage is 
seen;  Voss brought "The Tumble Bus" to HI after observing the program on the mainland and hopes to help young 
children develop healthier lifestyles by encouraging physical exercise on the bus as a fun event;  the bus serves about 
900 kids a week.   

 

FEB 15 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Peter Pan and Great Value peanut butter recall due to salmonella and food poisoning concerns  +  NEW REPORT--The 
St DOH has issued a warning to stores and consumers (lv-Makaula in the newsroom);  HI stores like Wal-Mart, Foodland, 
Times and Sam's Club carry the Peter Pan brand;  Foodland confirms that it destroyed its entire stock;  jars containing the 
product code "2111" are of concern;  about 300 people have fallen ill since August, but there are no confirmed cases in HI 
so far;  Cleveland Clinic's Dr Alan Taege*. 

Suicide prevention  +  NEW REPORT--The St DOH says the percentage of teen suicides in HI is among the highest in the 
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nation (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  suicide is the second cause of death among HI teens;  mother Pau Kaninau* lost her 
son to suicide;  she is now a suicide prevention advocate and talks to teens and parents;  she wants the Legislature to 
fund more suicide prevention programs for teens;  she talks about symptoms to look for.   

 

FEB 22 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Legislature/  Smoking Ban--Some bar owners testified tonight to get lawmakers to rethink the ban (lv-Hillyer at the Sand 
Island Sports Club);  they want lawmakers to create a new liquor license that would allow bar owners to decide whether or 
not to allow smoking in their establishment;   the St House Judiciary Cmte decided to not vote on the measure, which may 
mean the proposal may not survive this year's session;  Pigskins bar owner Lance Gomes* allows smoking in his bar 
because he says the new law was negatively affecting his business;  ban opponent Kawika Crowley*;  Coalition for 
Tobacco Free HI's Deborah Zysman* discusses the dangers of second hand smoke.   

 

FEB 23 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

The HI Medical Ctr-HMC is laying off 150 workers, due to financial problems;  about 60 of those laid off are Teamster 
Union members, and the Union staged a protest on Liliha Street and filed a complaint with the St DLIR Labor Board. 

 

MAR 5 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Tripler AMC has a 97% approval rating, the highest for military facilities in the nation (v);  the facility undergoes regular 
cleaning and maintenance;  a computerized mapping system allows people to find their way around the hospital;  Tripler 
AMC Cmdr Maj Gen Carla Hawley Bowland*/  In light of the recent investigation into poor conditions and poor treatment at 
the military's Walter Reed Army Medical Ctr in Washington DC, treatment at Tripler AMC is examined (lv-Hillyer in the 
newsroom); Army Special Forces soldier Tim Friedrich*, who was injured while deployed, discusses his treatment at 
Tripler AMC, which he calls "first class";  he feels he received the best medical attention;  his hospital room is equipped 
with a refrigerator, TV, DVD player and microwave;  he will be forced to retire due to his injury.   

 
MAR 9 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Pneumonia deaths in HI are higher than the natl average (lv-Ako in the newsroom);  Dr Kathleen Kozak* recommends flu 
shots for residents. 

Bird Flu--A multi-agency Avian Flu Preparedness Plan is nearly completed (v);  State Civil Defense-SCD's Ed Teixeira*;  
the Pacific Disaster Ctr provides avian flu info on its website. 

 

MAR 17 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Dog Food Recall Pet Death  +  NEW REPORT:  Kailua dog "Twinkles" died on Sunday after eating possibly tainted Iam's 
dog food that was later recalled (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  owner Bailey Sylvester*, atty Emily Gardner*;  Sylvester 
says he would sue Menu Foods if he were an adult.   

 

MAR 18 10:00 PM NEWS 8 AT 10 

Menu Foods pet food recall  +  NEW REPORT--HI's largest pet retailer, Pet's Discount, confirms it has pulled tainted food 
from its shelves (lv-Hillyer in the newsroom);  nearly 90 different brands are affected; the brands are carried in HI stores 
like Safeway, Wal-Mart and Pet Smart;  a Kailua dog may be the first victim of the recall;  Humane Society dog park user*.  
[Hillyer]/  Pet's Discount will refund customers who bought tainted food from their store. 
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PROGRAM:   THINK ABOUT IT 

 

DATE/TIME AIRED:  Mondays, 6:30pm 

Tuesdays, 6:00am and 5:30pm 

Wednesdays, 7:00am and 6:30pm 

Thursdays, 6:00am and 5:30pm 

Fridays, 7:00am 

(See scripts for exact dates.) 

 

DURATION:   60 – 90 seconds 

 

SUMMARY/SCRIPT: 

Hawaii Medicine        February 7, 2007 (Editorial # 2)  
 

The University of Hawaii’s College of Tropical Medicine is expected to begin research 

locally on bird flu viruses this spring. It is essential to develop techniques locally for 

detection and, possibly, for development of a vaccine. Right now, any suspected samples of 

this virus or many other viruses have to be sent to the mainland for testing, which takes days, 

and time is precious when you are talking about a possible pandemic. Some are worried 

about the samples spreading here, but safeguards are in place, and this work is vital. 

 

We have all seen medical testing of loved ones or pets whereby it took days or weeks to get 

results back due to the lack of facilities locally. Hawaii has been mentioned for obvious 

reasons as a possible medical hub bridging the best of the East and the West. Hopefully, 

growth will continue in that area, but right now, it makes sense that we develop tools locally 

and take advantage of opportunities to protect ourselves and strengthen our ability to respond 

and defend ourselves right here. 

 

At one time, it was thought that perhaps the Mayo Clinic might open up a branch on Oahu. 

That hasn’t happened yet, unfortunately, but we must encourage medical pro-active efforts, 

like local bird flu testing, for all the right reasons- human care, economic impact, emergency 

response, and the positive publicity of Hawaii as an innovative, action-oriented state. Think 

about it… 
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PROGRAM:    TODAY 

 

DATE AIRED:  Various (See scripts for exact dates.) 

 

TIME/DURATION:  120 Minutes 

 

SUMMARY/SCRIPT: 

 
FRIDAY JANUARY 5 

7:00am segments: 
Tom Costello reports on dangerous car seats. 
8:30am segments: 
The importance of vitamins and minerals in the quest for younger-looking skin. Guests: 
Dermatologist, Dr. Debra Wattenberg will talk about lotions and creams and Nutritionist 
Joy Bauer will talk about food and supplements. 
On TODAY's health, foods to enhance your sex drive. Guest: nutritionist Lisa Drayer and 
author of "STRONG, SLIM AND 30!". 
9:30am segments: 
Nancy King Reame, a Women's Health Professor at Columbia University and an iVillage 
Contributor joins TODAY to discuss how to prepare for a pregnancy. 

 
MONDAY JANUARY 8 

8:00am segments: 

Matt discusses his "hot flash".  Also, neuroimaging research of menopausal women.  
Researchers hook the women up to a PET Scan, and we can then see the outline of her 
body.  As the woman endures a hot flash, the screen lights up and we see the flash 
travel across her body. 
 

TUESDAY JANUARY 9 

8:00am segments: 
TODAY's consumer correspondent Janice Lieberman shows off some products on the 
market that are geared toward keeping your mind sharp! 
8:30am segments: 
Two Newsweek writers and author of a new book go on a shopping tour through Target 
telling us what every woman needs to have in her handbag to survive menopause.  Dr. 
Snyderman is on set with tons of herbal remedies. She tells us what the latest research 
says about the efficacy of these remedies. 

 
WEDNESDAY JANUARY 10 

7:30am segments: 

Dr. Nancy Snyderman discusses a recent study out of University of Michigan about getting a 

second opinion.   

Kevin Tibbles takes a look at everyday people are abandoning their treadmills and ellipticals for a 

new trend in exercise -- boxing. 

8:00am segments: 

Dr Nancy interviews Suzanne Somers about the controversy surrounding the claims 
made in her new book "Ageless". She says that custom compounded bioidentical 
hormones are a modern day fountain of youth, and that they have changed her life. 
However, experts say that this non FDA approved form of HRT has not been proven 
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safe or effective and that her book's claims may be misleading women into believing that 
they are. 

 
THURSDAY JANUARY 11 

7:30am segments: 

“In the Womb:  Multiples”- Today takes a look at National Geographic Channel’s upcoming 

documentary on the growth and interaction of multiples in the womb. 

9:30am segments: 
Today’s Health:  Diet and fitness expert Harley Pasternak, author of “The 5-Factor Diet” has a 5-

week program which could be your ticket to successful weight loss. 

 
FRIDAY JANUARY 12 

8:30am segments: 

Sarah Ferguson, Duchess of York talks about 10 Years as the spokeswoman for Weight 

Watchers. 

 
FRIDAY JANUARY 19 

8:00am segments: 

Today's Consumer:  The battle over wrinkles.  For those who are too scared to go under the knife 

but still want to age a bit more gracefully,  injectables or facial fillers may be the answer.  

Consumer correspondent Janice Leiberman reports. 

A new study says that some vitamins may actually be hazardous to your health.  Dr. Tod 

Cooperman, President of Consumerlab.com is the guest. 

9:00am segments: 

Dr. Gail Saltz discusses the challenges of living with a spouse who is a workahalic. 

9:30am segments: 

Kid's Boot Camp:  Jennifer London takes a look at a group of youngsters who are approaching 

the New Year as an opportunity for  a new fitness challenge. 

 
THURSDAY JANUARY 25 

8:00am segments: 
Dr Nancy Snyderman talks about the "superbug," MRSA (which stands for 
Methicilllin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus) -- a staph infection and one of 
the first germs to outwit all but the most powerful drugs. 
8:30am segments: 
TODAY makes the 25th anniversary of The Susan G. Komen Foundation.  PLUS, Dr. 
Nancy Snyderman discusses some of the common myths associated with breast cancer. 
Nutritionist Joy Bauer discusses how eating the right foods can help you get healthy 
hair. 

 
WEDNESDAY JANUARY 31 

7:30am segments: 
TODAY's consumer correspondent Janice Lieberman continues our series "GIMMICK 
OR FOR REAL?"  You've seen the ads for foods with added calcium, omega-3's, 
etc…but are fortified foods a good idea or more of a marketing gimmick?    
8:00am segments: 
In conjunction with Consumer Reports, Dr. Nancy Synderman shares tips on getting 
better care from your doctor, including what to do before an appointment, during an 

appointment, and even after the visit.   
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THURSDAY FEBRUARY 1 

8:00am segments: 
On TODAY's health...the pros and cons of caffeine.  Guest: nutritionist Joy Bauer. 

 
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 6 

9:00am segments: 
Dr. Judith Reichman discusses everything you need to know about breast implants but 
were afraid to ask. 
9:30am segments: 
"Calcium 101" with Today's Diet and Nutrition Editor, Madelyn Fernstrom. 
Food Safety 101 and tips for preventing food-borne illnesses with food editor Phil 
Lempert. 

 
WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 7 

7:00am segments: 
Dr. Nancy Snyderman reports on the new breast cancer detection test and what it 
means for women who have just been diagnosed. 
 
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 13 

8:00am segments: 
Joy Bauer, Nutritionist and Today Contributor separates fact from fiction when it comes 

to cold remedies. 
 
MONDAY FEBRUARY 19 
8:00am segments:  

On our continuing series: RUMOR OR REALITY with Janice Lieberman -- 

separating fact from fiction when it comes to:  

 DRINKING WATER AND LOOSING WEIGHT 

 DRINKING COFFEE AND BREAST DISEASE 

 NAIL SALONS BEING HAZARDOUS TO YOUR HEALTH 

TODAY's diet and nutrition editor, Madelyn Fernstrom talks about salt. 

8:30am segments: 

Dr. Nancy Snyderman discusses other uses for BOTOX. 

Men & depression, a look at this week's cover story for Newsweek. 

 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 20TH: 
8:00am segments:  
New guidelines for women on preventing heart disease.  Guests: Dr. Lori Mosca, and Dr. Nancy 
Snyderman. 
9:00am segments:  
Is Vitamin D  the "hot" new vitamin?  And does it really work? Guest: Elizabeth Somer, registered 
dietitian. 

 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23RD 

7:30am segments:  

TODAY kicks off a new series called: FARM TO FORK: TODAY INVESTIGATES: 

HOW SAFE IS YOUR FOOD?   For the next couple weeks, we are looking into 

what goes into keeping our food supply safe.  Friday's focus will be 

on restaurants. Guest: David Burke, chef and owner of restaurants in 

NY, Vegas, & LA. 

 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 26 
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8:00am segments:  

TODAY contributor and nutritionist Joy Bauer shares her picks for kid-

friendly convenience foods. 

9:30am segments: 

Weight expert and author Jorge Cruise shows off how to motivate your 

workout by using a "buddy". 

 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28 

8:00am segments:  
Day 1 of "SLEEP IS THE NEW SEX" - what does sleep loss do to your body in the long 
term? Plus a look at common mistake people make before going to bed which impairs 
their ability to fall asleep. 
“SLEEP…THE NEW SEX: NO ONE’S GETTING ENOUGH & EVERYONE WANTS MORE!” 

DAY ONE: This piece will examine the wretched effect sleep depravation 

can have on the body including: increased risk of heart disease, 

cancer, and heart attack -- bad skin -- decreased sex drive, impaired 

job performance and a leading cause of car crashes.  

 
THURSDAY, MARCH 1 

8:00am segments:  

Day 2 of "SLEEP THE NEW SEX" - what is insomnia and what can you do to treat it? 
THE TRUTH ABOUT SLEEPING PILLS 

DAY TWO: Do sleeping pills really they work?  Are they safe? And who 

should take them?  If you do take them, what's the difference between 

them?  And are OTC medications just as good as prescription? An expert 

weighs in on the pros and cons.  This is a real news-you-can-use piece 

 
FRIDAY, MARCH 2 

8:00am segments:  
Day 3 of "SLEEP THE NEW SEX" - Dr. Nancy Snyderman examines sleep disorders. 
SECRET SLEEP DISORDERS 

DAY THREE:  Sleep disorders: You wouldn't BELIEVE what America does 

while sleeping.  Eating, acting out dreams, even SMOKING while asleep. 

One doctor treated a man who would act out his dream where he is a 

Samurai warrior slicing down his enemy. And yes--there is video. 

Another condition called sleep paralysis is real, when a sleeper wakes 

up and cannot move. This piece delves into the strange world of 

sleeping disorders. 
 
MONDAY MARCH 26, 2007 

8:00 segments: 

Dr. Nancy Snyderman provides the 411 on seasonal allergies.  

9:30 segments: 

Dr. Judith Reichman will be on to explain everything you ever wanted to know about 

cesarean deliveries and why the number/percentage is increasing.  
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PROGRAM:    NBC NIGHTLY NEWS 
 
DATE AIRED:  Various (See scripts for exact dates.) 
 
TIME/DURATION:  30 Minutes 
 
SUMMARY/SCRIPT: 
Tuesday February 7 
Dr. Nancy Snyderman reports on whether there is a link between happiness and health.  
One study showed aging nuns with a positive outlook lived as much as a decade longer 
than nuns with negative outlook. Another from Carnegie Mellon showed people who are 
more positive can be less vulnerable to illness and more healthy overall.  This piece will 
focus on the link between positive thinking and longevity. 
 
MONDAY March 5-- Programmed to be Happy? 
What makes people happy?  Dawn Fratangelo reports:  are some people just genetically 
pre-disposed to be happy? or unhappy?  
 
TUESDAY March 6-- Happiness & Health 
Dr. Nancy Snyderman reports on whether "happy" means healthy.  One study showed 
aging nuns with a positive outlook lived as much as a decade longer than nuns with 
negative outlook. Another from Carnegie Mellon showed people who are more positive 
can be less vulnerable to illness and more healthy overall.  This piece could be focused on 
the link between positive thinking and health and longevity?   
 
WEDNESDAY March 7-- Happiness Through Medicine  
Can a pill make you happy?  Robert Bazell reports, with Americans taking nearly 189 
million prescriptions for antidepressants last year, $83 billion in depression costs, not to 
mention entire floors devoted to self-help at bookstores, Americans seem to be on the 
hunt for a shortcut to happiness.   
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PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS, Available spots run throughout the quarter 

dealing with issues of community concern.  (See attachments for lengths and times run.) 
 

AD2 

- Biohazard/Flush 

  - Environmental awareness. 

  

Advertising Council 

 -Rappin two/Force Habit 

- Fire safety. 

 - Choice/Earthsh 

  - Environmental awareness. 

 - Kelly Hu 

  - RADD. 

 - Montage 

  - Graduation. 

 - Dempsey Stroke 

  - Awareness. 

 -Precious Cargo/Four Nine Cinderella/Cropped Kids 

  -Booster Seat Education 

 -Father and Son 

  -Domestic Violence Awareness 

 -Safe Winter 

  -S. Asia Earthquake Relief 

 -Choir/Drama Club 

  -Parental Involvement in School 

 -Mind/Strength/Mental Hurricane 

  -Hurricane Mental Health Awareness 

 -Lisa/David 

  -Underage Drinking 

 -Heroes/Minus Rev. 

  -Red Cross/Hurricane Relief 

 -Help for Schools 

  -DOE/Hurricane Relief 

 NAB screening children’s viewing habits 

  -Boss of Bad Guys/Boss of Drugs 

Al-Anon Alateen 

 - What It’s Like 

 

Alcoholics Anonymous 

 - Reach Out 

 

Alzheimers Association 

 - One in Ten/Grandma/Family Album/Nancy60 

  - Disease Awareness. 

 -Think Ahead 

  -Reducing the risk of 
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American Cancer Society 
 - Trans.LKGD 

- Promotion for Look Good Feel Better program. 

 - Love you Tutu/My name is/Rachels Tips/Audition/Best Friend 

  - Disease Education. 

  

American Dental Association 

 - Dudley and Friends 

- Child dental care. 

 

American Diabetes Association 

 - Symptoms 

  - Disease Education. 

American Diabetes Foundation 

 -Why would I 

- Disease education. 

 

American Heart Association 
 - Deadly Words/Fast Action/Hard to Remember 

- Disease Education. 

 -Heart Walk 2006 

 

American Liver Foundation 

 - Hepatitis B 

  -Information on getting tested 

 

American Oceans Campaign 
 - Wipeout 

  - Environmental campaign. 

 

American Red Cross  

  -There is a Place 

 

Arthritis Foundation 

 - Soccer/Herschel 

- Disease Education. 

 

ASFS (American School Food Service Association) 

 - Math Class 

  - Nutrition 

 

Big Brothers/Big Sisters 
 - Sam Choy/Call Today 

- Volunteer recruitment. 

 - Ashley Lelie 
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- Volunteer recruitment. 

 

Boys and Girls Club 

 - Colin Powell 

  - Donation encouragement. 

 - Passing Notes/Movers 

  - Program information. 

 

Boys and Girls Club of Hawaii 

 -dancers/ukulele/the club 

 

Boys & Girls Town National Hotline 

 -Did You Know Teen/Parent 

 

Catholic Campaign Human Development Poverty 

 -Picture Gallery 

 

Centers for Disease Control 

 -Colorectal Cancer 

 - Always Give Hugs 

  - Parenting 

 -Flu Campaign 

  -increase vaccination rates 

 -Grandkids 

 

Coalition for a Drug Free Hawaii 

- Express/D is for Dumb/Okay to Pass/Bee Ball Game/Partycam/Andy 

Macdonald/Venus & Serena/When Others Ask/Drowning/Wrapped Up 

  - Drug education. 

 

Combined Federal Campaign 

 -Heroes of the Pacific 

 

Cure Autism Now 

 -Walk Now Hawaii 

  -fundraiser 

 

Dave Thomas Foundation for Adoption 

 -Every Child Needs Love/Birthday Party/Johnny W. 

 

Department of the Attorney General 

- Home Safety/Drugs/Gangs/Neighborhood/Choices/Peer Pressure/McGruff 

Truck 02 

 

 

Department of Heath and Human Services (DHHS) 
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 - Crosswalk 

  - Drug Addiction 

 

Department of Public Works (Refuse) 

 - Glass/Aluminum/Steel/What you Gonna Do 

- Recycling information. 

 

Department of Transportation 

 - Turn Signals/Blk Intersection/Slow traffic/Seat Belt/Signal Turns/Visibility 

- Road safety. 

 

Department of Transportation Services 

 - Handi-Van 

- Transportation information. 

 

Environmental Defense Fund 

 - Product/Trees 

  - Environmental Awareness. 

 

Executive Office on Aging 

 - Sage Plus/Elderly at Home 

  -Help for Elderly. 

 - Caregiver 

  - Help for Caregivers. 

 

Foundation For A Better Life 

 -Cafeteria/Everyday Heroes/Honesty/Generosity 

 

Get Healthy Now (HMSA) 

 - Five a day HMSA/Get Outside/Oil Change/Herman Frazier 

  - Nutrition/Health 

 

Good Beginnings Alliance 

 - First 5 Years 

  - Child early education. 

 

Habilitat 
 - Locker Room/Hearse 

  - Help information. 

 

Hawaii Bone Marrow Donor Registry 
 - Be a Hero 

  - Registration and Donation encouragement. 

 

Hawaii Career Resource Network 

  -Get Moving 
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   -encourage students to think about their future educ./career goals 

Hawaii Lupus Foundation 

 - Into the Loop 

  - Disease Awareness. 

 

Hawaii Psychological Association 

 - 2006 Awards 

  - Program Promotion. 

 

Hawaii State Civil Defense 
 - Shopping list/Hazards 1,2,3/Tsunami/Hurricane 

  - Safety. 

 

Hawaii State Library 

 - Delima Library 

  - Library book return encouragement. 

 

Hawaiian Humane Society 

 - Tiger 

  -Spay/Neuter encouragement. 

 - Balancing Bone/MaryJane&Muffy 

- Older dog/cat adoption encouragement. 

-  

Honolulu City & County 

 -Underage Drinking 

 

Honolulu Symphony Orchestra 

 -Emotions 

  -Find a concert nearby 

 

Hospice Hawaii 

 - Hospice Care 

  - Informational spot. 

 

HPD/Information Resources 

 - Stop Sign/Carry Passenger 

- Bike Safety. 

 - Maile Alert 

  - Child Safety. 

 

Human Rights Campaign 

 - Parenthood/Friends 

  - Hate/Racism awareness. 

 

Junior Achievement 
 - Twenty Kids 
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  - Volunteer to teach. 

 

Juvenile Diabetes 

 - ZFBB-8083 

  - Disease awareness. 

 

KHNL/K5 PSAs 

 - Letter 

  - 911 information/use. 

 - JBettis/Joyner Kersee/Van Dyken 

  - Asthma awareness. 

 

KHNL TMYK 
 - MB Teen/MB Parenting/ Marvin Lupus/Diane Recycle/Marvin Kids/Alc 

- Teen Encouragement, Parenting, Hawaii Lupus Foundation, and 

Recycling. 

Kids Voting Hawaii 

 -Kids Voting 1 &3 

 

Leukemia/Lymphoma Society 

 -Goals Landon Donovan 

  -Awareness 

 

Links Inc, The 

 -People Like Me 

  -Organ Donor 

 

Lung Cancer Alliance 

 -No More Excuses 

  -Get the facts 

 

Make A Wish Foundation 

 -Just A Kid 

 

March of Dimes 

 - Traffic Baby 

  - Folic Acid during pregnancy education. 

  

Mother’s Against Drunk Driving (MADD) 

 - Centerlines/Spinning Btl 

  - Drunk Driving. 

 

Muffin and Company 

 - Muffin Reading 

  - Literacy. 
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National Arbor Day Foundation 

 -Great Thing Growing 

 -Nature Explore 

  

National Center for Nutrition and Dietetics 

 - Healthy Life 

- Eating right. 

 

National Colorectal Cancer Action Campaign 

 - Dominoes 

 - House Call   

 

National Commission on Writing 

 -Garfield on Writing 

 

National Crime Prevention 

 -McGruff School for fraud prevention 

 

National Domestic Violence Hotline 

 -Make the Call 

 

National Alcohol and Drug Addiction 

 -New Morning 

 

National Institute on Aging 

 - Fountain Youth. 

 

National Institute on Drug Abuse 

 -Text Message 

 

National Meningitis Association 

 -What Shouldn’t Happen 

 

National Safety Council 

 - Goin for a Ride 

- Safety seat use. 

 - Transformatio/Transformatio 2 

- Bike helmet and safety gear use. 

 - YSAB3460/3461 

  - Cell phone use and driving safety. 

 

National PTA, The 

 - Know it all/Standback/School Bus/Bus Safety 

- School bus safety. 

 - Moments/New Shoes 

  - Educational Support. 
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National Wildlife Protection 

 - Protect 

- Animal rights protection. 

 

Native Hawaii Library Commission 

 - Reading 2/We are Hawaii 

- Literacy 

 

NATPE 

 - Nobody is better/Friends/Hate is an 

  - Racism. 

 

NBC Inc. 
 - Various Actors on topics such as... 

  - Violence 

  - Domestic Violence 

  - Drunk Driving 

  - Fetal Alcohol Syndrome 

  - STDs 

  - Staying in School 

  - Date Rape 

  - Teacher Appreciation 

  - Teen Pregnancy 

  - Drugs 

  - Education 

 

NFPA (National Fire Protection Agency) 

 - Stop Drop Roll/Home Escape 

- Fire Safety. 

 

No Hope in Dope 

 - Various athletes promoting drug free lives. 

 

Oahu Civil Defense 

 - OCD Emergency 

- Hurricane Preparedness. 

 

Office of Hawaiian Affairs 

 - Hawn Language 

  - Education. 

 

Paralyzed Veterans of America 

 -Jason Wittling/ Children Thank Veterans/ Don’t Forget America’s Veterans 

  -Info/Write to a veteran 
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Partnership for a Drug Free America 

- DECC2146, DEAA1022, 2194, D is for Dumb/Bee-Ball Game/Smoke/Davey & 

Glitch/Blind/Praise & Reward 

  - Drug Abuse Education. 

 

Partnership for Essential Nutrition 

 -Weight Loss 

 

People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals 

 - Hurricane PSA 

 

Preemie Care 

 - I Already did 

  - preparedness. 

 

Prevent Child Abuse Hawaii 
 - Preventable/Ribbon/Think/Time-Out 

  - Child Abuse Prevention 

 

Produce for Better Health Foundation 

 - Five a Day 

  - Healthy Eating. 

Project Safe Neighborhoods 

 -domestic violence awareness 

 

Retail Merchants of Hawaii 

 - Stem PSA 

  - Shoplifing. 

 

River of Life Mission 

 - General 

- Mission support. 

 

Rotary International 

 - Eradicating 30 

  - Polio 

 

School Nutrition Association 

 -Math Class 

  -Education 

 

Shriners Hospital 

 -Katie/Sage/Ringo Starr 

   

Sierra Club 
 - Global Warm2/Years 
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  - Environmental awareness. 

 

Stop The Silence Inc 

 Stop Child Sex Abuse 

 

Surfrider Foundation 

 - Planet Surf 

  - Environmental Awareness. 

 

The More You Know (Sponsored) 

 - Various (ZNBC####-O/R) 

- Literacy/Prejudice/Parenting/Mentoring/Judging/Bullying/Child 

Abuse/Smoking/Designated Driver/Internet Safety 

 

US Department of Transportation 

 - No Zone 1 

  - Road Safety. 

 

Waikiki Health Center 

 - Clouds 

- Program  information. 

 

Wal-Mart 

 - Missing Child 

  - Campaign information. 

 

Wave Riders Against Drugs 

 - WRAD 

- Drug education. 

 

West Glen 

 - Hidden City 

  - Ocean awareness. 

 

Winners’ Camp 

 - Winners Camp 

  - Leadership Camp Promotion. 

 

Winners at Work 

 - Hire a Winner 

- Hiring disabled encouragement. 

Women’s Fund of Hawaii 

 - Empowering Women/Abuse 

 

World Wildlife Fund 

 - Rainforest 
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- Environmental awareness. 

 -People and Places 

 

Y-Me National Breast Cancer Org. 

 -Knowledge is Power 

 

YMCA Honolulu Chapter 

 -Martin Luther King 

 -John Glenn 

 

 

 

 


